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EXECUTIVE SGHMMff

1. BACKGROUM) AH> OBJECTIVES

Fusion systems, which are under development as future energy
systems, have come in a stage where the break even is expected to be
realized in the near future.

A fusion system can be regarded as an

energy system which includes new concepts and functions specific to the
uniqueness of generating and maintaining the fusion reaction compared
with the other big energy systems such as fission reactors.
On this recognition, it is desirable to demonstrate that a fusion
system is well acceptable to the societal environment in the course of
being incorporated and settled into it in parallel with its system
development.

There are three crucial standpoints to measure the

acceptability, that is, technological feasibility, economy and safety.
These three standpoints have close relationships each other and become
the basis to determine the direction and to estimate the adequacy of the
development.
The safety issues are taking on much more importance, considering
the three experimental tokamaks, i.e., JET, TFTR and JT-60, are already
characterized as large-scale systems and tritium will be introduced into
some of them as the fusion fuel.

Additionally, a large amount of

tritium is expected in a fusion system of the next generation.
Therefore, it is desirable to establish a methodology to resolve the
safety-related issues in harmony with the technological evolution from
now on. Then, such a harmonization will promote the sound development
of the safety designs of fusion systems.

(l)

The concepts for

the fusion systems, still having various

alternatives, have not yet been settled for promising ones toward
reactors. Naturally, for example, the principle of safety ensuring and
the way of safety evaluation are not established, compared with the
other big energy systems in practical use. Thus, there are difficulties
to resolve the safety-related issues on the component basis of the
prospective fusion system.

Nonetheless, it is already possible to

discuss the safety-related issues with a methodology focusing on the
constituent functions which are essential to the fusion system, since
the constituent functions have been practically settled owing to the
investigations mainly on the plasma so far.
Here the selection of the constituent functions have to be general,
so that the methodology should bring about safety-related guides to each
type and stage of fusion systems. In order to envisage a general fusion
system to be modeled for the methodology, the following constraints are
assumed:
(1) utilization of the D-T reaction,
(2) utilization of a magnetic confinement,
(3) realization of a built-in type Li-T fuel cycle, and
(4) realization of electricity generation using a thermal-conversion
system.
Judging from the state of the art of the fusion development, it is
natural to employ these constraints without degrading the generality
seriously.
To begin with, a framework of the methodology has been constructed
to include all the safety-related issues and to keep consistency among
them. Then, several issues such as the fusion system understanding and
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modeling, safety ensuring principle and the function based safety
analysis, are discussed within the framework.
In this context, this study has following objectives:
- To develop an adequate methodology which can make directions and
provide measures to promote the safety designs and evaluate the system
safety of the general fusion system in prospect of the future fusion
systems.
- To present a basis for proposing the R & D items and establishing the
data base, which are requisite for sound developments of the fusion
systems.

Here the data base indicates not only the safety criteria,

standards and guidelines for the safety designs but the accumulated data
for the safety evaluations.

2. FRAMEWORK OF THE METHODOLOGY

An overall framework is needed in order to establish a synthesized
methodology for the safety evaluation of a general fusion system.
Within the framework, all the safety-related issues are identified and
their inter-relations are settled with keeping mutual consistency. The
proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1, where the safety-related issues
are divided into two groups.
requirement

The one is concerned with an safety

from the societal environment, namely, the external

viewpoint. This safety requirement is that the public must be protected
from radiological hazard. The other includes issues of system safety,
that is, internal viewpoint, and is relevant to the fusion system
behavior in itself.
following

three

The internal viewpoint is assumed to consist of

issues:

(1) the understanding

(3)

of fusion system
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Fig. 1 Framework of Methodology for Safety Analysis and Evaluation for
Fusion Systems

characteristics in a general sense and the development of an appropriate
model for the general fusion system, (2) the safety ensuring principle
for pursuing adequate safety protections, and (3) the function based
safety analysis to bring about the basis and method of safety
evaluation.

Here the second item is to harmonize the internal

viewpoints with the external one.

3. FUSION SYSTEM UNDERSTANDING AMD MODELING

The accurate understandings of the fusion system characteristics
from the early stage of the system development can promote the
harmonization between the technology evolution and the safety.

Such

understandings can promote the development of an appropriate system
model in which the constituent functions and amounts, forms and flows of
materials as well as energies in the system can be expressed.
Furthermore, there is a need to construct a model which can present a
basis to discuss the safety ensuring principle and to carry out the
function based safety analysis, since such discussion and analysis can
deepen the understandings of the safety characteristics.

For these

purposes, several conceptual designs were reviewed, and are identified
several characteristics, which should be reflected on the model.
Especially, the distributed nature of functions, energy- and Rl-sources
should be emphasized as an intrinsic characteristic of the fusion
systems.

Also the model is desired to express systematically the

relation among functions and energy-

and Rl-sources under both the

normal and off-normal conditions, since a loss of function and an
abnormal energy release can lead to the release of radioactive
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materials. In order to resolve these requirements, a general model was
developed through a three-step modeling, that is, physical, normative
and descriptive modeling.

Throughout the modeling the importance of

areas where materials exist and boundaries which confine them is
emphasized and the expression of the areas and boundaries were realized
into the general model.

The resultant model is called a "general

descriptive model (GDM)", where the general fusion system is considered
to be constituted from five system elements. The five system elements
are related with the nuclear fusion reaction, the energy conversion and
fuel production, the fuel processing, the waste processing, and the
containment.

Each system element is an assembly of an area, functions

and boundaries.
The GDM is the key of the methodology and enables us to enhance the
comprehension of the safety-related issues for the general fusion
system. The GDM has also a great advantage to make it easy to carry out
the function based safety analysis.

A number of characteristics,

especially the distributed nature, are well integrated into the GDM. As
another characteristic of fusion systems, it is proposed that there are
three kinds of RI sources depending on their mobilities and inventories:
mobile-/ controlled-, and immobile-RI with a relationship in their
inventories such as mobile-RI<controlled-RI<inmobile-RI.
various

energy

sources,

they

are

grouped

into

As for the
five

kinds:

electromagnetic, chemical, mechanical, thermal, and radiationl energy.
The better understandings of these characteristics from the safety point
of view can lead to an establishment of the safety ensuring principle.

4. SAFEIY ENSURING PRINCIPLE
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A safety ensuring principle is proposed, in order to harmonize the
the safety requirement from the societal environment and the system
development especially concerned with the adequate safety protections
endowed with the fusion system. The safety ensuring principle has three
aspects: what

should

be protected

under

normal and

off-normal

conditions; how the safety protections can be materialized; and what
level of assurance should be required to the safety protections. The
last one can offer the guidelines for "how safe is safe enough."
Throughout these discussions, the defense-in-depth principle, the
potential advantage of inherent and passive safety features, and risk
considerations are taken into account.
Through an examination of the RI leak structure, in terms of source
term and leak path, three principal items to be protected are obtained:
(1) RI controllability, (2) boundary integrity and (3) containment
integrity.
An approach to safety protections is proposed which prioritizes
safety features: inherent, passive and active safety features. In order
to materialize

the safety protections, the mechanism which can

jeopardize the three principal items is examined, where the loss of
function and the abnormal release of the energy are regarded as the two
major initiators of abnormal occurrences. The energy sources can also
propagate the abnormal occurrences and have various kinds as mentioned
above.

Therefore, it is appropriate to analyze first the abnormal

energy releases to arrange the safety protections against the energy
releases and then against RI releases.

The protection against the

energy release is examined through precursor detection and, moreover.
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the mitigation is checked over both the energy source and the effect
caused by the released energy.

As a result, the energy sources are

classified into five levels. The safety protections against the energy
releases along with those against the RI releases are optimized from the
viewpoints of the RI controllability and the boundary integrity.

The

optimized safety protections form the basis to realize a multi-tiered
barrier against the HI releases, and they are in compliance with the
secondary and tertiary levels in the defense-in-depth principle.
Also an approach to the safety assurance and evaluation is proposed
to realize a just enough level of the safety protections. As for the
safety evaluation, there are two methods, that is, the deterministic and
the probabilistic one. The probabilistic method utilizes the risk as a
measure of the level of assurance. Although there are some criticisms
against this method such as the insufficient data base and the ambiguity
in the results, the use of the risk can provide us with a qualitative
measure for the adequacy of safety designs.

In the deterministic

method, the evaluation is made on the selected design basis events
(DEEs) which are assumed to envelope all the possible events.

This

method has an advantage that it requires relatively small number of
evaluations compared with the probabilistic method. For this approach,
however, it must be answered how the design basis events can be selected
for the fusion system. On these discussions, the approach proposed here
utilizes a probabilistic way in the selection of the DBEs, while
deterministic in the evaluation.
The basic principles of the risk-based approach are sumnarized as
follows:
(1) The risk due to a fusion system should be low enough compared with
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the risks in the daily life,
(2) The frequency of an abnormal occurrence should become lower as its
consequence increases.
The latter one requires the uniformity of safety assurance against all
the credible accidents. In order to incorporate these principles into
the fusion system design, an event categorization is introduced. In the
event categorization, all the abnormal events are classified into four
categories on the basis of the expected consequences and the assumed
reliabilities of safety features. Along with this event categorization,
the classifications are proposed concerned with the RI sources and the
boundaries. The event categorization proposed here can be a guideline
to assure the adequacy of the safety features and the DBB selection.

5. FUNCTION BASED SAFETY ANALYSIS

Furthermore, in order to accomplish our methodology, it is
necessary to offer a practical way to incorporate the safety ensuring
principle into the system design and to clarify the general safety
issues of the fusion systems. Especially, it is indispensable to make
clear the practical way for selecting DBEs and safety features through
the event categorization.

For that purpose, it is inevitable to

understand the system behavior under abnormal conditions.
For

the understanding of the system behavior, it may be

theoretically possible to express all abnormal propagations in the
system as the event sequences from the initiating event, but the
following problems exist in this approach:
(1) Abnormal events

in fusion systems have the possibility of
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propagating via many functions, boundaries and areas, and enormous
numbers of event sequences have to be followed even on the GDM.
(2) It may not be a practical way to investigate the safety features
for each event sequence one by one.
As the result, the attempt to select the DBBs through this approach will
probably fail.
In order to overcome the problems, a function based safety analysis
was performed. The function based safety analysis is a method of safety
analysis on the basis of a "function based" system model such as the
GDM.

Hie GDM is advantageous for such an analysis, since it models the

whole fusion system by a rather small number, namely five, of system
elements and the abnormal propagations can be systematically drawn
through the functions, areas and boundaries. The function based safety
analysis makes it possible to select the requisite safety features
against the abnormal propagations and to determine the DBEs for the
general fusion system.
To begin with, the cause and effect analysis among the five system
elements to pick up abnormal events by focusing on the affects on the RI
controllability and the boundary integrity. The abnormal events can be
lumped into the typical events depending on the conceivable similarities
in both the resultant phenomena caused by the abnormal events and the
necessary safety features.

Each typical event, regarded as an initial

event, evolve into an event sequence by connecting the relevant typical
events along the possible event propagation on the GDM.

The event

categorization is employed here to mark a border which indicates the
possible transition of the event from a category into the next-level
one. Then safety features are required to assure the RI controllability
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and the boundary integrity for keeping the event propagation within the
category*

The event sequence is assumed to terminate when the further

event propagation is recognized as incredible. The total probability of
10 /year gives a measure for the incredible propagation.

Here, the

failure probability of an active safety feature is assumed to be
10~2/demand.
As a result, a relatively small number of typical events, that is
16, were selected and the DBEs for the general fusion system were
summarized into 20 events. The DBEs and the requisite safety features
obtained through the function based safety analysis lead to the
guidelines for the safety design and evaluation for the fusion system.

6. APPLICATION OP METHODOLOGY

The safety evaluation of the R-tokamak was accomplished by applying
the methodology.

The R-tokamak is a tokamak-type experimental fusion

facility planned at Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University. The
purpose of this evaluation is to confirm the applicability and
usefulness of the methodology. First, a GDM is made for characterizing
the safety aspects of the R-tokamak, especially for identifying the
amount, forms and flows of energy and RI sources. System behaviors were
investigated to clarify typical events in a qualitative sense

through

the function based analysis on the GDM. DBEs were made up in the same
manner

mentioned

categorization.

above

and

Also

safety

categorized
functions

according
for

to the

event

the R-tokamak

were

investigated in relation with the DBEs. Through a quantitative analysis
which evaluates the maximum release of tritium, the adequacy of the
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containment system design was examined, where the tritium release to the
environment was modeled for the containment system including tritium
cleanup system.

The safety features and DBEs for the R-tokamak were

obtained through the function based safety analysis. The result of this
application showed not only that the R-tokamak is a facility with enough
safety

but

also

that

the

methodology

is

well

valid

for

the

safety-related issues of fusion systems.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As the result of our study, safety analysis and evaluation
methodology for fusion systems was developed.

In the methodology, all

the safety-related issues concerned with a distributed system like a
fusion system could be integrated and

resolved with the logical

consistency in progressing the safety analysis and evaluation.
In the course of the methodology development, we could present new
ideas and approaches, e.g., the general descriptive model (GDM), the
three principal items to be assured, an approach to safety assurance
based on the event categorization and function based safety analysis.
The characteristics of fusion systems were also summarized from a safety
viewpoint.

They could be harmonized within the framework of the

methodology and the effectiveness of the approach according to the
framework was demonstrated, where the requisite subjects and their
relations in the methodology development were selected and organized.
The usefulness of the methodology was confirmed

through the

application to the safety evaluation of the R-tokamak. This methodology
could be a tool for realizing a rational fusion system design.
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In conclusion, in order to make clear the design of the fusion
system which has a rational safety based on well-defined principles,
further studies are necessary.
In actual safety design and evaluation, quantitative analyses of
system behaviors are necessary.

Development of computer programs and

data bases for the analyses is required. The computer programs and data
bases to be developed can be clarified from the general DBGs obtained in
this work.
The method of materializing the safety features, that is, inherent,
passive and active safety features should be developed in a more
concrete manner.

For that purpose, experiments and quantitative

analysis are necessary.

The preliminary guidelines to establish the

standards and the codes for safety design and evaluation should be made
clear.
Furthermore, the continuous refinement of the methodology

is

necessary, and it should be made mainly through the application to
actual designs.

This work was carried out under the collaborating Research Program
at the Research Information Center, Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya
University.
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1. HBKODOCTION

Fusion systems, which are under development as future energy
systems, have come in a stage where the break even is expected to be
realized in the near future.

A fusion system can be regarded as an

energy system which includes new concepts and functions specific to the
uniqueness of generating and maintaining the fusion reaction compared
with the big energy systems such as fission reactors.
On this recognition, it is desirable to demonstrate that a fusion
system is well acceptable to the societal environment in the course of
being incorporated and settled into it in parallel with its system
development.

There may be three crucial standpoints to measure the

acceptability, that is, technological feasibility, safety and economy.
These three standpoints have close relationships one another and become
the basis to determine the direction and to estimate the adequacy of the
development.
The development of light water reactors has followed a scale-up
process concerned with the reactor core from experimental through
commercial reactors. While, if the development of a fusion system is
viewed from its technological feasibility, there is a marked feature
that the development hardly follows such a scale-up process. Even if
the scale effect of the plasma core is still ambiguous, the three
experimental

tokamaks, i.e., JET, TFTR

and

JT-60, are already

characterized as large-scale systems. Considering that tritium will be
introduced into some of them as the fusion fuel and further a large
amount of tritium is expected to be introduced into a fusion system of
the next generation, the safety aspects of the fusion systems are taking

_ 1

__

on an increasing importance.
should

be

resolved

Therefore, the safety-related issues

in accordance with

the development

of the

technological feasibility from now on.
In the past, it has been often thought that the safety designs
should be added to a system in the later stage of its development after
the various system concepts had been settled for promising one.

It

could, however, lead to a situation where the safety might be less
harmonized

with

the

technological

feasibility

and

the

economy,

furthermore, the promotion of the safety designs was liable to be an
opposite factor to the improvement of the technological capability with
economy. For example, in the history of the safety research for fission
reactors, it is no exaggeration to say that the discussions have been
focused on the engineered safety features, as is the case with the
LOCA-ECCS arguments, and the most efforts for safety have been made to
verify the appropriateness of them [11.

Recently, reflecting such a

"patch-work or band-aid safety" which gives weight first to the system
development and then introduces safety considerations into the system, a
trend has been arising that the safety should be taken into account from
its early stage even if the system composition is still immature
12],[31.

This trend aims at the development of more rational safety

designs which are consistent with the technological and economic points
of view.
Finally, the viewpoint of economy may present a measure to realize
a rational balance between the technological feasibility and the safety,
where the safety should be prioritized first; the rational balance is
indispensable to the practical use of a fusion system.

At the final

stage of the development for commercial fusion system, the economical
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aspects of a fusion system should be measured in comparison to the costs
of other power-generation systems. While, in the current stage of the
development, it nay be difficult to determine the effective factors
which dominate economical developments toward a demonstrative fusion
reactor.

However, it is possible to prepare the measure from the

viewpoints of the technological feasibility and the safety; and it is
desirable to obtain an approach to promoting the cost effectiveness and
its judgment criteria from the early stage of the fusion system
development.
On these understandings, it can be considered that the viewpoint of
safety as well as technological feasibility and economy plays an
important role for the fusion system from the early stage of its
development.
The approach to examining the safety aspects can be launched with
the identification of safety-related issues to be taken into account.
Such safety-related issues concerned with the fusion system are shown in
Table 1.1.

The role of safety study indicates the two major items of

studying the fusion system safety.
for this study.

The former item is the basic idea

Although it is important to evaluate the safety of a

developed system, it is liable to be the patch work-safety without the
consideration expressed in the former item.

It is crucial to develop a

methodology of the safety evaluation [41,[5] which is applicable to the
general fusion system, with construction of a framework concerning the
safety-related issues by evolving the idea indicated by the former item.
In this study, the generality of the fusion system is a significant
requirement,

since

the

methodology

should

bring

about

general

safety-related guidelines in each stage of fusion system development.

-3-

Table 1.1 Safety Study for Fusion System Development
JL. Role of Safety Study
(1) Clarify the Direction of Development for Fusion Systems, so that They
are Safe Enough to be Acceptable to the Societal Environment.
(2) Carry Out Safety Evaluations for the developed Fusion Systems to
Comprehend their Safety Aspects.

2. Approach to Safety Considerations
(1) Characterization of the System
"Distributed System" concerning Energy & Rl Sources
(2) Safety Ensuring Principle
Defense-in-Depth Principle:
Prevention: QA/QC
Protection: ISFs and back-up ESFs
M itigation: Possible use of containment system

3. Realization of Safety Design
(1) Development of System with Less Hazard Potential
System with much intrinsic safety
(2) Development of System with Adequate Safety Features
Potential Advantage of ISFs, Effective Backup by ESFs

4. Objectives of Safety Study
(1) Provide Safety Critera and Standards
(2) Obtain Guidelines for Safety Designs
(3) Clarify Requirements for R&Ds
(4) Establish Methodology of Safety Evaluations
(5) Accumulate Data Base Required for Safety Evaluations

-4
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The understanding of the fusion system characteristics is the
primary approach to the safety consideration.

As a first step of the

understanding, it is necessary to identify the overall characteristic of
fusion systems from the safety point of view.

In this methodology

study, a fusion system should be regarded as the distributed system in
which both the energy sources and the radioactive materials are not
concentrated in a specific region but distributed throughout the system.
This overall characteristic is in contrast with the fission reactor in
which not only the energy sources but the radioactive materials
concentrate mostly in the core. That is, for the fusion system, all the
safety-related issues are hardly focused on the region of fusion
reaction, i.e., core plasma. This kind of specific characterization can
play a significant role in formulating the safety ensuring principle.
In order to promote a better understanding of the fusion system
characteristics, it is desirable to evolve an appropriate modeling of
the general fusion system taking account of the distributed nature. The
other objective of the modeling is to bring about a realistic way to
formulate the safety ensuring principle suitable for the fusion system.
The principle of defense-in-depth is applicable as a basis of ensuring
safety for the fusion system, since it can be said that the usefulness
of the principle has been verified through applications to the fission
reactors and there is no principal difference between a fission reactor
and a fusion system concerning such a principle.
The safety ensuring principle should be focused on the reduction of
the hazard potential included in the fusion system and the prevention of
such a potential from becoming actual which leads to an unacceptable
level of hazard. These two items are considered to be the objectives in

- 5 -

the clarification of what and how the system should be protected under
any circumstance, taking account of how safe is safe enough.
The safety aspects of fusion systems have been focused on the core
plasma. Concerning mainly with the core plasma, it has been pointed out
that there is a possibility to develop a fusion system with less hazard
potential than a fission reactor, since several

intrinsic safety

advantages have been recognized, such as the negligible possibility of
energetic power excursion.

However, the hazard potential of a fusion

system being represented by the radiological materials involved in the
system, they are distributed extensively within the system and roost of
them exist outside of the core plasma.

At the same time, hazard

potential leading to an abnormal release of the radiological material
should be identified concerning the energy sources, which are also
extensively distributed within the system.
consideration

should

be

focused

on

the

Therefore the safety
interaction between

the

distributed energy sources and radioactive materials, i.e., RI sources.
Then it is needed to realize the safety protections, that is, to
materialize how the hazard potential can be prevented from becoming
actual under off-normal conditions.

Here it is crucial to attain the

safety protections with the harmonization between the safety and
technological feasibility within the constitution of the fusion system.
The

realization

of

the

safety protections

can be performed

by

incorporating inherent and engineered safety features into the system.
In the incorporation of the safety features, a standpoint should be
emphasized that gives weight first to the utilization of the inherent
safety features (ISFs) and then backs them up by incorporating the
engineered safety features (ESFs), where an adequate balance between the

-6 -

ISFs and ESFs should be pursued, since only the full utilization of the
ISPs would degrade the performance of operation and maintenance.
From the viewpoint of how safe is safe enough, a measure has to be
presented within the balance of safety and technological feasibility.
Here a method is indispensable to select the necessary safety features
for the fusion system and evaluate the adequacy of them.

First, in

order to select the safety features, it is needed to investigate what
the realistic abnormal occurrences are expected for the general fusion
system. Then these abnormal occurrences should be summarized into a set
of postulated events to confirm the adequacy of safety designs including
the inherent and engineered safety features.

These events, that is,

design basis events (DBEs) have to be selected to envelope all the
credible events in the system.

The selection of the DBEs should be

carried out on the general fusion system, since it is desirable to
identify the DBEs and the associated safety features in a general sense.
As for the judgment criteria, the risk consideration can offer its
basis, namely, the degree of the safety assurance by incorporating the
safety features can be measured through the expected consequence and the
associated failure frequency of safety features.
On these backgrounds, the study has the following objectives:
- to develop an adequate methodology which can make directions and
provide measures to promote the safety designs and evaluate the system
safety of the general fusion system in prospect of the future fusion
systems.
- To present a basis for proposing the necessary R&D items and
establishing the data base, which are requisite for a sound development
of the fusion systems. Here the data base includes not only the safety
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criteria, standards and guidelines for the safety designs but the
accumulated data for the safety evaluations.
To accomplish these objects, the development of the methodology is
described on the several critical safety-related issues as follows:
- the framework of the methodology,
- the understanding of fusion systems,
- the safety ensuring principle, and
- the function based safety analysis on fusion systems.
Then, the applicability and usefulness of the methodology is verified
through an application to a fusion system.
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2. FRAMEWORK OF THE METHODOLOGY

In order to establish the rational safety of fusion systems, it nay
be necessary to develop the synthesized methodology of safety analysis
and evaluation, based on the well-defined safety principle. In the case
of a fusion power reactor, for example, which will be completed by the
large-scale technological development, we have to successfully overcome
all safety related issues extending on many divergences.

For that

matter, the safety analysis and evaluation must be performed to confirm
the design adequacy from the safety point of view.
The safety ensuring for a fusion system has to be considered in
each stage of design, construction and operation.

In such stages, the

safety issues concerning the design are important, considering the state
of the art of development for fusion systems. Fig. 2.1 shows the schema
of the research subjects to be investigated in advance of introducing a
fusion system to the societal environment, looking over from a viewpoint
of safety.

In the fusion system, in addition to the energy conversion

and transport system from the core plasma of D-T reaction, the fuel
cycle system and many other subsystems supporting not only the core
plasma but also the fuel cycle are located in the same site. The fusion
system, compared with the fission system, therefore, may involve many
essential functions to complete an energy production system using fusion
reaction, so that its system constitution would become complicated.
Moreover, since the subsystems with built-in radioactive materials and a
large amount of energy nay be stationed sporadically in a site and these
materials and energies are let flow during a normal operation, it can be
regarded that the hazardous sources are distributed in a fusion system.
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Safety Issues in Development of Fusion System

Hence, in the consideration of the release of radioactive materials upon
an accidental condition, it should be noticed that the propagation of
abnormal events also become conplicated.
In the system safety design, it is necessary that not only the
innovated

elementary

technology

is

incorporated

but

also

the

technological system integration, which is also balanced with some kinds
of safety features, can be realized, considering the characteristics of
fusion systems as mentioned above.
In the safety evaluation, the safety analysis and environmental
assessment are important.

Such an importance is principally same as

that in the fission system and, especially, the main part of the
environmental assessment is focused, of course, on the radiological
hazard for the public.

However, since the fusion system would have a

peculiar system constitution and system behavior as mentioned above, it
is surely necessary to provide the methodology of safety analysis,
according to the well-defined safety principle in consideration with the
characteristics

of

the

fusion

system.

Moreover,

the

developed

methodology should have a capability to select the postulated events
summarizing the system behavior under abnormal conditions in the fusion
system. Under circumstances that the fusion system is under development
and its components are not well fixed, though the eventual purpose of
safely analysis is to evaluate the adequacy of the system design, the
safety analysis is desired to conduct embodiment of the essential
functions in the fusion system satisfying the safety requirements.
Namely, it is important that the results of the safety analysis and
evaluation is significantly reflected in the innovation of the system
design and in the direction of rational R&D in the fusion system.
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The safety assurance may be performed

by comparing the system

design and the results of safety evaluation with the codes for safety
regulation and/or the safety criteria and standards.

However, the

codes, criteria and standards, in general, can not be codified without
enough understanding
experiences.

of safety and the accumulation of technical

For fusion systems, therefore, it is reasonable that we

first understand the details of safety and begin to consider the
desirable stand of the codes, criteria and standards.
As summarized in Fig. 2.1, there are many safety research subjects
for

fusion systems to be

investigated.

The development of the

methodology of safety analysis and evaluation is considered to be a key
issue in these subjects, since the safety evaluation is responsible for
the safety protection of the public.

In order to complete the safety

analysis and evaluation, moreover, many safety related items such as
system characteristics and system behavior

related to the safety

aspects, safety features and environmental impact have to be taken into
account

synthetically.

The

methodology

of

safety

analysis

and

evaluation to be developed is desired to be applicable to a general
fusion system because a fusion system is now in the early stage of
system development and has many alternatives for its design.
When we considered the mentioned above situation concerning the
fusion safety, especially, the role of safety analysis and evaluation,
it could be concluded that it is important to select and organize the
main themes to be considered in the development of a safety analysis and
evaluation methodology. Therefore, the framework of the methodology was
schemed to have a view of the methodology development, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.2.

As can be seen in the figure, the fusion system can be
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Fig. 2.2 Framework of Methodology for Safety Analysis and Evaluation for
Fusion Systems

grasped from the external viewpoint and the internal one. The former is
a standpoint that one assesses the fusion system from the surrounding
environment and the latter that one assesses the fusion system behavior
in itself. The safety ensuring principle in the figure is responsible
for coordination between both viewpoints and it is the basic requirement
for items to be protected in the fusion system in order to make the
influence due to introduction of the system to the environment lower
than an allowable level.
To construct the framework, first the general characteristics and
safety items of a fusion system were investigated. They have obviously
different aspects in comparison to those of a fission system as
mentioned in detail in Chapter 3. Therefore, they require development
of a new model with which the general characteristics are expressed
suitably to carry out succeeding studies without logical contradiction.
In this study, we adopted a multi-step modeling
synthetically a fusion system.

to understand

The detailed procedure of the fusion

system modeling will be described in Chapter 3.1.

In the normative

model, which was obtained at the second step, essential functions and
amounts, forms and flows of materials as well as energies in the system
could be expressed as shown in Fig 3.3 in Chapter 3.1.3.

In this

process, we reviewed several conceptual designs for fusion systems
proposed until now to confirm the generality of the system model. From
this model development, the distributed nature in function, energy and
material is well understood as intrinsic for a fusion system. On the
contrary, the concentrated nature is for a fission one.

These

understandings evolved the system model at the final stage to a general
descriptive model (GDM), in which a fusion system is considered to be
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constituted from five system elements, i.e. vacuum, blanket, fuel, waste
and containment.
and boundary.

Each system element is an assembly of area, function
The details of the CDM will be described in Chapter

3.1.4.
Next, requests from the societal environment to a fusion system
have to be summarized into the safety requirements.

So far, the

environmental aspects of a fusion system have been discussed from the
potential advantage of a fusion system over a fission one. The safety
requirements for a fusion system, however, would be same as a fission
system in principle.

Therefore, the safety requirement for fission

systems, which is especially concerned with radiological burden, such as
ALAP and

permissible dose in case of accidental release, can be used

also for fusion systems. Main issue is how to represent the requirement
along with the design basis events (DBEs). We assume an equi-risk curve
as a perspicuous expression.
societal

Both the safety requirements from the

environment, as an external viewpoint, and the general

characteristics of a fusion system, as an internal one, are the two main
themes to be considered and to be harmonized in the construction of a
reasonable methodology for safety analysis and evaluation.

These two

themes, as shown in Fig. 2.2, are taken into account for the development
of safety ensuring principle and function based safety analysis.
It

is worthwhile

to mention

here,

that

in

the course

of

developments of safety ensuring principle and function based safety
analysis, several principles and practices in the fission system safety
have been transferred with their intrinsic meanings in mind.

Major

items of them are defense-in-depth principle, DBEs, and probabilistic
risk analysis. In the development of the safety ensuring principle, the
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targets to be assured against the disturbance due to the occurrence of
an abnormal event were obtained from the analysis of SI leak structure.
They are boundary integrity and the controllability for radioactive
materials in the system element. They are, of course, essential targets
to be assured also for a fission system. However, there are substantial
differences in assuring the targets.

In the fission system, the

assurance can be fulfilled mainly by reactor shut down and shut down
heat removal.

On the contrary, a fusion system is hardly possible to

integrate the safety functions in simple forms. Therefore, on the basis
of the understanding that an accidental release of energy could be one
of the main accident initiators, we investigated amount, form and
release mechanism of energy in conjunction with detection, protection
and mitigation.

Through the investigation, it becomes possible to

discuss the ways of providing safety features. The safety requirements
assumed by an equi-risk curve was incorporated into the process of the
event categorization.
As for the function based safety analysis, it is not fully
available to introduce event tree analysis as well as fault tree
analysis in the present stage of the fusion system development due to
lack of data bases.

In addition, event sequence construction starting

from the failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) requires many steps and
wide branches until the termination of the sequence.

Therefore, the

number of event sequences become so enormous that even by logical
computer program coded for a large computer system can not cope with
them.

This fact was one of the main motivations to propose the GDM in

this methodology.

In order to select the typical events related to the

abnormal release of radioactive materials in a fusion system, we
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performed the function based safety analysis on the GDM.

In this

analysis, abnormal events in each system element of the (SM were noticed
and their effect was investigated according to the safety ensuring
principle as mentioned above, so that the abnormal events could be
lumped into 16 kinds of the typical events, considering the conceivable
similarities in the resultant system behaviors caused by them.
The design basis events (DBEs) are the events postulated to confirm
the adequacy of safety design involving inherent and engineered safety
features.

In this study, the sources of radioactive materials were

classified into three, considering their inventory and mobility, and the
classification was used as a qualitative measure for the inventory and
also for the consequence of the events.

Event sequence was evolved

regarding each typical event as an initiating event and, then, the DBEs
for

fusion

systems were

summarized

into

20

events, which

were

categorized into three kinds by using the equi-risk curve on the basis
of the required frequency for abnormal occurrences and the amount of
radioactive materials released to the environment.
The DBEs selected here oust envelop all credible events in a fusion
system and, furthermore, make clear the view of requisite safety
features. Therefore, they are considered to become a general guide for
the safety design and evaluation for a fusion system. In addition, from
the results of the whole of this study, it would be recommended that the
inherent safety features should be given high priority in the safety
functions, especially considering the safety characteristics of general
fusion systems and the system behavior at the abnormal occurrences.
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3. UNMRSTANDING OF FUSION SYSTEMS

In this chapter, as the first step of the safety study according to
the framework of the methodology, the characteristics of general fusion
systems, which can be the basis for the succeeding studies, are
discussed.
It has been

recognized

that fusion systems have different

characteristics from fission systems. For example, as will be described
in Chapter 3.2, fusion systems have distributed nature concerning energy
and RI sources. This characteristic is in contrast with that of fission
systems where energy and RI sources are mainly concentrated in the
reactor core.

In fission systems,

safety issues are concentrated on

the integrity of the fuel and the surrounding boundaries based on its
characteristics.

Considering these differences, safety principles

developed for fission systems are not always applicable to fusion
systems safety. New principles are needed to be developed based on the
characteristics of fusion systems in order to achieve rational safety.
In this context, first of all, it is necessary *$p understand the
characteristics of fusion systems, especially, the system constitution,
distribution and kind of RI and energy sources, first of all.
Furthermore, in order to carry out the succeeding studies, it is
also necessary

to develop a system model which expresses the

characteristics of the fusion system based on the understandings. For
the modeling, general and integrated representation is required to make
possible the safety analysis on fusion systems which are characterized
as a "distributed systems".
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The development of the system model is described in Chapter 3.1.
The characteristics of the system constitution are made clear through
the model development.

In chapter 3.2, RI and energy sources in the

fusion systems are reviewed and the characteristics are summarized.

3.1 System Model Development

The purpose of the system model development is to construct a
system model which expresses the characteristics of general fusion
systems for the succeeding safety analysis.
Since fusion systems are under development, many designs of fusion
systems have been proposed but they have not given a fixed fusion
reactor design in a promising way. In order to carry out our study, it
is necessary to recognize general characteristics of fusion systems and
then to discuss other safety-related issues based on it.
For that purpose, studies based on such a system model are
preferable rather than the studies based on specific fusion system
designs one by one.
In the followings, we describe the general descriptive model ((DM)
developed for that purpose. The characteristics of the constitution of
fusion systems will be made clear

in the course of the model

development.

3.1.1 Procedure of System Model Development

Before describing the procedure of the system model development, we
discuss the requisites for the system model, since the procedure should
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be considered based on these requisites.
The system model is used as the basis of the safety analysis where
general safety issues and design basis events are discussed (Chapter 5 ) .
Since the fusion systems are under development and the designs are still
immature, for our study it does not seem so fruitful to investigate
safety issues concerning detailed designs of components.

Considering

the purpose of our study, it is necessary to clarify the safety issue
independent of specific design, that is to say, safety issues comronly
included in various designs. For that purpose, "generality" is required
for the system model. The "generality" means that the system model can
represent many fusion system designs.
In order to give an unobstructed view in the safety study,
"integrated representation" is an important natter to be considered in
the system model development.

The "integrated representation" means

that the model is well summarized and abstracted considering the
characteristics of fusion systems from the safety point of view so that
it does not have a redundancy in representation and does not include
system constituents which are not important to safety consideration.
Since a fusion system has the distributed nature, a number of system
constituents will be necessary when a component based system model will
be examined. However, the detailed expression of each component is not
always required for our purpose and makes it difficult to grasp
intrinsic characteristics for fusion safety.
The generality and the integrated representation are considered as
the basic requisites for the system model.
From the safety viewpoint, it is necessary to clarify material
boundaries in the system in order to investigate the RI leak path, since
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they also work as RI confining barriers in both normal and off-normal
conditions.

Therefore, we tried to include the material boundary

explicitly in the system model.

By introducing the boundary into the

model, the relative locational relation has to be made clear so that the
failure propagation could be followed easily. In addition to that, the
model representation employing boundary can make possible the integrated
representation of the system. A number of components can be integrated
into a boundary without missing the important aspects on safety as RI
barriers.
Information on materials existing in the system and the flow of
energy and materials should be included in the system model, since these
factors are important to understand the system behavior under abnormal
conditions. In order to clarify the constitution of material boundaries
in the system, it is also necessary to understand the material
distribution and flow.

In order to assure the generality of the

system model, we focused our attention on functions, since basic
functions required for fusion systems are independent of a specific
design.
Based on the above discussions, we developed the system model,
paying attention to functions, materials and material boundaries.
The system model was developed by three-step modeling: (1) physical
modeling step, (2) normative modeling step, and (3) descriptive modeling
step. In Fig. 3.1, the outline of the modeling procedure is shown. The
modeling began with the understanding of the essential functions
required for fusion systems and in each step we developed the modeling
by successively adding information from different viewpoints, e.g.,
functions, materials and boundaries.
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Using this kind of modeling

STEP 1

PHYSICAL MODELING

Physical Model — Universal
- Define Goal of Fusion System
- Three Essential Functions for Fusion System

STEP 2

NORMATIVE MODELING

Normative Model — Design independent under the restrictions
on fusion reaction, fuel cycle, confinement
method and electricity generation system.
- Functions and Materials
- Flows of Energy and Mass

STEP 3

DESCRIPTIVE MODELING

[Descriptive Model — Material boundaries are introduced from
a safety point of view.
- Functions
- Material Boundaries
- Areas
- Energy and Rl Sources relevant to Area and Functions

Fig. 3.1 Procedure of System Model Development
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*

method, the added constraints in each step are made clear.
In the physical modeling step, three essential functions were
inductively derived from the consideration on the goal of a fusion
system.

In the normative modeling step, the three essential functions

were broken down into more detailed constituent functions to control the
flow, state, and conversion process of materials and energy.
the

breakdown

process

of

the

essential

functions, we

Through
clarified

"materials" in the system. A material is defined as the substance which
is essentially required to achieve the goal of fusion systems, e.g.,
plasma, coolant and fuel material. The clarification of the material is
indispensable to selecting material boundaries in the descriptive
modeling step.

In the normative modeling step, some constraints were

supposed to the fusion system.
In the descriptive modeling step, boundary and area were introduced
based on the normative model and consequently the system model, that is,
general descriptive model (GDM), was constructed.

3.1.2 Physical Modeling

The goal of a fusion system is defined as "electricity production
using fusion reactions". There are many kinds of fusion system concepts
depending on (1) fusion reaction type, (2) plasma confining method to
maintain fusion reactions, and (3) electricity generation system.

In

any case, the following functions are necessary to achieve the goal of a
fusion system:
(A) Fusion Power Generation Function,
(B) Energy Conversion and Transport Function, and
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(C) Fuel Cycle Function.
These three functions were defined as the essential functions of fusion
systems. In Fig. 3.2, the physical model is shown.

3.1.3 Normative Modeling

In this step, functions, materials and the flow of energy and
materials in fusion systems are investigated. Here, it is necessary to
suppose some constraints on the fusion system, since the obtained model
in this step is forced to be dependent of some design options in fusion
systems.

Here, the following constraints were supposed to the fusion

system:
(A) Utilization of D-T reaction,
(B) Plasma confinement using magnetic field,
(C) Built-in type Li-T fuel cycle, and
(D) Electricity generation using thermal cycle.
Reviewing the fusion development at present, it is natural to suppose
that the first commercial fusion reactor in the future will be designed
based on these conditions.
Under these conditions, the three essential functions of the
physical model were broken down into more detailed essential functions
and materials, and the normative model was constructed considering the
flow of energy and materials.

(1)

Functions

and

Materials

Derived

Generation Function
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Goal of
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Control of Fuel Flow

Fig. 3.2 Physical Model

In magnetic confinement fusion, fusion reactions are realized by
confining hot and dense plasma using magnetic fields. For this purpose
the following functions are required:
(A) Magnetic Field Generation Function,
(B) Plasma Heating Function,
(C) Vacuum Preparation Function,
(D) Fuel Supply Function, and
(E) Ash Removal Function.
Material related to these elementary functions is a plasma.

(2) Functions and Materials Derived from the Energy Conversion and
Transport Function

Fusion energy is released as kinetic energies of 14 MeV neutrons
and 3.5 MeV alpha particles. TO recover and utilize these energies, the
following functions are required:
(F) Energy Conversion Function (to convert neutron and radiation
energies into thermal energy),
(6) Beat Removal Function (to remove and transport converted thermal
energy), and
(H) Electricity Generation Function.
The Energy Conversion Function is realized by locating materials having
a large energy stopping power, which is defined as a Heat Deposition
Material, around a plasma. The Heat Removal Function controls the flow
of Heat Transport Material and consequently removes heat from the Heat
Deposition Material and transport them. The Heat Deposition Material is
the material related to the Energy Conversion Function and the Heat
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Removal Function. The Heat Transport Material are the materials related
to Energy Conversion Function and Electricity Generation Function.

(3) Functions and Materials Derived from the Fuel Cycle Function

In the case of the built-in Li-T fuel cycle, the following
functions are required to realize the Fuel Cycle Function:
(I) Fuel Production Function,
(J) Fuel Transfer Function,
(K) Fuel Purification Function,
(L) Fuel Separation Function,
(M) Fuel Storage Function,
(N) Waste Processing Function, and
(0) Waste Storage Function.

The Fuel Production Function is realized simply by locating a
fertile material (Fuel Production Material) for tritium production, such
as Li or Li compound, around a plasma.

From the view point of the

neutron economy, it is necessary to locate the fertile material close to
the plasma and, therefore, the Fuel Production Material also has the
nature as the Heat Deposition Material.
Fuel Material is the materials related to the functions,(J)-CM),
and Waste Material is the materials related to the functions, (N) and
(0).

(4) Normative Model
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In Table 3.1, functions and materials defined in the normative
model are summarized.

The normative model is shown in Fig. 3.3.

The

model includes 6 materials, i.e., (i) Plasma, (ii) Heat Deposition
Material, (iii) Heat Transport Material, (iv) Fuel Production Material,
(v) Fuel Material and (vi) Waste Material, and 15 elementary functions.
The model shows the relations among the functions and the materials and
also the relevant energy and ness flows in the system.
expressions

of

the functions and

Since the

the materials are general and

independent of a specific design, the obtained normative model is a
general expression of fusion systems under the constraints mentioned
above.

3.1.4 General Descriptive Model (GDM)

In the descriptive modeling step, the GDM is constructed based on
the characteristics of fusion systems revealed in the physical and
normative modeling step by introducing boundaries which are required
from a safety point of view.
The GDM is shown in Fig. 3.4.

On the GDM, the fusion system is

composed of five subgroups: (1) nuclear fusion reaction related (vacuum
area related),

(2) energy conversion and fuel production related

(blanket area related), (3) fuel processing related (fuel area related),
(4) waste processing related (waste area related), and (5) containment
area related.
paper.

These subgroups are called as "system element" in this

Each system element is a set of functions, boundaries and an

area, and is mainly characterized by materials and functions which
control the state or flow of materials of concern. The functions in the
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Table 3.1 Functions and Materials Derived in the Normative Modeling Step

FUNCTIONS

MATERIAL

( FUSION POWER GENERATION )
(1) Magnetic Field Generation Function

Plasma

(2) Plasma Heating Function

Plasma

(3) Vacuum Preparation Function

Plasma

(4) Fuel Supply Function

Plasma

(5) Ash Removal Function

Plasma

( ENERGY CONVERSION AND TRANSPORT )
(6) Energy Conversion (Heat Deposition) Function

Heat Deposition Material

(7) Heat Removal Function

Heat Transport Material

(8) Electricity Generation Function

Motive Material

( FUEL CYCLE )
(9) Fuel Production Function

Fuel Production Material
(Heat Deposition Material)

(10) Fuel Transfer Function

Fuel Mixture

(11) Fuel Purification Function

Fuel Mixture

(12) Fuel Separation Function

Fuel Mixture

(13) Fuel Storage Function

Fuel Mixture

(14) Waste Processing Function

Waste Material

(15) Haste Storage Function

Waste Material
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Plasma Heating F
Magnetic Field
Generation F.
Vacuum
Preparation F.
Ash Removal F.

:

(
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Electricity
Generation F.

Waste Storage F.
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Schematics of Normative Model

FPSU_\ \FPEX

Fig. 3.4 General Descriptive Model (GDM)

Notations of Fig. 3.4
FUNCTION (12 kinds)
FPFG Function
FPHE Function
FPEX Function
FPSU Function
FHCI Function
FHOO Function
FHEG Function
FPSP Function
FFTR Function
FFST Function
FWPR Function
FWST Function

of Magnetic Field Generation
of Plasma Heating
of Particle Exhausting
of Fuel Supply
of Material Circulation
of Heat Conversion
of Electricity Generation
of Fuel Separation and Purification
of Fuel Transfer
of Fuel Storage
of Waste Processing
of Waste Storage

AREA (5 kinds)
AV Vacuum Area
AB
Blanket Area
AF
Fuel Area
AW Waste Area
AC
Containment Area
BOUNDARY (6 kinds)
BVD Vacuum Area Boundary
BBO Blanket Area Boundary
BFO Fuel Area Boundary
BWD Waste Area Boundary
BBV Boundary between Vacuum and Blanket Areas
BOE Boundary between Confainment Area and Environment
INTERFACE BOUNDARY (3 kinds)
IVF Interface Boundary between Vacuum and Fuel Areas
IBF Interface Boundary between Blanket and Fusl Areas
IFW Interface Boundary between Fuel and Waste Areas
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model can give the information on the flow of material and energy.
System elements are used as a useful unit for investigating off-normal
events on the GDM in the function based safety analysis as described in
Chapter 5.

The treatment of energy and RI sources on the GDM will be

described in Chapter 5.1.
In the normative modeling step, a constraint on materials was added
to the fusion system.
In the design of a fusion system, it is necessary to make a
selection of materials and components
elementary functions and materials.
in selecting the materials.
substances.

in order

to realize these

Therefore, there are some options

Some of them can be realized by common

For example, the Fuel Production Material can work as the

Heat Transport Material at the same time, and the Heat Removal Material
can also work as both of the Beat Deposition Material and the Fuel
Producing Material.
According to this design option in material selection, the obtained
General Descriptive Model will slightly change.

Therefore, the Heat

Transport Material and the Fuel Production Material were supposed to be
the same substance, which was defined as Blanket Material, in this step.
Fig. 3.5 shows the reduced normative model where the Fuel Producing
Material and the Beat Transport Material are the same substance. This
model corresponds to the blanket design with Li breeder and Li coolant.

(1) Selection of Functions

The normative model includes two types of functions.
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F i g . 3.5

Reduced Normative Model: The Blanket has Dual Role: Fuel Production and Heat Transport

functions which control process parameters in the system and the loss of
the functions can be an initiator of abnormal occurrences. The other is
functions whose loss can not be postulated in principle and/or has no
important effect on safety.

Fuel Production Function and Energy

Conversion Function are the examples of the latter functions, because no
active control is necessary to realize the function and, besides the
loss has no important effect on safety. Therefore, on the GDM, only the
active functions are introduced. Some of the active functions are more
concretely expressed in this modeling step compared with functions in
the normative model. The following 12 functions were selected:

(A) Magnetic Field Generation Function,
(B) Plasma Heating Function,
(C) Particle Exhausting Function,
(D) Fuel Supply Function,
(E) Material Circulation Function,
(F) Beat Conversion Function,
(G) Electricity Generation Function,
(H) Fuel Separation and Purification Function,
(I) Fuel Transport Function,
(J) Fuel Storage Function,
(K) Waste Processing Function, and
(L) Waste Storage Function.

By incorporating these functions into the GDM, it is possible to
describe the flow of material and energy in the fusion system.

Of

course, it is possible to incorporate the other functions which act for
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supporting these functions, e.g., power supply and diagnostics, into the
(DM. However, the loss of these supporting functions can be included in
the loss of functions on the GDH.

(2> Selection of Area

Area means the space where the material exists and is enclosed by
the material boundary. The area was defined by investigating the nature
of the materials and their flows in the normative model.

If the

material can not work with the other materials, area relevant to the
material is necessary separately.

For example, plasma can not exist

with the Heat Transport Material, since high vacuum is inevitable for
maintaining plasma. Furthermore, if a controlled flow of the material
in itself is necessary, area relevant to the material is also necessary
to maintain the flow.
The following six areas are selected:

(A) vacuum Area,
(B) Blanket Area,
(C) Fuel Area,
(D) Waste Area, and
(E) Containment Area.

The vacuum area is necessary to sustain the high vacuum for
generating and maintaining a hot and dense plasma. Here, a containment
system is introduced as a practical choice for the isolation between the
system and the public.

The containment area means a space inside the
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containment system except the other areas.
Here, we introduce the assumption that the Heat Deposition, the
Fuel Producing

and the Heat Transport Material are the same substance

and the substance was defined as the Blanket Material. This assumption
corresponds to the Li-breeder/Li-coolant design.
As for the design where coolant

is not a breeder

such as

pressurized water coolant/solid breeder design, it is possible to
construct the (DM corresponding to the design by adding different areas
for coolant and breeder, separately, as shown in Fig. 3.6.

However,

this kind of modification has no key effect on the succeeding safety
studies.

(3) Selection of Material Boundary

At first, the following material boundaries are selected according
to the definition of areas: (A) vacuum area boundary, (B) blanket area
boundary, (C) fuel area boundary, (D) waste area boundary, and (E)
containment area boundary.
There are some design dependency on the relative locational
relation between the vacuum and the blanket boundaries.
both of

designs are possible:

inside the vacuum boundary, and
the vacuum boundary.

In principle,

(i) a part of the blanket boundary is
(ii) the blanket boundary is outside

Here, a part of the blanket boundary supposed to

be located inside the vacuum boundary (boundary between vacuum and
blanket area) and it seems reasonably considering the recent research.
Further, an interface boundary is defined from the view point of
material flows in the normative model. In general, material is confined
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Fig. 3.6 ttodified GDM: Area for Heat Transport Material i s added to the
GDM in Fig. 3.4.

by the boundaries, but material flow across boundaries is intrinsically
necessary in fusion systems. For exanple, transportation of tritium is
required for the fuel feed to the plasma through boundary.

Here, the

interface boundary is defined where material transfer is necessary
through the boundary in normal operation. This kind of boundaries are
important to understand the RI flows and abnormal propagations between
areas.
Based on the above discussions, the following boundaries and
interface boundaries were defined:

BOTODARY:
(A) Vacuum Area Boundary,
(B) Blanket Area Boundary,
(C) Fuel Area Boundary,
(D) Waste Area Boundary,
(E) Boundary between Vacuum and Blanket Areas, and
(F) Containment Area Boundary.

INTERFACE BOUNDARY:
(G) Interface Boundary between Vacuum and Fuel Areas,
(H) Interface Boundary between Blanket and Fuel Areas,
(I) Interface Boundary between Fuel and Waste Areas.

3.1.5 Characteristics of the General Descriptive Model

The GDH is a system model for general fusion system and is conposed
of five system elements, where each system element is a set of
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functions, areas and boundaries. The five system elements are related
to vacuum, blanket, fuel, waste and containment area, respectively.
The characteristics of the GDM are summarized as follows:

1) Since the GDM is a general expression of fusion systems, it can
encompass many designs of fusion systems.
2) By introducing boundaries and areas in the model, the relative
locational relations among the system elements can be made clear.
3) Barriers against RI releases in abnormal conditions can be explicitly
expressed by boundaries.
4) The model expresses a fusion system by a small number of system
elements which can encompass many components and subsystems.

For

example, vacuum area boundary includes many components: vacuum
vessel, vacuum seal, bellows and pipings.

Therefore, the use of the GDM enables us to carry out the safety
analysis independent of a specific design. Further, as shown in Chapter
5, the integrated representation of the GDM makes it possible to
summarize abnormal events in a smaller number, compared with ones
obtained on a component-based model.

3.1.6 Summary of the System Model Development

Hie results of the system model development are summarized as
follows:

(1) The General Descriptive Model (GDM), which is a general system model
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for fusion systems and used in the function based safety analysis,
was constructed with the three steps modeling.

Generality and

integrated representation are the basic requisites for the model.

(2) The GDM is a general system model, which can embrace many kinds of
fusion system designs under the following constraints: (1) magnetic
confinement fusion, (2) utilization of D-T reaction, (3) built-in
type Li-T fuel cycle, (4> electricity generation using thermal
cycle, and

(5) coimon use of heat transport material and fuel

production material.

(3) By introducing boundary and area concepts, the relative locational
relations among the system elements can be expressed on the GDM.
Therefore, the RI leak paths are made clear in the system model.

(4) Though fusion systems consists of many components and have complex
configurations, the GDM which is the integrated expression of fusion
systems enable us to understand its safety characteristics easily.
This model is useful for the development of the
the

system

element

is an

integrated

characteristics of the fusion system.
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methodology, since

expression

of

intrinsic

3.2 Characteristics of Fusion Systems

In this section, characteristics of fusion systems are discussed by
paying attention to RI and energy sources in the system.

3.2.1 Characteristics of RI Sources

(1) General description

In fusion systems, as well as in fission systems, RI source is a
key hazardous source for the public and workers.

Therefore, the

characteristics of RI sources are important aspects of fusion safety.
As to characteristics of RI sources, sort, chemical form, mobility,
distribution in the system and their inventory are of major concern.
First, the RI sources are reviewed by directing our attention to these
natures.

There

are two kinds of radioactivity

as major RI sources:

neutron-induced radioactivity and tritium as fuel material.

(A) Neutron-induced activity

In a fusion system, components close to a plasma such as first
wall, blanket and shield, are exposed to irradiation of neutrons from
the plasma.

The components can be activated and they are the major

fraction of RI sources in a fusion system. The air in the reactor room
can be activated and consequently provide a gaseous RI.
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The detail of

the radioactive nuclide is not discussed in this report, since the sort
and the amount of the radioactive nuclides will depend on the design
choices such as the selection of the structural materials.

However, it

is noticed that most of the neutron-induced radioactivity is existing in
a solid form and there is no fission product and no actinides.

The

activated air, corrosion product in a coolant and activated dust are the
major mobile neutron-induced activity.

Though the amount is small

compared with the solid and immobile radioactivity in the structural
materials, they should be much taken into account in the safety design,
since they are vulnerable to release and can be a source for the
internal exposure of the worker during the machine repairing.

(B) Tritium

Tritium is a radioisotope of hydrogen which decays through a beta
emission with an average energy of 5.6 keV. As tritium is a weak beta
emitter, it does not have a severe effect to a human body through the
external

exposure.

Tritium

is almost

equivalent

to a

hydrogen

concerning the chemical nature, therefore tritium is easy to be taken
into the human body from food, water or breathing air and through the
skin.

Therefore, the internal exposure is

more crucial as the effect

to human body than the external exposure.
Tritium is used as a fuel for D-T reactions and is existing over
many subsystems with a variety of forms:

gaseous, liquid and adsorbed

form. Moreover, tritium is flowing among subsystems in a fusion system.
In Table 3.2, locations and forms of tritium contained in subsystems
related to fuel cycle are summarized.
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Table 3.2

Location, Chemical and Physical Forms of Tritium Contained
in Subsystems Related to Fuel Cycle

Location

Chemical Form
(D,T)z
DTO, T 2 0

Vacuum Exhausting System
tritiated methane, etc.
(D,T) 2
(D,T) 2
Fuel Recovery System

DTO, T 2 0
tritiated methane, etc.

adsorbed, liquid
(in cryogenic temperature)
solid"
(in cryogenic temperature)
solid
(in cryogenic temperature)
gas (on regeneration)
liquid
(in cryogenic temperature)
liquid
(in cryogenic temperature)
liquid
(in cryogenic temperature)

(D,T) 2

solid (ice pellet]
(in cryogenic temperature)
gas (gas puff]

(D,T) 2
element/compound

gas
solid (captured in getter)

(H,D,T) 2

liquid
(in cryogenic temperature)
gas

(D,T) 2
Fuel Supply System

Fuel Storage System

Physical Form

Isotope Separation System
(H,D,T)2
(D,T) 2
element/compound
tritiated methane, etc.

liquid
(in cryogenic temperature)
solid (captured in getter)
gas

Bred Tritium Recovery and
Conversion System

(H,T) 2
HTO, TzO
metal tritide

gas
gas/liquid
liquid/solid

Waste Processing System

(D,T) 2
(D,T)2O
(D,T)2O
tritiated methane, etc.

gas
gas
solidified
gas

element/compound

solid
(captured in getter or
solidified material)

Fuel Purification System

Waste Storage System
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In the followings, distribution of tritium is described by paying
attention to the relation with the GDM.

(i) System Element Related to Vacuum Area

In the vacuum area, tritium exists as a gaseous form and as a
plasma.

In the structural material which faces to plasma, tritium is

retained by implantation and diffusion, and also on the surface of the
structure, the tritium is adsorbed.

However, the amount of the tritium

is small compared with the total inventory of tritium in the fusion
system.
In the vacuum exhausting system, which is included in the system
element related to the vacuum area, tritium is existing as an elemental
form, water and tritiated organic compound such as tritiated methane.
As the burn-up fraction of the fueled tritium is considered to be low in
general, most of the tritium in the vacuum exhausting system keeps
elemental form.
If the cryo-pump is used in the vacuum exhausting system, large
amount of tritium is adsorbed on the cryo-panel as a liquid or solid
form.

(ii) System Element Related to Blanket Area

The inventory and the form of tritium in this system element depend
on the design of the blanket, especially on the material selection. If
a solid breeding material is used, most of tritium is contained in the
breeding material as the form such as T,, T,O, tritide.
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Die tritium

which was bred in the breeding material and has migrated to the surface
of the breeding material is purged and recovered by making use of a
sweep gas such as helium gas.

The inventory in the breeding material

forms usually a large part of the total tritium inventory of fusion
systems, e.g., about 80 % in the STARFIRE design [6].
In a coolant, tritium is contained due to the permeation through
the first wall and blanket pipings. Since the coolant could be released
to the environment directly through the leak at the steam generator, the
tritium in the coolant is important to safety.
In a liquid breeding material design, most of tritium are held as
the form of tritide or T 2 in the breeding material. For the recovery of
bred tritium in a liquid lithium breeder, some methods such as a cold
trap method and hydrogen permeation window have been investigated.

The

inventory of tritium in a liquid breeding material is possibly small
compared with that in the solid breeding material.

In the OWMflK-III

design 17], where liquid lithium is adopted as a breeding material, the
inventory of tritium in the breeder is approximately 10
value is about one tenth of that of STARFIRE.

Ci and this

Though the total

inventory of tritium in the UWMAK-III is larger than that of STARFIRE,
this is attributed to the design characteristics of the UWMAK-III that
the inventory of the tritium storage system is large.

(iii) System Element Related to Fuel Area

In the system element related to the fuel area, there are the
following subsystems: 1) fuel recovery system, 2) fuel storage system,
3) isotopic separation system,

4) fuel purification system, and
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5)

bred tritium recovery and conversion system. The block diagram of these
subsystems is shown in Fig 3.7. Some choices on design are possible in
these subsystems.

For example, a choice between gas puffing and ice

pellet for fuel supplying system is possible, isotopic separation with
cryogenic distillation and/or palladium alloy diffuser is adoptable for
isotopic separation system. The design of the bred tritium recovery and
conversion system will depends on the blanket design. For example, cold
trap method is considered for a liquid breeding material, and sweep gas
method for a solid breeding material.

In table 3.2, the tritium of

these subsystems is shown considering the above design options.

(iv) System Element Related to Waste Area

Waste processing system and waste storage system is included in the
system element related to the waste area.

In the waste processing

system, tritium in a waste gas and water is converted into a solid form
by the method such as cement solidification process.
storage system, the processed solid waste is stored.

In the waste
Therefore, the

tritium in this system element is considered to have an immobile form in
general.

(2) Summary of the characteristics of RI sources in fusion systems

As a result of the above discussion, some characteristics of the RI
source in fusion systems have been clarified.

(A) Distribution of RI source
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Blockdiagram of Subsystems Related with Fuel Area

Subsystem
in Fuel Area

Flow of Tritium

The RI sources are existing sporadically over the system as
described above.

The distributed nature concerning the RI sources is

different from the concentrated nature in fission systems. This is an
important characteristic of fusion systems.

(B) Classification based on mobility

Nobility of the RI source is an important aspect of safety, since
the amount and the time constant of RI release to the environment depend
on the mobility. The difficulty in protection and mitigation of the RI
release also depends on it.
In fusion systems, RI sources can be classified into three from
their mobility: mobile-RI, controlled-RI, and imrcbile-RI.
The mobile-RI is defined as an RI source which can be released
easily upon a boundary failure and their mobility are not controlled by
an active function directly.

Radioactive corrosion product in a

coolant, radioactive dust in the system and tritium gas circulating
through the system are the examples of the mobile-RI.
The controlled-RI is defined as an RI source whose mobility is
directly controlled by an active function and is easily mobilized by the
loss of the function. Tritium adsorbed on a cryo-panel, liquid tritium
in the cryogenic distillation system are the examples.
The iimobile-RI is defined as a RI source which has low mobility
and whose mobility is not controlled by an active function directly.
Induced activity in the structural material, tritium in a solid getter,
tritium in breeding material have low mobility and they are included
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into the immobile-RI.

The classification of RI sources and their

examples are shown in Table 3.3.

(C) Inventory of the RI sources

The inventory of RI source in a fusion system is estimated as an
order of 10

8 - 10 9 in the case of a commercial reactor. In Table 3.4,

the inventories of INTOR [81, STARFIRE and UWMAK-III are shown as a
reference.

In the table, the inventory is estimated according to the

classification based on the mobility.
following

relation

in their

inventory

Judging from the table, the
is derived:

mobile-RI <

controlled-RI < immobile-RI. This relation implies that the control of
RI mobility (RI controllability) is important to the protection and
mitigation of RI release as described in Chapter 4.

3.2.2 Characteristics of Energy Sources

In a fission system, main attention has been paid to the reactor
core as an energy source in the system and, therefore, nuclear and
thermal-hydraulic aspects in the reactor core are of major concern in
the accident analysis. Therefore, the safety assurance can be fulfilled
mainly by reactor shut down and decay heat removal.
On the contrary, a variety of energy sources are used in fusion
systems and they possibly become accident initiators and propagators.
Therefore, in a fusion system, it is difficult to assure the system
safety by paying attention only to a few number of energy sources, e.g.,
fusion reactor core.
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Table 3.3

Classification of RI Sources

Immobile RI; Low mobility RI source not controlled
by an active function
Examples: Induced activity in structural material
Absorbed tritium in structural material
Tritium in breeding material
Tritium in solid getter
Controlled RI; Potentially mobile RI but immobilized
by active function through controlling
of its state
Examples: Tritium adsorbed on cryo-pump
Liquid tritium in cryogenic isotopeseparator
Mobile RI: RI source easily released upon loss of
boundary integrity
Example: Tritium gas in pipe
Tritium in purge gas

Table 3.4

Estimation of tritium inventory in several fusion designs

INTOR

STARFIRE

UWMAK-III

Mob i 1 i ty^*^\^
Mobile

^ 1 0 s Ci

^ 1 0 5 Ci

i- 10 6 Ci

Controlled

^ 5x10 6 Ci

^ 5xlO6 Ci

^ 10 8 Ci

Immobile

•v 3x10 7 Ci

*> 10 e Ci

i> 2x10 8 Ci
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(1) General Description

The energy sources in fusion systems are classified into five kinds
as shown in Table 3.5. The following energy sources are thought to be
existing in the system: electromagnetic, chemical, mechanical, thermal
and radiational energy.

(A) Electromagnetic energy

A variation of electromagnetic fields induces eddy currents on
conductive structures so that magnetic forces due to the coupling
between the magnetic fields and the eddy currents act on the structure.
A high voltage is also induced in the structure. These phenomena may
result in the failure of the structures.
In addition, electromagnetic energy is converted into thermal energy
and in some cases it can be an accident trigger such as quench in super
conducting magnet.
Plasma current, magnetic field coil current and electric power
system are the major source of electromagnetic energy.

Plasma and

magnetic field coil are the intrinsic energy sources for fusion systems
with magnetic confinement.

(B) Chemical energy

A

hydrogen

isotope

including

tritium,

liquid

metal

as

a

breeder/coolant, metal getter and other flammable materials are the
major sources of the chemical energy.
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Effects of the release of the

Table 3.5 Classification of Energy Sources

Plasma Current
Electromagnetic

Coil Current
RF Wave

Radiational

D-T Reaction Output
Neutral Beam
Plasma (Perticle Energy)

Thermal

Decay Energy
Coolant
Cryogenic

Mechanical

High Pressure
Rotation
Hydrogen

Chemical

Liquid Metal
Framable Material
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chemical energy are:
1) A pressure and temperature Increase due to the chemical reaction,
2) A missile, pressure wave due to the explosion, and
3) A fire.

(C) Mechanical energy

High pressure equipment and rotational equipment and expansive
material such as a refrigerant are the major sources of the mechanical
energy. The effect of the mechanical energy release are:
1) Pressure increase due to the failure of the high pressure equipment
such as a pressurized coolant and the release of the refrigerant in a
cryogenic system. The pressure increase possibly cause a missile.
2) Missil» generation due to a failure of the rotational equipment,
e.g., turbine generator, pellet injector, rotor of motor generator,
blower and pumps.

(D) Thermal energy

Plasma, coolant, cryogenic material and decay heat are the major
sources of the thermal energy. Release of plasma thermal energy, which
is caused by a plasma disruption and some other transient of plasma
position, may result in the melting of the first wall structures.

As

for the decay heat, the problem is easy to handle compared with that of
fission systems, since the heating rate is generally lower.

However,

there is a possibility of melting of structures if the decay heat
removal is insufficient. Release of the coolant result in a temperature
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and a pressure increase in the system.

(B) Radiational energy

Neutron, gamna and X rays emitted from the fusion core are the
major sources of the radiational energy. These radiational energies are
relating to the fusion reaction in a plasma and they cause heat
generation and radiation damage on the structural materials.

If the

power excursion is induced in the plasma, the heat load to the first
wall and blanket structure increase in proportion to the fusion reaction
rate.

The excursion may cause the failure of the structures, if the

quick control fails.

However, in fusion systems, explosive power

excursion seems unlikely, since the beta value of the plasma is limited
by the stability and the amount of fuel material in the plasma is too
small to cause a catastrophic core damage.

This nature is a kind of

inherent safety feature of fusion systems.
Neutral

beam for plasma

heating

is also classified

as

the

radiational energy in this report.

(2) Summary of characteristics of energy sources in fusion systems

As a result of the above discussions, the following characteristics
of energy sources in fusion systems have been clarified.

(A) Variety of energy sources

A variety of energy sources exists in fusion systems. Some of them
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are considered to be intrinsic for fusion systems, e.g., plasma, super
conducting magnet, tritium as chemical energy source and cryogenic
material.

For considering the safety protection, it is important to

understand the phenomena of releasing energy sources. As shown in Fig.
3.8, energy sources can be characterized by the stored and releasable
amounts of energy, released energy form, and the time constant of the
release phenomena. As described in Chapter 4, the following four points
are

important

for

the

investigation

of

safety

detectability of precursor for the energy release,
the protection for the energy release,

features:

(1)

(2) possibility of

(3) action for controlling the

energy release, and (4) possibility of mitigation against the effect due
to the energy release.

(B) Inherent safety related to fusion reaction

The attainment of high temperature and medium density plasma having
appropriate confinement time is necessary for realizing the fusion
reactor.

External magnetic fields and additional plasma heating are

also inevitable to maintain the plasma. In addition, upper limit of the
D-T reaction power is restricted within a beta value limited by plasma
instability.

Therefore, the disturbance added to the plasma finally

result in the plasma termination without explosive power excursion.
Furthermore, decay heat level of a fusion system is generally lower
than that of a fission system because of the low power density in the
core and the material selection.
Therefore, it can be considered that safety problems relating to
the reactor shut down and the decay heat removal, which are the most
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Energy Release Phenomena Being Relating to Safety

crucial safety issues in a fission reactor, are rather easy in a fusion
system.
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4. SAFETY ENSURING PRINCIPLE FOR FUSION SYSTEMS

In the safety analysis and evaluation of fusion systems, it is
necessary to make clear the basic principle to protect the public from
the radiological burden. For this purpose, an accurate characterization
of the fusion systems is required in order to comprehend the mechanism
of abnormal occurrences leading to the radiological hazard.

A fusion

system can be defined as a "distributed system", where the energy
sources and radioactive materials are not concentrated but distributed
throughout the system.

This characteristic contrasts well with the

concentrated system like a fission reactor in which most of radioactive
material is concentrated in the reactor core.
distributed

system,

involves

lots

of

processes of the abnormal occurrences.

A fusion system, as a

initiators

and

propagation

Another characteristic of the

distributed system is the variety in amount, form and leak path for
radioactive materials leaking from system to the environment.

It would

lead to unnecessarily overburdened safety protections to realize the
safety protections one by one against all possible abnormal occurrences.
It motivates us to find out a principle to integrate the variety of
initiators and propagation processes. The principle for the integration
can be established by comprehending
occurrences.

the mechanism of the abnormal

It enables us to incorporate the safety protections to

ensure just enough level of safety for the fusion system.
The safety ensuring principle is examined from three aspects: what
should be protected in a fusion system upon the abnormal occurrences,
how the safety protection can be realized, and what level of assurance
should be required for the safety protections for integrating the whole
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system. In the course of clarifying the contents of the safety ensuring
principle, the following items are taken into consideration: fusion
system characteristics, defense-in-depth principle, potential advantage
of inherent and passive safety features and risk consideration.
The first part of this chapter describes the "three principal
items" to be assured under any circumstance.

In order to obtain these

items, RI leak structure of the fusion system is examined from aspects
of source term and leak path, regarding the infrastructure of RI
mobilization

and

the

material-boundary

constitution

against

RI

transportation as the fundamental characteristics for incorporating the
safety protections.
Then, it is dealt with how to protect the three principal items
from being jeopardized through an approach where the potential advantage
of inherent and passive safety is emphasized. For this purpose, it is
useful to comprehend the mechanism of jeopardizing the three principal
items, assuming loss of function and abnormal energy release from energy
source as the two main initiators causing the abnormal occurrences. The
detectability
categorizing

and controllability

can be

effective measures for

the abnormal energy releases to conduct the safety

protections, since detection and control are the key actions for
protecting and mitigating the abnormal energy releases.

The safety

protections against energy releases, however, have to be complemented by
safety protections against RI releases, since they may not always
implement necessary safety protections against the RI releases.
Finally, an approach to safety assurance and evaluation is
proposed, which utilizes an event categorization with the risk
consideration.

The event categorization consists of four categories
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based on the consequence and the reliability of safety protections.
This approach offers a way of selecting design basis events (DBEs) for
the fusion system and a measure to confirm the adequacy of the safety
design.

4.1 Three Principal Items for Ensuring Fusion System Safety

It is described in this section what should be protected against
abnormal occurrences in a fusion system, which leads to an integrated
standpoint

of ensuring

safety for the distributed

system.

The

consequences of the abnormal occurrences can be expressed in terms of
source term and leak path. The amount of radioactivity released to the
environment can be expressed as a function of the leak path and the
source term, and it is important to understand the formation of the leak
path and the source term in relation with system constitutions. The RI
leak structure, as depicted in Fig. 4.1, shows the relation between
source term and leak path schematically. Usually, the RI sources in the
system are isolated by various kinds of barriers:

material boundaries

such as pipes, vessels and dynamic equipments like valves.

The

accidental releases of RI sources will occur mainly through the failures
of these barriers, i.e., the formation of the leak path. The formation
of the leak path has a close relation with the system constitution.
Under an accidental condition, all of the inventory involved in the
faulted subsystem will not be always released to the environment.
Especially, the mechanism of the mobilization and transportation of the
RI sources is a critical issue, and the mechanism can depend on the
system characteristics related with the RI- and energy-sources.
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4.1.1 RI Leak Structure and Three Principal Items

She source term and the leak path are two major aspects which play
the important roles in causing the radiological hazard.

The RI leak

structure can present the overall relation between the source term and
the leak path.

Hence, the RI leak structure is analyzed in order to

obtain the three principal items. For considering the source term, it
is useful to specify the RI sources into three kinds focusing on their
mobility, since the mobility has a significant impact on the source
term. The three kinds are (i) mobile-RI, (ii) controlled-RI, and (iii)
immobile-RI.

The mobile-RI is mainly gaseous tritium circulating

throughout the system and it is vulnerable to release upon the boundary
failure.

The

controlled-RI

unvulnerable as it is.

exists

locally

in

the

system

and

An example of the controlled-RI is liquid

tritium adsorbed on cryo-panel which is actively controlled by a
function. The immobile-RI is also unvulnerable viewed from its release
time constant and controllability against mobilization.

For instance,

induced radioactivity and tritium absorbed in solid material belong to
this kind. Judging from the several conceptual designs proposed so far,
the inventories of the specified RI sources follow a relation such as:
mobile- < controlled- < imncbile-RI.

This means the importance of

preventing the unvulnerable RI sources from being mobilized, retaining
the degraded RI source and mitigating the consequence of the released
RI.

These countermeasures to the RI sources are summarized as the "RI

controllability".

Hence, in other words, it is crucial to maintain the

"RI controllability" for reducing the source term.
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Thus, the "RI

controllability" is the first principal item for ensuring safety of the
fusion system.
Characterization of the leak path can provide a clue to comprehend
the transportation of the mobile and mobilized RI sources. Although the
fusion system has several leak paths under normal and off-normal
conditions, the cause of generating major leak path can be ascribed to
boundary failure.

The leaks existing even under the normal condition

are attributed to permeation of tritium and other RI releases. Under
some off-normal condition, the leak path can be made primarily due to
the boundary failure.

There are two cases for such a leak path: one

where the leakage is preserved within the containment and the other
where the leakage bypasses the containment; the former one is a
controlled release, for example, through a stack, while the latter one
is a ground release.

Based on these discussions, the second principal

item to be maintained is the "boundary integrity".
A containment can be introduced as a practical choice required for
satisfying

the

defense-in-depth

functionally back

the former

principle.

two principal

The

containment

can

items up, besides it

physically separates the public from a fusion system.

Here, the third

principal item can be proposed as the "containment integrity".

4.1.2 Three Principal Items and Multi-tiered Structures against RI
Releases

Even if the boundary integrity has been lost, for example, the
system can be protected through maintaining RI controllability, and vice
versa.

Furthermore, the containment functionally backs the integrity
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and controllability up.

Hence, as shown in Figure 4.2, a multi-tiered

safety protections against RI source releasing from system to the
environment can be realized by incorporating the safety protections
based on the three distinct viewpoints represented by the three
principal items. The safety protections for the RI controllability and
boundary integrity satisfy the secondary and tertiary levels, i.e.
protection and mitigation, in the defense-in-depth principle. While the
primary level, prevention, is assured by ordinary countermeasures like
quality control and in-service-inspection. Thus the safety protections
for

maintaining

the

three

defense-in-depth principle.

principal

items

conform

with

the

(See Fig. 4.3.) Namely, it is important to

materialize the safety protections focusing on the RI controllability
and the boundary integrity.

4.2 Safety Protections

In the previous chapter, it was discussed what should be protected
upon abnormal occurrences. Here, it is discussed what kind of approach
and safety features can materialize the safety protections. The premise
of the safety protections is not only to reduce the RI inventory as the
hazard potential but also to decrease the amount of energy source which
can initiate and propagate the abnormal occurrences.

It is considered

as the primary strategy of the safety protections in order to endow the
design tolerance with system components. However, entrusting the safety
protection completely to the design tolerance would not be always
reasonable

nor

realizable, viewed

operation and maintenance, etc.

from

the

economy,

technology,

Therefore, safety features must be
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Multi-tiered Structure against RI Release
Even If Boundary Failed, the RI release is
Protected through the RI Controllability;
and vice versa

>
I

Safety Protection
for Maintaining
RI Controllability

Safety Protection
for Maintaining
Boundary Integrity

Containment

Fig. 4.2 Hilti-tiered Structure against RI Release

Primary
Level
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Rl Controllability
Boundary Integrity
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Event

Containment
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Protections for maintaining Boundary Integrity
S

Q/C

In-Service-lnspection
etc.

'

S

Maintain
Boundary Integrity
upon abnormal occurrence
!
Maintain
j
;
Rl Controllability
;
1 upon abnormal occurrence \

,

*

,

'

, '

Protect
Boundary Failure

Protect
Rl Controllability
upon boundary failure

Protections for maintaining Rl Controllability

Fig. 4.3 Three Principal Items and Defense-in-Depth

incorporated to complete the safety protections.

In this context, an

approach is proposed to incorporate the safety features: (1) inherent
safety features, (2) passive safety features and (3) active safety
features (see Fig. 4.4 and Table 4.1).
The

inherent

protection with
essential

safety

feature

endows

the functions originally

objectives

through

devising

a

capability

required

of

safety

to perform the

the design, without adding

function proper to the safety protection. The inherent safety features
can be realized by devising the following characteristics into the
system, that is, beta-limit of plasma, cooling by utilizing the natural
circulation, physical separation of components alignment for preventing
abnormal energy propagation, and fall out/plate out for the released RI
sources.

If the enough level of safety can not be attained through the

inherent safety features or if it is considered inappropriate from
economical,

technological,

demonstrative,

operational

and/or

maintainable points of view, some additional safety features proper to
the safety protection must be necessary.
features

are

the

engineered

safety

Such additional safety

features,

possibilities: passive and active safety features.

which

have

two

The former one not

only can simplify the design but has high reliability, while the latter
one requires the consideration on the reliability.

A physical barrier

like a beam damper, a damp resister to bypass the abnormal current in
super conducting magnets and an establishment of atmosphere against fire
by using inert gases are examples for the passive safety features.
While the active safety features can be exemplified by an isolation, an
interlock, an emergency cooling system, a fire protection system using a
spray, an RI recovery system for tritium cleanup, a pressure control
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Approach to Safety Protection
Safety Protection for Maintaining
Rl Controllability
and Boundary integrity
Premise:

Reduction of Rl Inventory and Amount of Energy Source

Primarl Strategy: Endowment of Design Tolerance

Readability
Reasonableness

•»•'

:

~

-

—

~

' • •

••

-

Necessity
of
Safety Features
Approach

- Realization of Inherent Safety Features
- Incorporation of Engineered Safety Features
Passive Safety Features
Active Safety Features
-. PotentialAdvantages of ISF/Passive Safety Features:
Simplification of Design
Improvement of Demonstrability

Fig. 4.4 Approach to Safety Protection
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Table 4.1 Definitions and Examples of Safety Features

Inherent Safety Features
Endow Capability of Safety Protection with Essential Functions through
Devicing Design

P-limit
Cooling
Physical Separation
Fall Out/Plate Out

i

Natural Circulation
Components Alignment

Passive Safety Features

Passive Safety Capability Not Necessarily Required for Performing the
Essential Objectives

Physical Barrier
Damp Resister
Atmosphere

Beam Damper

f

Inert Gas Atmosphere against Fire

f

Active Safety Features
.Active Safety Capability Not Necessarily Required for Performing the
Essential Objectives

Isolation
Interlock
Cooling
Fire Protection
Rl Recovery
Pressure Control
Energy Termination

Emergency Cooling
Extinguish Spray
Tritium Cleanup System
Pressure Relief Valve
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:

system and an system to terminate energy generation.

By these

features, the outline of safety protection is drawn in compliance with
the three principal

items.

For that purpose, three causes are

introduced to examine the mechanism jeopardizing the three principal
items.

The three causes are loss of function, energy release and

abnormal state, here the abnormal state means the abnormal state in
process parameter, the missile generation and so on.

The relationship

between the three causes and the three principal items are schematically
shown in Fig.4.5.

Among these causes, the loss of function and the

energy release can be regarded as two main initiators of the abnormal
occurrences.

As shown in Fig.4.5, there are various propagation

processes jeopardizing the three principal items.

Also the fusion

system includes various kinds of energy sources in their energy forms,
amounts and release time constants.

Therefore, it is appropriate to

analyze first the energy release in order to arrange the possible safety
features against energy releases and then against RI releases.

These

safety features are put in order viewed from the RI controllability and
the boundary integrity in order to realize less overburdened safety
protections.

4.2.1

Protections against Energy Releases

An energy release is specified by energy amount, form (i.e.,
thermal, electromagnetic, radiological, mechanical or chemical), and
time constant of releasing.

For understanding an abnormal energy

release from the standpoint of safety protection, it is important to
consider the safety protections from two measures:
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detectability and

• * * Abnormal

State

CO

I

Boundary
Integrity

Energy Release ••*
>

Fig. 4.5 The Jeopardizing Mechanism of the Three Principal Items

controllability of the energy release.

The protection against the

energy release is examined through precursor detection and, moreover,
the mitigation is checked over both the energy source and the effect
caused by the released energy.

Namely, the abnormal energy release is

classified on the basis of the following three points:
precursor,

(ii)

release control, and

(i)

release

(iii) load mitigation. Through

these three points, the energy release are classified into five levels
as shown

in Fig.4.6.

As denoted

in Fig.4.6, the necessity of

lower-level safety features, i.e. inherent and passive safety features,
for the safety protection increases as the level increases; while
effectiveness of active safety has the contrary aspect.

This tendency

depends basically on the release time constant. Based on the discussion
so far, the possible safety features are arranged according to the each
energy release level as shown in Table 4.2.

The energy release due to

disruption is classified into the level 5.

It would be inevitable to

enforce the design tolerance of the first wall depending on the current
state of the art, though there is discussion about precursor detection
and protection against disruption. For the level-4 energy release, for
example, release of coil current due to quench, precursor is likely to
be detected and there is high possibility for successful protection;
but, if it fails, release control and load mitigation may be hard. For
the generation of decay heat, level 3, it is fundamental strategy of
safety design to reduce the activated material by means of inventory
reduction and material choice, while the decay heat should be removed
through, for instance, natural and/or forced coolant circulation.

The

rather long time constant for release allows to accommodate active
safety features. For the level-2
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Protection

precursor
detection

Detect and
Protect
release
control

Mitigation
effect
mitigation

Necessity of ISF/ passive safety
Effectiveness of active safety
Fig. 4.6 Detectability and Controllability for Energy Release

Table 4.2 Energy Sources versus Safety Features
ISF/Passive Safety
Level
of Energy
Releases

Energy
Sources

Plasma Current
Level 5
Level 4

Plasma Thermal Energy

3oil Current
High Pressure Components

or

I

Level 3

Level 2

Phenomena

3ddy currents and
stress /heat load on
surrounding
structures.
Eddy currents and
stress /heat load on
surrounding
structures.

Rotating Components

Missile generation

Decay Heat

Pressure/temperature
increase in areas

D-T Reaction Power

Increased heat
generation and
resulting heat load on
structures.

Neutral Beam
RFWave

Level 1

Breeder/Coolant

Precursors

Release
Control

Pressure
Pressure, Rotation

Release
Control

Damp
ResisterUbr
coil quench)
Physical
Separation,

Physical
3arrier
Physical
Separation

Cooling

Neutron flux,Plasma temp

Effect
Mitigation

Physical
)arrier((limi
ter)

Negative spike

Current

Effect
Mitigation

Active Safety

P-limitof
plasma

Beam power

Cooling

Physical
Energy
barrier(beam Termination
damper)

RF power
Pressure/temperature
increase in areas

Pressure, Temperature

Refrigerants
Hydrogen Fire

Hydrogen density

Liquid Metal Fire

Liquid metal leakage

Atmosphere

Isolation,
Pressure
Control

Pressure
Control

Isolation,
Fire
Protection

Pressure
Control

energy

release, detection of precursor

and

termination

of energy

generation are inportant; and physical barrier like a beam damper can be
incorporated as a passive safety feature against this type of energy
release.

The energy releases like hydrogen fire except for explosion

and coolant effluence are classified into the level-1.

There is much

possibility for incorporating passive and active safety features, since
the level-1 energy releases can have rather long time constants of
releasing and may need release trigger such as ignition to catch fire.

4.2.2

Protections against RI Releases

Although the safety protection has been discussed against energy
release, it mast be complemented by the safety protection against RI
release.

The basic approach is already described in section 2.1. For

the mobile-RI

source, there are possible countermeasures

such as

reducing the circulating inventory itself and localizing the RI source.
Cooling and isolation systems can be possible safety features to protect
the controlled-RI upon the abnormal occurrences. As for the immobile-RI
like activated structural material, material choice is a key issue to
reduce the induced radioactivity.

The utilization of fall-out and

plate-out features and active safety features to recover the tritium can
mitigate the RI sources releasable to the environment.

4.2.3 Safety Protections versus RI Controllability and Boundary
Integrity

The safety features against energy and RI release could
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be

optimized from the viewpoint of the RI controllability and the boundary
integrity, so that the multi-tiered safety protections against RI
releases should be ensured through the RI controllability and the
boundary integrity. Such safety protections are in compliance with the
secondary and tertiary levels in the defense-in-depth principle.

The

rearranged safety features are shown in Table 4.3, and they form the
basis to incorporate the less overburdened safety protections into the
fusion system.
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Table 4.3 Safety Features for Ensuring Boundary Integrity and RI controllability
Inherent/Passive Safety
Features

Active Safety Features

Boundary Integrity

•p"- limit of plasma
•Cooling
•Physical Separation
•Physical Barrier
•Damp Resister
•Atmosphere

•Cooling
•Interlock
•Isolation
•Pressure Control
•Energy Termination
•Fire Protection

RI Controllability

•Localization
•Fall Out/Plate Out

•Isolation
•Cooling
•Recovery

00

I

4.3

Approach to Safety Assurance

Two different methods have been developed and applied for the
safety evaluation of nuclear power plants, that is to say, probabilistic
and deterministic methods.
The probabilistic method utilizes "risk" as a measure for the level
of assurance.

Though there are some criticisms on the probabilistic,

method, e.g., the insufficient data base for failure frequencies of
components, and the ambiguity included in the results, the enormous
effort required to perform probabilistic safety analysis for a whole
system, it should be emphasized that the use of a quantitative measure
like risk can provide us with a useful guideline for the reasonable
design from a viewpoint of safety.
In the deterministic method, the decision is made on the basis of
the evaluation of selected design basis events(DBEs) which envelope all
possible events under the regulatory guide.

This method has an

advantage that it requires relatively small number of evaluations,
compared with the probabilistic approach. When this approach is applied
to the fusion systems, however, it must be answered: "How the design
basis events can be selected for fusion systems?"
On the basis of these discussions, an approach to safety assurance
and evaluation of the fusion system is proposed. This approach utilizes
a probabilistic way of thinking both in design and selection of DBEs,
while deterministic in evaluation.

Here, an event categorization which

can be a guide to assure the adequacy of safety features and DBEs
selection for fusion systems are discussed.
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4.3.1 Safety Assurance and Evaluation for Fusion Systems

In fission systems, the RI sources crucial to the safety exist
mainly in the reactor core. Therefore, in most cases, safety concerns
are concentrated on the integrity of the fuel and its surrounding
boundaries and they can be the measures for the adequacy of safety
designs.
As described in Chapter 3, a fusion system has the distributed
nature concerning energy and RI sources in the system. Therefore, we
must take into account many components/subsystems having RI and energy
sources in the course of the safety design. The question, "What level
of safety should be attained for each component/subsystem", arises a
problem peculiar to the safety design of fusion systems. Besides, we
must take into account the interactions and the propagations among the
components/subsystems in order to achieve the safety of the whole
system.
For the safety design of a fusion system which is characterized as
the "distributed system", some measures are necessary to prescribe the
necessity

of

safety

features

and

the

reliability

of

each

component/subsystem, since it is desirable to achieve a reasonable
safety as a whole system.

The safety design without this kind of

measures will need a great number of iteration processes and the
rationality of the design will not always be assured. A probabilistic
way of thinking can provide a useful measure for that purpose. In our
approach, the consequence and the frequency of an abnormal occurrence
are used to determine the necessity of the safety features and the
reliability. In the process, the risk, a product of the consequence and
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the frequency, are used as a measure to determine the adequate safety of
the system, implicitly.

The event categorization was proposed to

incorporate the measure into the safety design.
For the evaluation of the safety design of fusion systems, the
entire application of the probabilistic method seems unrealistic, since
the abnormal events in fusion systems have a possibility of propagating
via many components/subsystems and the number of the initiating event
will be large and, therefore, an enormous effort will be required for
the evaluation.
In this context, we concluded that the deterministic method based
on the Design Basis Events (DBEs) was a realistic approach for the
safety evaluation for fusion systems at present.

For that purpose, we

made clear the way for selecting DBEs in Chapter 5. The basic idea is
described in Chapter 4.3.3.
In the approach, it should be emphasized that the design of the
safety features and the selection of the DBEs have close relationships
each other.

4.3.2 Event Categorization

The basic principles of the risk-based approach are as follows:

(1) The risk of a fusion system should be low enough compared
with the risk experienced in the daily life.
(2) The frequency of abnormal occurrence should be lower as its
consequence

increases.
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This

principle

requires

the

uniformity

of

safety

assurance

against

all

credible

accidents.
In order to incorporate the principles into the fusion system
design, an event categorization is introduced as shown in Table 4.4. In
the event categorization, abnormal events are classified into four
categories on the basis of the expected consequence.

Here, the

consequence is expressed by the amount of the released radioactivity
(Ci) instead of the environmental dose, since the evaluation of the
environmental dose is not possible without the site selection.

The

figure indicating the consequence limit for each category in the table
should

be

considered

merely

as

a

reference

value,

since

the

determination of the permissible value is now out of the scope of our
study.

The frequency of abnormal occurrence for each category is

defined on the assumption of an equi-risk curve as a perspicuous
expression.

The number of the category, four, is determined based on

the assumption to apply an active safety feature with a reliability of
10 /demand.

The event having a frequency lower than 10 /year is

considered as incredible events and treated as events beyond the scope
of design basis.
The definition of each category includes the classification of RI
sources

and

boundary

which

are

shown

in

Tables

4.5

and

4.6,

respectively. The RI sources are classified into three categories based
on the inventory and mobility.

The mobility of RI sources is an

important aspect for safety designs. Though the mobile-RI can be easily
released upon boundary failure, there remain some back-up functions to
protect the release of controlled-RI and immcbile-RI, e.g., isolation,
function to prevent mobilization.

It is required, therefore, that the
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Table 4.4 Definition of Event Categorization for Fusion System

Category

Definition

frequency
(I/year)

Released Rl
(Ci / event)

Category-1

includes events which have the possibility
of causing CLASS-1-boundary failure

<1O"2

Category-2

includes events which release Class-1 Rl
and / o r have the possibility of releasing
CLASS-2 Rl
includes events whitch have the possibility
of causing CLASS-2-boundary failure

10-2-10-*

-103

Category-3

includes events which release Class-2 Rl
and /or have the possibility of releasing
CLASS-3 Rl.

10-4-10-6

-105

Category-4

includes events which release Class-3 Rl
events with large scale fire missile and / or
failure of Containment System
Are treated as events beyond DBE

<10-6

-107

00
CO

I

comparable to normal
condition release

Table 4.5

Classification of RI Sources

Inventory (Ci)

mobility

class-1

-105

mobil-form

class-2

-107

control I ed-form

class-3

-109

immobile-form

Table 4.6

Classification of Boundaries

definition
class-1

Boundaries whose failure can
cause category-2 events
directry

class-2

Boundaries whose Failure can
cause Category-3 events
directly
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designer should determine the RI source inventory in the system from the
point of mobility. In the proposed classification, the Class-1, Class-2
and Class-3 means the limit of the mobile-form inventory, the
controlled-form inventory and the iranobile-form inventory, respectively.
The figure in table 4.5 is also a reference value determined on the
assumption that the mitigation factor of 10

is expected in the

containment system.
The boundary is classified into two classes.

A boundary whose

failure can directly cause a Category-2 event is classified into the
Class-1. The Class-2 boundary is defined as the boundary whose failure
can cause a Category-3 event directly.

To achieve a safety assurance

with depth, it is desirable to exclude Class-2 boundary in the system.
Events which have the possibility of causing Class-1 boundary
failure are included into Category-1 events. Category-2 events include
events which release Class-1 RI, events which have the possibility of
releasing Class-2 RI and events which have the possibility of causing
Class-2 boundary failure.

Category-3 events include events which

release Class-2 RI and events which have the possibility of releasing
Class-3 RI.
This event categorization requires to realize a safety feature for
prohibiting the event from proceeding into the next category event and
for ensuring the uniformity of the safety assurance, ftie demand for the
preventive countermeasures from proceeding into the next category are
summarized in Fig. 4.7. As for the boundary integrity, the reliability
of

the boundary

itself should be determined according

classification of the boundary, at first.

to the

'She reliabilities of

10 /year and 10 /year are required for the Class-1 and the Class-2
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Category-N Event

Boundary Integrity

I

reliability ~10 2 /yforClass-2event (~ 10Vy for Class-3 event)
active ESF ~10-2/demand
ISF/passive ESF

Rl Controllability

Containment Integrity

Fig. 4.7

Category-(N + 1) Event

can be replaced by reliability of the boundaryy

active ESF ~10-2/demand
ISF/passive ESF mitigation factor:~10' 2

mitigation factor: ~ 10"2

Demand for Safety Features

boundary, respectively.
If an active ESF is employed for assure the integrity of boundary,
the reliability of 10/demand is required.

In case of ISP/passive ESP,

the probability of proceeding to the next category is equivalent to the
reliability of the boundary itself.

As for the RI controllability,

mitigation

factor of 10
is required for ISF/passive ESF and
_2
reliability of 10 /demand is required for active ESF. Of course, it is

not necessary to satisfy the demand by employing

only one safety

feature. A combined use of different safety features is possible and it
may be indispensable in some case.
The goal of the safety assurance based on this event categorization
is summarized as follows:

(1) For Category-1, Category-2 and Category-3

events, the amount of the released RI should be kept below the
permissible value.

(2) For Category-N events, the probability that the

event proceed to the Category- (N+l) events should be kept below 10~2.
(3) As for the initiating events, the probability of the occurrence
should be kept enough low in the design so that the frequency of each
design basis event is within a permissible value.
The events which result in the release of Class-3 RI (immobile-RI)
are defined as Category-4 events. A large scale fire and missile which
can be a common cause failure and a failure of containment are also
regarded as Category-4 events.
The risk due to the Category-4 events is treated as a "residual
risk" in the safety evaluation and it is necessary to demonstrate that
the frequency of the occurrences are enough low and, therefore, the
system has enough safety margin for the protection of the public. The
consideration of preventing Category-4 events have to be much taken
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account in the safety design in order to leave them into residual risk.
This

event

categorization

can

prescribe a

clear

demand

for

isolation, which is an active safety feature, among components having RI
sources.

In order to mitigate the additional release of the RI from

conponents connected with a

faulted component

through pipes, the

isolation function can be an effective safety feature. The reliability
of the isolation can be determined according to the classification of RI
source in each component in order that the additional RI release does
not increase the risk of the system remarkably.

4.3.3

Basis of DBE Selection and Evaluation

The DBEs are the events postulated to confirm the adequacy of the
safety design including inherent and engineered safety features.

For

this purpose, DBEs have to be selected to envelope all credible events
in the system and also selected in parallel with the investigation of
safety features. Furthermore, it is desired to select a small number of
DBEs by summarizing all credible events from the viewpoint of the
consequence, the
functions.

similarity

of phenomena

and

the

related

safety

The "credible events" are defined as the events whose

occurrences are credible in an engineering sense.

For the criteria of

"credible", the frequency of the 10 /year was adopted (see Chapter
4.3.2).

The value of 10 /year has been used in a fission plant safety

study.
Sunmrization based on the consequence, the similarity of phenomena
and the related safety functions have the following meanings: Among the
events with the similar phenomena, the adequacy of the related safety
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functions can be confinned through an representative evaluation with the
most severe conditions. Tht«.efore, we do not need the evaluation for
all the credible events in the system.

The proper selection of the

DBEs can facilitate the evaluation.
Since abnormal events in fusion systems have the possibility of
propagation through many functions, boundaries and areas, we must
encounter enormous nunber and spectra of event sequences without clear
definition for "credible events".

The event categorization proposed

here can offer the clear definition for them.

The detail of the DBE

selection is described in Chapter 5.
Through the evaluation of the DBEs, it is necessary to evaluate the
following items;

(1) the environmental dose,

(2) boundary integrity

and RI controllabilityr (3) Confirmation of the prevention against the
Category-4 events, (4) The frequency of the initiating events.
It should be emphasized that the design of the safety features and
the selection of the DBEs have close relationships each other in our
approach, where the necessity of the safety features are investigated in
the course of the DBEs selection.

This kind of approach make it

possible to incorporate safety aspects into the design rationally, even
in the early stage of the design, and to exclude a "patchwork safety".
Under the circumstance that fusion systems are under development and the
design was not fixed, this kind of approach will be introduced easily
into the fusion system design and also will provide a rational direction
of the research and development from the safety point of view.
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5. A FUNCTION BASED SAFETY ANALYSIS

In the course of the methodology development, safety ensuring
principle, which offers guidelines to achieve the adequate safety
protection for fusion systems, was investigated on the basis of the
characteristics of fusion systems.

As a result, three principal items

to be assured are obtained: RI controllability, boundary integrity and
containment integrity.

The safety protections from the two viewpoints

was emphasized, i.e., the RI controllability and the boundary integrity.
An approach to the safety assurance and evaluation for the fusion
systems was proposed as a guide for achieving adequate safety designs.
This approach uses not only a probabilistic way of thinking in design
and selection of DBEs through a event categorization, but also a
deterministic way of thinking in evaluation.
Furthermore,

in

order

to accomplish

the methodology,

it

is

necessary to give a practical way to incorporate the safety ensuring
principle into the design and to clarify the general safety issues of
the fusion systems.

Especially, it is necessary to make clear the way

for selecting DBEs and safety functions through the event categorization
(see Chapter 4.3).
As described in Chapter 3, though the component design of fusion
systems are not fixed at present, it is possible to make clear the
functions required for fusion systems and, then, it is possible to carry
out general discussions on safety analysis and evaluation for fusion
systems employing a "function based" system model, that is , the GDM.
In this context, we examine the safety analysis on the GDM, that is to
say, a function based safety analysis, in order to clarify general
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safety issues and the way for incorporating safety ensuring principle
into design.
For that purpose, it is necessary to understand qualitative system
behaviors under abnormal conditions including abnormal propagations.
In order to understand the abnormal propagations in the system, it
may be theoretically possible to express all the abnormal propagations
in the system as the event sequences starting from the initiating event,
but the following problems exist in this approach:
1) Aanormal events in fusion systems have the possibility of
propagating via lots of functions, boundaries and areas.
Therefore, we must encounter enormous numbers of event
sequences, even on the GDN.
2) It is not a practical way to investigate the safety functions
for each event sequence one by one.
In this context, the attempt to select the DBEs through this approach
probably fail.
In order to overcome the problems, the

"function based safety

analysis" was developed, the function based safety analysis is a method
of safety analysis fon the basis of a "function based" system model: the
(DM. The function based safety analysis provide us with a practical way
for selecting DBEs, which is an necessary process in the safety design
according to the methodology, and, at that time, a way for prescribing
the necessity of safety features.
In this Chapter, the procedure and the results of the function
based safety analysis are described.

First, the process, from setting

up the GDM to the DBEs selection, are summarized in Chapter 5.1 in order
to give an unobstructed view.

In Chapter 5.2, picking up of "abnormal
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events" in each system element and "typical events" for general fusion
systems are described. In Chapter 5.3, selection of DBEs are described.
The detailed explanation of the DBEs will be described, separately, in
Chapter 5.4, paying attention to the relation with the safety features
and the requirements for R & D.

5.1 Method of Function Based Safety Analysis

The procedure of the safety analysis is shown in Fig. 5.1.

The

analysis includes two steps: (1) typical event selection, and (2) DBEs
selection.

In the following sections, treatment of RI and energy

sources in the GDM is described, at first, and the procedures and the
basic principles of the analysis are described.

5.1.1 RI and Energy Sources in the GDM

The General Descriptive Model (GDM), as described in Chapter 3.1,
is a system model for general fusion systems. Since the detail of the
GDM development was already described in Chapter 3.1, the treatment of
RI and energy sources on the GDM is described.
The GDM used in this analysis is shown in Fig. 5.2.

The GDM is

composed of five system elements, where each system element is a set of
functions, boundaries and an area. It is necessary to incorporate the
RI and energy sources into the GDM without missing the general and
integrated representation.
In order to perform the safety analysis, it is necessary to clarify
the property of RI and energy sources in the system, e.g. location, kind
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( General Descriptive M o d e M

V
STEP 1

TXPICftL EVENTS SELECTION

(1) Finding of abnormal events in each system element
and their effects to the other system elements
(2) Sunnarization of abnormal events

V
f Typical Events for General Fusion Systems j

V
STEP 2

DBEs SELECTION

(1) Construction of event sequences from the typical
events
(2) Requests for safety functions
(3) Summarization of credible events

V
EBEs and Safety Functions for General Fusion Systems j

Fig. 5.1

Process of Function Based Safety Analysis
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in

i

Notations of Fig. 5.2
FUNCTION (12 kinds)
FPFG Function
FPHE Function
FPEX Function
FPSO Function
FHCI Function
FHOO Function
FHEG Function
FPSP Function
FFTR Function
FFST Function
FWPR Function
FWST Function

of Magnetic Field Generation
of Plasma Heating
of Particle Exhausting
of Fuel Supply
of Material Circulation
of Heat Conversion
of Electricity Generation
of Fuel Separation and Purification
of Fuel Transfer
of Fuel Storage
of Waste Processing
of Waste Storage

AREA (5 kinds)
AV Vacuum Area
AB Blanket Area
AF Fuel Area
AW Waste Area
AC Containment Area
BOUNDARY (6 kinds)
END Vacuum Area Boundary
BBO Blanket Area Boundary
BFO Fuel Area Boundary
BWO Waste Area Boundary
BBV Boundary between Vacuum and Blanket Areas
BOE Boundary between Containment Area and Environment
INTERFACE BOUNDARY (3 kinds)
IVF Interface Boundary between Vacuum and Fuel Areas
IBF interface Boundary between Blanket and Fusl Areas
IFW Interface Boundary between Fuel and Waste Areas
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and qualitative measure for the RI inventory*
As for the RI source, information on the inventory of each RI source
is necessary to select the DBEs through the event categorization, since
the releasable amount of RI is used as the measure to categorize
abnormal events. Although, precise amount of the RI inventory depends
on the specific design, the use of a quantitative measure will be
preferable.

In this context, we paid attention to the fact that the

inventory of RI source in the system has the following relation in
general: mobile-RI < controlled-RI < immobile-RI (see Chapter 3.2). As
described in Chapter 4, the controllability of the mobility of RI
sources is an inportant aspect for safety and we proposed that the
mobility of the RI source should be considered as the criteria to limit
the inventory of each RI source in order to realize a reasonable safety
design.

Based on these discussions, the classification of RI sources

into three kinds, i.e., mobile-, controlled- and iirmobile-RI, are
directly used in the (DM.

Mobile-, controlled- and immobile-RI are

assumed as Class-1, Class-2 and Class-3 RI in the event categorization,
respectively (see Chapter 4.3).
RI sources are defined for each system element as shown in Fig. 5.2
according to the discussions in Chapter 3.2. Here, the kind of the RI
source, which is necessary for the evaluation of the environmental dose,
is not expressed directly but, it is enough to give a way to incorporate
the event categorization into the safety design since there the dose
evaluation is not possible without the site selection.
As for the energy sources, we must specify what kind of phenomena
will occur if an abnormal release of an energy source happens. For that
purpose, energy sources are denoted by paying attention to their
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releasing

phenomena

as the followings; electromagnetic, thermal,

mechanical, chemical and neutron.
The definition of RI and energy sources, and their examples are
shown in Table 5.1.

5.1.2 Typical Events Selection

There nay be many kinds of abnormal conditions in fusion systems,
e.g.,

loss of functions, energy release and changes in the system

parameters. What anomalies should we pay attention to ? Obviously, we
must pay attention to all the credible initiating events in order to
prevent the occurrence of abnormal conditions as an application of the
first level of the defense-in-depth principle. After the initiation of
the abnormal conditions, we must provide some countermeasures to protect
the system against further abnormal propagation and to mitigate the
effect. However, for that purpose, it will not be necessary to see all
the abnormal propagations in the system.
There are a number of causes which will lead to a similar abnormal
conditions in the system, though the severity of the phenomena will
differ from each other. In order to investigate the necessity of safety
features and even in confirming the adequacy of the safety design, it is
not always necessary to evaluate all the abnormal conditions which lead
to the similar phenomena, if the deterministic method based on the DBEs
selection is adopted.

For example, supposing a boundary failure, the

severity of the phenomena will depend on the location of the faulted
boundary and the size of the break, and the dependency will affect the
analysis conditions quantitatively.
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However, if the same safety

5.1 RI and Energy Sources on the GDM
Energy Sources

RI Sources
System
Elements

Form
Mobile

Controlled

Vitium in
Yitium in
Vacuum Area Jryo-Panel
Vacuum

oo

I

Tritium in
Fuel Area
Fuel

[Vitium in
Cryo-Panel

Immobile
Tritium and
nducedactivity in
First Wall,
Blanket and
Shield
[Vitium in
Getters and
Pipings

Neutron-Energy
Slectromagnetic Energy
thermal Energy
Mechanical Energy
Chemical Energy
Mechanical Energy
Chemical Energy

Waste

Blanket

Containment

Tritium in
Waste Area

<N0NE>

Tritium in
Blanket Area
(If Solid
Breeder is
selected)

<N0NE>

<N0NE>

<N0NE>

Tritium in
Chemical Energy
Getters and
Radioactivity
in Solid
Materials
Tritium in
Thermal Energy
Breeding
Mechanical Energy
Materials
Chemical Energy
<N0NE>

Electromagnetic Energy
MechanicalEnergy

Example

Plasma
Plasma ,Coil Current(FPFG)
Plasma, Neutral Beam(FPHE)
Cryogenics(FPEX), Non-Tritium gas
(FPSU), Rotational Equipment(FPSU)
liydrogen
Cryogenics(FFST,FFSP), Non-Tritium
gas (FFST), Rotational Equipment
(FFSP)
Chemical Materials(FFTR,FFSP),
Hydrogen
Chemical Materials(FWPR),
Hydrogen

Breeder/Coolant
Breeder/Coolant, Rotatinal Equipment
(FHCI)
Breeder/Coolant, Hydrogen
Coil Current(FPFG)
Cryogenics(FPFG), Field Coil (FPFG)
Rotational Equipment(FHEG)

features can be cocrmonly used for the protection against these abnormal
conditions, only the evaluation of the severest abnormal conditions is
enough to confirm the adequacy of the safety features against the whole
similar abnormal conditions.
We defined this kind of abnormal conditions as "typical events".
The typical events are defined as follows:

abnormal conditions which

represent a typical phenomena necessary and enough for considering
safety of fusion systems. DBEs are selected by classifying the typical
event and by their propagations according to the event categorization.
The objective of this step analysis is to summarize the typical events
for general fusion systems.
Before the description of the process of the typical events
selection, it is necessary to discuss the expression of typical events.
On

the

(DM,

abnormal

conditions

can be

expressed

using

direct

description such as loss of function, energy release and boundary
failure.

Though

these

expressions are

useful

to describe

the

propagation of abnormal conditions in the system, it is necessary to
made clear the phenomena which directly affect the integrity of the
three principal items, i.e., RI controllability, boundary integrity and
containment integrity to investigate the relation between the abnormal
propagation

and

phencmenological

the

safety

design.

expression on the

For

state of

that

purpose,

the system

more

such as

parameters change in the system, abnormal flow of material and energy,
is preferable.
These abnormal states, of course, are induced as the result of the
loss of functions, energy release and boundary failure in the system,
but they express the effect to the three principal items more directly.
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There is another reason to introduce these expressions. As described
above, the similarity of the phenomena is an important aspect for
selecting the typical events.

These phenomenological expression can

facilitate the summarization from the view point of the similarity.
They can reduce the redundancy in the expressions of abnormal
conditions. For example, if we use the events sequence initiated from
the loss of function for the expression of typical events, a number of
sequences may result in the same abnormal phenomena.
In this context, we tried to find out these abnormal states in the
system which will commonly appear in many abnormal propagations and have
direct effect on the three principal items, at first, and we defined
them as "abnormal events",
A system element in the GDM is a unit of the system which includes
an area, functions, boundaries, materials having close interactions each
other. It also prescribe the flow of material and energy in the system.
Therefore, we used a system element as a unit to describe abnormal
events.
In order to pick up the abnormal events, the following procedures
are used:

(1) PICK OP OF ABNORMAL EVENTS DDE TO THE INTERNAL CAUSE OF THE SYSTEM
ELEMENT

First, abnormal events due to all the internal causes in the system
element were picked up for each system element. Loss of functions and
abnormal releases of energy sources in the system element were treated
as the internal causes. At that time, the effect of the abnormal events
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cxi the other system elements are investigated.

(2) PICK OP OF ABNORMAL EVENTS IPDOCEP FROM TOE OTHER SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Abnormal events induced from the other system elements are picked
up.

The effect of loss of functions in the other system element and

abnormal flow of material and energy induced from abnormal events in the
other system elements were considered. At that time, the effects of the
newly defined abnormal events on the other system elements are also
investigated.

The basic process for the selection of abnormal events is shown in
Fig. 5.3.

In the analysis, the effects of abnormal events on the RI

controllability and boundary integrity were investigated as well as the
effect on the other system elements.

Event sequences were not

constructed in this step of analysis.
The features of this analysis are as follows:
1) The analysis focuses on the abnormal events in each system element on
the GDM. By paying attention to the system element, it is made
possible to summarize abnormal conditions into abnormal events
easily.
2) Event sequences are not constructed in this step of the analysis.
3) The effects on the RI controllability and the boundary integrity in
the system elements are investigated as well as the effects on the
other system elements. These effects are important to the selection

of the DBEs.
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<

Internal Cause in
System Element>

Loss of Function
Energy Release
< Effect from the other
System Elements>
Effect from System
Element(B)

< Abnormal Event >

< Effect of Abnormal Events >
Effect on System
Element (B)

Abnormal
Event in
System
Element
(A)

Effect on System
Element (B)
Effect on System
Element (B)

Effect from System
Element(C)
Effect from System
Element(D)

Fig. 5.3 Basic Process for Selection of Abnormal Events

After the abnormal events were picked up, typical events were
summarized.

5.1.3

DBE Selection

In the next step of the safety analysis, DBEs were selected on the
basis of the typical events and the event categorization.
First, event sequences were constructed by regarding typical events
as initiating events of the sequences.

The purpose of the sequence

construction is to clarify the "credible events" in the fusion systems.
The categorization of the events was not carried out in the typical
event

selection, since we

did

propagations should be followed.

not

discuss

how

deep

the

event

In this step, we tried to categorize

the typical events and their sequences according to their expected
consequences and required safety features.
The DBEs and the related safety functions are investigated in
parallel by analyzing the event sequences according to the event
categorization we proposed. Details of the procedure will be described
in chapter 5.3.

5.2 Typical Events for General Fusion Systems

Here, the results of the typical events selection are described for
each system element. At first, abnormal events picked up in each system
element are described in Chapter 5.2.1, and then the typical events are
summarized in Chapter 5.2.2.
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5.2.1 Abnormal Events

In the analysis, loss of functions and energy releases in the
system element concerned are treated as the internal causes.

The

expression of abnormal events are determined mainly by focusing on the
flow of material and eneijy and/or the phenomena accompanied by energy
release, e.g., Air-Inleakage, Pressure Increase.

Material and energy

flows due to boundary failures and parameter changes across the boundary
are the typical effects from the other system elements.
It is noticed that a fire and missile, which can be a common cause
failure, are not considered explicitly in the abnormal picking up, since
they are treated as Category-4 events as described in Chapter 4.3.

(1) Vacuum Area Related System Element

In Table 5.2, the results of abnormal events picked up in the
vacuum area related system element are summarized.

In the table,

obtained abnormal events, the causes, the effect on the constituents of
the system element and the resultant abnormal states of system elements
are shown.
In the vacuum area related system element,
sources are supposed:

(1) Mobile-RI, e.g.,

tritium gas and desorped on the first wall,

the following RI

tritium in a plasma,

(2) Controlled-RI, e.g.,

tritium relating to the particle exhausting function (FPEX), and (3)
Immobile-RI, e.g.,

induced activity in the structural material

In the analysis, the details of the RI sources were, of course, not
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Table 5.2 Abnormal Events in the Vacuum Area Related System Element

Effect on the System Elements
Cause

Abnormal
Event

Effect on the RI Controllability
Mobile RI

Plasma

Power
Excurtion
(AV-1)
Plasma
Disruption
(AV-2)

.FPSU-LOF
.FPHE-LOF

Vacuum
nd Fuel
Area

Vacuum
.FPSU-LOF
and Fuel
.FPEX-LOF
Area
.FPHE-LOF
.FPFG-LOF
.(AF) IVF-BF by Temp-Press Increase
6.(AC) Magnetic Field Transient

Controlled RI

Immobile RI

Possible Boundary Failure
and Energy Release

Tritium RegeneationbyTemp.
ncreaseofCryoPanel

Tritium Desorpion by Temp,
ncrease of First
Wall and Vacuum
ioundary

'ritium Regeneration by Temp,
ncrease of CryoPanel

U Mobilization by BVO-BF
Vaporization and
Partial Melting of BBV-BF
First Wall

AB) Temp-Press Increase
AV) Plasma Disruption
BBV-BF

FPEX-MEER,FPSU-MEER
FPFG-MEER

Plasma
Disruption
with
Pressure
Increase
(AV-3)

1.Mechanical Energy Release FPEX
2.Mechanical Energy Release FPSU
3.(AF) Mechanical Energy Release
FPEX.FPSU and/or FFSP.FFST by
Temp-Press Increase
4.(AF) IVF-BF by Pressure Increase

1.Thermal Energy Release FPHE
Heat Load
Transient
due to
Plasma
Heating
Function
(AV-4)

Vacuum
and Fuel
Area

Vacuum
and Fuel
Area

Tritium Regeneration by Temp.
Increase of CryoPanel

No-Effect

Induced Abnormal Conditions

RI Mobilization by BVO-BF
Vaporization and
Partial Melting of
First Wall
BBV-BF

AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
AV) Breeder Coolant Inleakage
AC) Hydrogen Release
AV) Air Inleakage
AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
AV) Breeder Coolant Inleakage
AF) Mechanical Energy Release
(AV) Mechanical Energy Release
(AC) Mechanical Energy Release
(AC) Magnetic Field Transient

IVF-BF(Except4.)

(AC) Tritium Release
(AC) Mechanical Energy
Release(via BVO-BF)
(AV) Air Inleakage
AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
(AV) Breeder Coolant Inleakage
(AF) Mechanical Energy Release

FPEX-MEER,
FPSU-MEER(Only 4.)

(AF) Mechanical Energy Release
(AV) Mechanical Energy Release

FPFG-MEER

(AC) Hydrogen Release

RI Mobilization by BBV-BF
Vaporization and
Partial Melting of BVO-BF
First Wall and
Vacuum Boundary

(AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
(AV) Breeder Coolantlnleakage
(AC) Hydrogen Release
(AV)Airlnfeakage

Table 5.2 Abnormal Events in the Vacuum Area Related System Element (continued)
Effect on the RI Controllability

Cause
Abnormal
Event

Mobile RI
Plasma
Disruption
with
Breeder/
Coolant
Inleakage
(AV-5)

Vacuum
1.BBV-BF
2.(AB)BB V-BF by Temp-Press Increase and Fuel
Area
3.(AB)BBV-BF by Pressure Increase

Controlled RI
>itium Regeneration by Temp.
ncreaseofCryoPanel

Immobile RI

Effect on the System Elements
Possible Boundary Failure
and Energy Release

U Mobilization by < N O N E >
Vaporization and
Partial Melting of
First Wall
BVO-BF
IVF-BF
FPEX-MEER,FPSU-MEER
FPFG-MEER

Plasma
Disruption
with Air
Inleakage
(AV-6)

l.BVO-BF
2.(AC)BVO-BF by Electro-Magnetic
Energy Release of FPFG

Vacuum
and Fuel
Area

Tritium Regeneration by Temp.
Increase oFCryoPanel

RI Mobilization by < N O N E >
Vaporization and
Partial Melting of BBV-BF
First Wall
IVF-BF
FPEX-MEER,FPSU-MEER
FPFG-MEER

Induced Abnormal Conditions
AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
AV) Temperature/Pressure
Increase
AC) Breeder/Coolant Release
AV) Air Inleakage
(AF) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage
;AF) Mechanical Energy Release
(AV) Mechanical Energy Release
(AC) Mechanical Energy Release
(AC) Hydrogen Release
(AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
(AV) Breeder/Coolant Inleak
(AF) Air Inleakage
(AF) Mechanical Energy Release
(AC) Mechanical Energy Release
(via BVO-BF)
(AC) Mechanical Energy Release

concerned. We only indicated the existence of RI sources in the system
element.
As for the energy sources, plasma as electromagnetic, thermal and
neutron energy source, was explicitly employed since the plasma is a
specific energy source in the fusion system. The other energy sources
are as follows:

mechanical energy related to Particle Exhausting

Function (FPEX), Fuel Supply Function (FPSU) which possibly cause a
pressure increase in the system element, and thermal energy related to
Plasma Heating Function and chemical energy of hydrogen.
As the result, the following abnormal events were picked up:

(A) Plasma Power Excursion

This event includes abnormal fusion power transient in a plasma.
Thermal instability of plasma and failure of plasma power control may
induce this event.

Plasma Power Excursion result in the increase of

heat load on the adjacent boundaries and also result in the increase of
neutron flux in the surrounding space.

The integrity of BBV, which

corresponds to first wall, is of major concern.

The failure of BBV

(denoted as BBV-BF in the table) induces abnormal states such as
Breeder/Coolant

Inleakage

into

the

Breeder/Coolant in the blanket area.

vacuum

area

and

Loss

of

This event also induces the

temperature and pressure transient in the blanket area which corresponds
to blanket and its cooling system.

(B) Plasma Disruption

Plasma disruption induces heat load and electromagnetic forces on
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the boundaries and can be a trigger for the mechanical energy release in
the vacuum related system element.

Most of the function losses in the

fusion systems can cause this event. For example, not only functions in
the vacuum area related system element but also functions in the fuel
and

containment

disruption.

area

related

system

elements

can

induce

plasma

The effect on the other system elements is induced via

boundary failures (BBV-BF, BVD-BF) and magnetic field transient.

The

effect of BBV-BF is the same as one induced by Plasma Power Excursion.
The failure of vacuum boundary (ETO-BF) induces Air-Inleakage into the
vacuum area and Hydrogen-Release into the containment area at the same
time.

(C) Plasma Disruption with Pressure Increase

Pressure increase in vacuum area results in plasma disruption, if
the plasma operating mode was supposed. In this analysis, the operation
mode of the system was supposed to give the severest condition.
abnormal

events

disruption.

can

include

a

pressure

increase without

This
plasma

The pressure increase may induce the increase of pressure

in the other system element through the boundary failure.

(D) Heat Load Transient due to Plasma Heating Function

The loss of plasma heating function and abnormal plasma termination
may induce abnormal heat load on the components in the vacuum area (BBV,
BVD). Neutral beam shine-through is included in this event.
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(E) Plasma Disruption with Breeder/Coolant Inleakage

Failure of breeder/coolant boundary in the vacuum area may cause
plasma disruptions and the pressure/temperature increase in the vacuum
area.

This abnormal event can include breeder/coolant inleakage into

vacuum area without plasma disruption.

The integrity of the vacuum

boundary and the interface boundary between vacuum and fuel area are of
concern.

This event can mobilize the controlled-RI in the vacuum area,

e.g., tritium on the cryo-panel
exhausting function.

if cryo-pump is used as particle

The vacuum area boundary failure induced by this

event results in the breeder/coolant release and hydrogen release into
the containment area.

(F) Plasma Disruption with Air-Inleakage

Failure of vacuum area boundary may cause air-inleakage into the
vacuum area and ,as the result, plasma disruption is induced.

This

event is accompanied by the release of hydrogen into the containment
area, since tritium in the vacuum area (mobile-RI) will be released
immediately after the occurrence of this event. The mobilization of the
controlled-RI is possible, if no safety functions are provided with and
this is of major concern in this event.

(2) Fuel Area Related System Element

The results of abnormal events picked up in the fuel area related
system element are summarized in Table 5.3.
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In the fuel area related

•teble 5.3 Abnormal Events in the Fuel Area Related System Element
Effect on the System Elements
Effect on the RI Controllability

Cause

Abnormal
Event

Mobile RI
Temp-Press 1.FFSP-LOF
Increase
2.FFTR-LOF
n FFSP-CHER
(AF-1)
4.FFrR-CHER
5.FWPR-CHER

Pressure
Increase
(AF-2)

1.FFSP-MEER
2.FFST-MEER
3.(AV) Mechanical Energy Release
from FPEX,FPSU by Plasma
Disruption
4.(AV) IVF-BF by Plasma Disruption
with Pressure Increase

Vacuum
and Fuel
Area

Controlled RI
Tritium Regeneration by Temp.
Increase of Cry oPanel

Immobile RI

Possible Boundary Failure
and Energy Release

fritium DesorpBFO-BF
tion by Temp.
Increase in Getters IVF-BF
and Pipings
IBF-BF

Vacuum
and Fuel
Area

Tritium Regeneration by Temp.
Increase of CryoPanel

No-Effect

Induced Abnormal Conditions
AC) Hydrogen Release
(AF) Airlnleakage
!AV) Pressure Increase

IFW-BF

AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
(AF) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage
(AW) Pressure Increase

FPEX-MEER,FPSU-MEER
FFSF-MEER.FFST-MEER

(AV) Mechanical Energy Release
(AF) Mechanical Energy Release

BFO-BF

(AC)Hydrogen Release

IVF-BF(Except4)

(AF)Airlnleakage
(AV) Mechanical Energy Release

D3F-BF
IFW-BF
FPEX,FPSU-MEER
(Except 3)

(AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
(AF) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage
(AW)Pressure Increase
(AV) Mechanical Energy Release

Table 5.3 Abnormal Events in the Fuel Area Related System Element (continued)

Cause

Abnormal
Event

Mobile RI
Breeder/
Coolant
Inleakage
(AF-3)

1.IBF-BF
2.(AB)IBF-BF by Temp-Press Increase
3.(AB)IBF-BF by Pressure Increase

Effect on the System Elements

Effect on the RI Controllability

Vacuum
and Fuel
Area

Controlled RI

Immobile RI

Tritium Regene•ationfayTemp.
Increase of CryoPanel

Tritium Desorption by Temp.
Increase in
Getters and
Pipings

Possible Boundary Failre and
Energy Release
<NONE>

AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant

BFO-BF

(AF) Temperature and Pressure
Increase
(AC) Breeder/Coolant Release
(AF) Air Inleakage
(AVJBreeder/Coolant Release

IVF-BF

Air
Inleakage
(AF-4)

1.BFO-BF

Vacuum
and Fuel
Area

Tritium Regeneration by Temp.
Increase of CryoPanel

No-Effect

Induced Abnormal Conditions

FPEX-MEER.FFSU-MEER

(AV) Mechanical Energy Release
(AF) Mechanical Energy Release

<NONE>

(AC) Hydrogen Release

IBF-BF
WF-BF

(AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
(AF) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage
(AV) Air Inleakage

FFEX-MEER.FFSU-MEER
FFSF-MEER.FFST-MEER

(AV) Mechanical Energy Release
(AF) Mechanical Energy Release

system element, the following RI sources are supposed:
e.g.,

(1) mobile-RI,

tritium gas flowing in the fuel area system element, (2)

Gontrolled-RI, e.g., liquid tritium in cryogenic isotope-separator, (3)
Inmobile-RI, e.g.,

tritium in solid getter.

As for the energy

sources, mechanical energy which can cause a pressure increase and
chemical energy which can cause a temperature and pressure increase are
supposed.

The following abnormal events are picked up:

(A) Temperature-Pressure Increase

As the result of the chemical energy release and the loss of
functions relating to the temperature control, the transient of a
temperature and pressure in the fuel related system element may be
induced. The mobilization of the controlled and the immobile-RI in the
fuel area and the integrity of the fuel area boundary is of concern.
The effect will propagate to the other system elements through the
failure of fuel area boundary and can cause a pressure and temperature
increase in the other system elements.

(B) Pressure Increase

As the result of the mechanical energy release, the transient of a
pressure in the fuel area nay be induced. Major source of the pressure
increase is a refrigerant materials such as liquid hydrogen, nitrogen in
the fuel area system element.

Evaporation of the refrigerant material

induces a large pressure increase so that the integrity of the fuel
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boundary

is of major concern. In addition to that, the mobilization of

the controlled-RI may be possible.

The effect will propagate to the

other system elements through the failure of fuel area boundary and can
cause a pressure and temperature increase.

(C) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage

The failure of the interface boundary between the fuel and blanket
areas may result in the inleakage of breeder/coolant into the fuel area.
This event cause a temperature and pressure increase in this area and
can cause the mobilization of the controlled and the iimcbile-RI in the
fuel area. The integrity of the fuel area boundary is also of concern.

(D)

Air-Inleakage

Failure of the fuel boundary may cause the inleakage of air. The
mobile-RI will be released immediately after the initiation of this
event, therefore, Hydrogen Release into the containment area always
occur along with this event. This event may result in the mobilization
of the controlled-RI.

(3) Blanket Area Belated System Element

In Table 5.4, the results of abnormal events picked up in the
blanket area related system element are sunnarized.

In the system

element, as RI sources, (1) Mobile-Rl and (2) Immobile-RI are supposed.
As for the RI sources, breeder/coolant as a thermal, mechanical and
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Table 5.4 Abnonial Events in the Blanket Area Related System Element

Abnormal
Event

Mobile RT
1.FHCI-LOF
Temp-Press 2.FHCO-LOF
Increase 3. (AV) Plasma Power Excursion
(AB-1)

Pressure
Increase
(AB-2)

Loss of
Breeder/
Coolant
(AB-3)

l.FHCI-MEEWShock Wave Effect by
Pump Rotor)

Controlled El

Slanket
Area
If solid
>reeder is
selected)

No-Effect

Blanket
Area

No-Effect

(U solid

Blanket
Area
(If solid
breeder is
selected)

Immobile RI

Possible Boundary Failure
and Energy Release

Tritium DesorpBBV-BF
;ion by Temp.
Increase of Piping BBO-BF
and Breeding
Materials (If Solid
IBF-BF
Breeder is
selected)
No-Effect
BBV-BF
BBO-BF

breeder is
•selected)

1.BBO-BF
Z.BBV-BF
3.(AB) BBV-BF by Plasma Disruption
4.(AV) BBV-BF by Plasma Disruption
with Pressure Increase
5.(AV) BBV-BF by HeatLood
Transient due to Plasma Heating
Functin
6.( AF) IBF-BF by Temp-Press Increase
7.(AF) IBF-BF by Pressut e Increase

Effectonthe System Elements

Effect on the RI Controllability

Cause

IBF-BF
No-Effect

Tritium DesorpBBV-BF
tion by Temp.
Increase of
Blanket Materials
.Pipings and Firsl
Wall

Induced Abnormal Conditions
AV) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage
(AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
!AC) Breeder/Coolant Release
AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
[AF) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage
(AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
(AV) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage
(AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
(AC) Breeder/Coolant Release
(AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
(AF)BreederZCnolant Inleakage
(AB) Loss of Breeder/Coolant
(AV)Breedrr/Coolant Inlenkage
(Except 2.-5.)

chemical energy sources, are considered. The following abnormal events
are picked up:

(A) Temperature-Pressure Increase

Loss of material circulation function (FHCI) and/or loss of heat
conversion function (FHOO) induce a temperature and pressure transient
in the blanket area, e.g., in the primary cooling system. Loss of heat
conversion function corresponds to the loss of cooling ability in the
secondary cooling system.

This event will cause a deterioration of

cooling capability at the blanket area boundary, e.g., first wall and
blanket vessel.

In the plasma operating phase, the melting of first

wall may possibly occur if quick plasma termination fails. After the
plasma termination, decay heat removal is necessary.
Plasma power excursion can cause this event due to the increase in
heat flux into the coolant.
Loss of coolant flow (LOFA) is an example of this event.

(B) Pressure Increase

Failure of material circulation function (coolant pumps) may result
in a pressure transient in the blanket area.

Integrity of the blanket

area boundary is of concern in this event.

(C) Loss of Breeder/Coolant

Failure of the blanket area boundary (BBV-BF,
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BVO-BF

and

IBF-BF)

induces the loss of breeder/coolant in the blanket area. This event may
induce the loss of heat sink at high heat flux components such as first
wall and blanket.

The melting of the structural material may occur if

no safety features are provided with.

Quick plasma termination and

assurance of the heat sink for decay heat will be necessary.
This event also induces abnormal material flow into the other
system element at the same time. The failure of BBV, BBO and IBP induce
the Breeder/coolant Inleakage into the vacuum area, the Breeder/Coolant
release into the containment area and the Breeder/Coolant-Inleakage into
the fuel area, respectively

(4) Waste Area Related System Element

The

results

for

the waste area

summarized in Table 5.5.

related

system

element

are

Mobile-RI and Inmobile-RI are supposed as RI

sources in this system element. The chemical and thermal energy related
to the decay heat of the waste material are considered as energy
sources.

(A) Temperature-Pressure Increase

In the waste area, loss of functions (FWST) which control the state
of the storage may cause the increase in temperature and pressure in the
waste area.

Though the energy source in the waste area related system

element may not cause severe temperature and pressure increase , the
possibility of the mobilization of the iranobile-RI and failure of the
waste area boundary should be discussed.
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Table 5.5 Abnormal Events in the Waste Area Related System Element

Mobile RI
Temp-Press l.FWPR-LOF
Increase
2.FWST-LOF
(AW-1)
3.(AF)IFW-BF by Temp-Press Increase
4.(AF)IFW-BF by Pressure Increase
Airlnleak
(AW-2)

l.BWO-BF

Effect on the System Elements

Effect on RI Cotrollability

Cause

Abnormal
Event

Controlled RI

Waste
Area

No-Effect

Waste
Area

No-Effect

Immobile RI

Possible Boundary Failure
and Energy Release

BWO-BF
Tritium DesorptionbyTemp.
Increase of Pipings
and in Getters
Tritium Desorption by Temp.
Increase of Pipings
and in Getters

Induced Abnormal Conditions

(AW)Airlnleakage

(AC) Hydrogen Release

(B) Air Inleakage

The failure of the waste area boundary cause the Air-Inleakage into
the waste area. The event nay give no serious problem if the mechanism
to mobilize the irmebile-RI is not found.

(5) Containment Area Related System Element

In Table 5.6, the results for the containment area related system
element are summarized.

Though activated air and tritium permeated

through boundaries are existing in the system element, no Rl-sources are
supposed in this system element, since the inventory of the RI source in
this system element is considered to be small compared with that of the
other system element in normal operating mode. As for energy sources,
mechanical and electromagnetic energy related to the magnetic field
generation function (FPFG) and other auxiliary system are supposed.

(A) Magnetic Field Transient

A failure in the magnetic field generation function (FPFG) induces
a transient in the magnetic field in the containment area.

The

transient of the magnetic field induces electromagnetic forces and also
induces thermal load due to joule heating on the adjacent components.
This event can cause the release of mechanical energy related to the
FPFG, i.e., super conducting magnet, which leads to the Pressure
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5.6 Abnormal Events in the Containment Area Related System Element

Cause

Abnormal
Event

Mobile RI

Magnetic
Fields
transient
(AC-1)

1. FPFG-LOF
2.FPFG-EMER

Effect on the System Elements

Effect on the RT Controllability

<NONE>

Controlled RI
"Jo-Effect

Immobile RI
No-Effect

Possible Boundary Failure
and Energy Release
<NONE>
BVO-BF

AV) Plasma Disruption
AV) Air Inleakage

FPEX-MEER,FSSU-MEER

AV) Mechanical Energy Release
AF) Mechanical Energy Release
(AC) Mechanical Energy Release

FPFG-MEER

eo
Pressure
Increase
(AC-2)

l.FPFG-MEER
2.FPEX-MEER
3.FPSU-MEER
4.FFSP-MEER
5.FFST-MEER
6.(AV) Mechanical Energy Release
from FPFG by Plasma Disruption
7.(AV) BVO-BF by Plasma Disruption
with Pressure Increase
8.(AV)Mechanical Energy Release
from FPFG by Plasma Disruption with
Pressure Increase
9.(AF) BFO-BF by Pressure Increase

Vacuum
and Fuel
Area
(Only 7.
and 9.)

Tritium Regeneration by Temp.
Increase of CryoPanel
(Only 7. and 9.)

No-Effect

Induced Abnormal Conditions

BOE-BF

Table 5.6 abnormal Events in the Containment Area Related System Element (continued)

Abnormal
Event

Mobile RI
Hydrogen
Release
(AC-3)

Breeder/
Coolant
Release
(AC-4)

1.BVO-BF
2.(AV) BVO-BF by Plasma Disruption
3.(AV) BVO-BF by Plasma Disruption
with Pressure Increase
4.(AV) BVO-BF by Heat Load
Transient due to Plasma Heating
Function

Effect on the Sys'em Elements

Effect on the RI Controllability

Cause

Vacuum
and Fuel
Area

Blanket
l.BBO-BF
2.(AB)BBO-BF by Temp-Press Increase Area
3.(AB) BBO-BF by Pressure Increase

Controlled RI

Immobile RI

Possible Boundary Failure
and Energy Release

Induced Abnormal Conditions

Tritium Regeneration by Temp.
Increase of CryoPanel

<NONE>
Tritium DesorptionbyTemp.
Increase of
Vacuum Boundary

(AC) Hydrogen Fire

No-Effect

Tritium Diffusion < N O N E >
from Breeder
(If Solid Breeder is
selected)

(AC) Fire
(AOTemperature and Pressure
Increase

Increase in the containment area. The possibility of boundary failures
is also of concern.

(B) Pressure Increase

Release of the mechanical energy in this system element and the
boundary failure caused by the pressure increase of the other system
elements may result in the pressure increase in the containment system.
The pressure increase may result in the failure of the containment
boundary.

(C) Hydrogen Release

As a result of the boundary failure, tritium gas as mobile-RI,
could be released into the containment area.

This events are usually

accompanied with the other abnormal events such as Air-Inleakage in the
vacuum area and the fuel area.

This event may result in the hydrogen

fire if the concentration of hydrogen and oxygen and the temperature
exceed the detonation limit.

In this study we treated a fire as the

event out of the scope of the design basis.

(D) Breeder/Coolant Release

As

the

result

of

the

blanket

area

boundary

failure,

the

breeder/coolant will be released into the containment area. The effect
of this event will depend on the selection of the breeder/coolant
selection.

In the high pressure coolant such as a light water is
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enployed, the pressure in the containment area nay increase and the
integrity of the containment area boundary is of concern.

If the low

pressure liquid metal coolant is employed, the prevention of the fire
should be considered.

5.2.2 Typical Events
In the followings, some basic viewpoints for the selection of the
typical events.
Abnormal events can be classified into two types. One (Type-A) is
an event which occurs without boundary failure. The other (Type-B) is
an event accompanied by some boundary failures.

In many cases, Type-A

events lead to Type-B events upon boundary failures.

However, the

induced phenomena in Type-B events do not always depend on the preceding
Type-A events. For example, the induced phenomena in the Air-Inleakage
into Vacuum Area does not changed by the preceding events such as plasma
disruption, IBI shine-through. Therefore, it is not necessary to select
these eventsr e.g., Air-Inleakage induced by plasma disruption and
Air-Inleakage induced by I d
separately.

shine-through, as the typical events,

In each system element, the phenomena due to boundary

failures can be summarized

into a

small number.

Therefore, the

selection of the typical events on the basis of the distinction
concerning the boundary failure (i.e., Type-A and Type-B) facilitates
the selection of DBEs summarized from a viewpoint of the similarity of
phenomena.

Some abnormal events are considered to occur commonly

with other abnormal events.
mobile-Hi

is

always

The failure of a boundary enclosing

accompanied

with

hydrogen

release

into

the

containment area. Therefore, the Hydrogen Release into the containment
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area is summarized into the other events and is not selected as a
typical event.
Plasma disruption also occurs along with the pressure increase,
Breeder/Coolant Inleakage and Air-Inleakage into the vacuum area.

As

for the safety design, disruption and the other abnormal events which
possibly occur with the plasma disruption give a different aspect of
safety,

therefore, we selected each of them as typical events

separately.
In the blanket area related system element, temperature/pressure
increase and pressure increase are summarized into the Thermal-hydraulic
Transient as a typical event.
By summarizing abnormal events from the view point of similarity of
the phenomena and their independency, 16 typical events for general
fusion systems were found out as shown in Table 5.7.

They are

categorized into two types; Type-A and Type-B. This classification of
the typical events can make clear the postulated conditions concerning
the integrity of the related boundaries.
Since the definition of the constituent of the system element in
the GDM had already integrated, there are a little difference between
the abnormal events and the typical events in this study. In order to
proceed the next step, it is necessary to make clear the postulated
conditions in the typical events. Main effort had made for this point
in the typical events selection.
The meaning of the typical events, here, is as follows: a typical
event expresses abnormal phenomena which commonly appear in many event
sequences evolved from the initiating events and has an important effect
on the RI controllability and the boundary integrity.
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Table 5.7 TyP ic aL Events for General Fusion System

System
Element

Vacuum

Fuel

Waste
Blanket

Type A

TypeB

I) Plasma Power Excursion
2) Heat Load Transient due to
Plasma Heating Function
3) Plasma Disruption
4) Pressure Increase

5) Breeder/Coolant-Inleakage
6) Air-Inleakage

1) Pressure Increase

2) Breeder/Coolant-Inleakage
3) Airlnleakage

1) Temp-Pross Increase

2) Air-Inleakage

1) Thermal-hydraulic Transient

2) Loss of Breeder/Coolant

Containment 1) Magnetic Fields Transient
2) Pressure Increase

3) Breeder/Coolant Release

An event propagation through system elements may cause a new loss
of RI controllability and boundary integrity.

Therefore, some safety

features will be required to prevent the propagation along with the
guide based on the event categorization (see Chapter 4.3), though detail
of the process will be described in chapter 5.3.

It is only needed to

follow the propagation through two or three system elements, since the
further propagation can be treated as an incredible propagation from the
viewpoint of the probability of occurrence.

Therefore, by connecting

these typical events, the discussions on the selection of DBEs and
safety features can be carried out easily.

5.3

Design Basis Events for General Fusion System

In the safety evaluation of fusion systems, where the discussions
based on the components are not easy, it is difficult to employ the
probabilistic method as the main part of the evaluation. Therefore, it
is desirable to sunmarize abnormal occurrences into integrated form from
viewpoints of similarity of phenomena and consequence, and to select
DBEs through which the adequacy of the safety design is evaluated with
the deterministic manner.

The probabilistic way of thinking should be

applied for assisting the deterministic method in the selection of the
DBEs.
The DBEs are the events postulated to confirm the adequacy of the
safety designs from a safety point of view and are desirable to be
integrated in a small number by summarizing the abnormal occurrences
based on not only the similarity of phenomena, and the consequence but
also the related safety features. For this purpose, the DBEs have to be
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selected to envelop all credible events in the system.
Before selecting the DBEs, the credible events in the general
fusion system are investigated by the following procedures:
1) Make the event sequence by regarding a typical event as the
initiating event of the sequence.
2) Hark the border, which bounds the sequence against the next
level of the event category according to the event
categorization we proposed.
3) Request safety features to assure the RI controllability and
the boundary integrity in order to keep the event consequence
within the border of the event category.
4) Terminate the event sequence if further event propagation is
recognized as incredible. The total reliability of higher
than 10 /event of the safety features is a measure for the
incredible propagation. Here, the reliability of a safety
feature is assumed to be 10-2/demand.

The results of the event sequence construction are shown in Fig.
5.4 - Fig. 5.20.

In order to show the procedure of the selection of

two event sequences, i.e.,

(a) Air-Inleakage into the Vacuum Area and

(b) Breeder/Coolant-Inleakage

into Vacuum Area, are described as

examples here.

Air-Inleakage into the vacuum Area

The event sequence starting from the Air-Inleakage into the Vacuum
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M-RI: Mobile-RI
C-RI: Controlled-RI
I-RI: Immobile-RI
| : Safety Function
= -»• : Propagation
|
| :Event
ISF due to p-limit,
Power Control

Plasma Power Excursion

Category-1

T

BBV-BF
H==|

Category-2

Fig. 5.4 Event Sequence Starting from Typical Event
(1) Plasma Power Excursion

Coolant Inleakage(AV)
Loss of Coolant to AV

HeatingPower
Control,
Interlock,
Physical Barrier

Heat Load Transient due
to Plasma Heat Function

BBV-BF

Coolant Inleakage(AV)
Loss of Coolant to AV

M-RI(AV)
Class-1

BVO-BF

Air Inleakage(AV)
7/

Category-1

Category-2

Fig. 5.5 Event Sequence Starting from Typical Event
(2) Heat Load Transient due to Plasma Heating Function

M-RI(AV)
Class-1

BVO-BF

I

Air Inleakage(AV)
Hydrogen Release

Physical Seperation,
Physical Barrier

Plasma Disruption ]—I-

BBV-BF

Coolant Inleakage(AV)
Loss of Breeder/Coolant

Mechanical Energy
Release

Category-1

Category-2

Fig. 5.6 Event Sequence Starting from Typical Event
(3) Plasma Disruption

Pressure Increase(AV)
7/

Pressure Control
Reduction of
Released Energy,
Isolation

M-Rl(AV)
Class 1

BVO-BF=J Air Inleakage(AV)
Pressure
Increase (AV)

Pressure Control
Reduction of
Released Energy,
Isolation

Pressure Increase

IVF-BF = Pressure Increase (AF)
Pressure
Transient with
-Rl(AV) : Mobilization
of
Controlled RI(AF)

M-Rl(AV) Class 1
C-RI(AV) Class 2

BVO-BF
Hydrogen
Release(AC)
Pressure
Increase(AC)

Category-1

Category-2

Category-3

Pig. 5.7 Event Sequence Starting from Typical Event
(4) Pressure Increase in Vacuum Area

i Incredible
, Propagation

Flsolation(IVF)

I Isolation

BBV-BF = Breeder/Coolant
Inleakage(AV)

Plasma Disruption
i

Breeder/coolant
Inleakage(AF)

+ C-RI(AV)
Class-2

M-RI(AV)
C-RI(AV)
Design Tolerance,
Pressure Relief

Cooling,
Isolation to Reduce
Released Material

l-RI(AB)

BVO-BF
Loss of
Breeder/Coolant
(AB)

Class-3

Breeder/Coolant
Release(AC)
//i

Category-2

Category-3

Fig. 5.8 Event Sequence Starting from Typical Event
(5) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage into Vacuum Area

Incredible
Propagation

M-RI(AV)
Class-1

I

C-RI(AV)

I

Isolation(IVP)

Isolation

BVQ-BF =1 Air-lnleakaqe(AV) \\+

C-Rl(AV)
j
Class-2

1

Air-lnleakage(AF)

Mechanical
Energy
Release(AV)
II
Pressure Increase
(AC)

Hydrogen Release
(AC)
Plasma Disruption
//
Category-2

Category-3

Fig. 5.9 Event Sequence Starting from typical Event
(6) Air-Inleakage into Fuel Area

Incredible
Propagation

j Pressure Control,
Reduction of
Released Energy,
Isolation

M-RI(AF)
Pressure Control,
Reduction of
Released Energy

Class 1

•urns

Pressure
Increase (AF)

BFO-BF = Air Inleakage(AF)

B

Pressure Control,
Reduction of
Released Energy,

Pressure Increase (AC)
IVF-BF = Pressure Increase (AV)
IBF-BF =

Breeder/Coolant
Release (AF)

Pressure
Transient with .
C-RI(AF) =
Mobilization
of
Controlled RI(AF)

C-RI(AF)
Class- 2

¥/

X

BFO-BF
II II
Hydrogen
Release(AC)
Pressure
Increase(AC)

Category-1

Category-2

Category-3

Fig. 5.10 Event Sequence Starting from Typical Event
(7) Pressure Increase in Fuel Area

i Incredible
, Propagation

Isolation(IVF)

i Isolation

IBF-BF - Breeder/coolant
Inleakage(AF)

Breeder/coolant
Inleakage(AV)

_> C-RI(AF)

Design Tolerance,
PressureTemperature
Control

M-RI(AF)
C-RKAF)

Isolation, j
Cooling

BFO-BF
Breeder/Coolant

1

Class-3

Breeder/Coolant
Release(AC)

Category-2

Category-3

Fig. 5.11 Event Sequence Starting from Topical Event
(8) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage into Fuel Area

Incredible
Propagation

M-Rl(AV)
Class-1

M-RI(AF)
Class-1

L

BFO-BF =| Air-lnleakage(AF) | E

t

L
Air-lnleakage(AV)
V
C-RKAV)

C-RI(AF)
Class-2
I Isolation I

Protection/mitigation
of mobilization

I

—

l-RKAF)
Class-3

Hydrogen Release
(AC)

Category-2

Category-3

Fig. 5.12 Event Sequence Starting from Typical Event
(9) Air-Inleakage into Fuel Area

Incredible
Propagation

Pressure/ I M-RI(AV)
Temperature
Control

Temp-Press
Increase (AW)

- L BWO-BF 1 Air Inleakage
T
T
(AW)
Hydrogen Release
(AC)

I-RI(AW)
Class-3

Category-1

Category-2

Category-3

Pig. 5.13 Event Sequence Starting from Topical Event
(10) Tenperature and Pressure Increase in Waste Area

Incredible
Propagation

M-RI(AV)

I-RI(AW)

Class-l

BWO-BF

=

Class-3

AirInleakage(AW)

» I-RI (AW)
Class-3

Fire
Protection

T

Protection |

Hydrogen Release
(AC)

Category-2

Category-3

Fig. 5.14 Event Sequence Starting from Typical Event
(11) Air-Inleakage into Waste Area

Incredible
Propagation

Plasma Shut Down,
|
Decay Heat Removal, 1
Pressure Control
I

Thermal-hydraulic
Translent(AB)

BBV-BF

Breeder/Coolant Inleakage(AV)
Loss of Breeder/Coolant (AB)

Category-1

Category-2

Fig. 5.15 Event Sequence Starting from 'typical Event
(12) Thermal-hydraulic Transient in Blanket Area

BBQ-BF

IBF-BF

Breeder/Coolant
Inleakage (AC)
Loss of
Breeder/Coolant
(AB)

Plasma Shutdown,
Decay Heat Removal

BBV-BF

= Breeder/Coolant
Inleakage(AV)

Breeder/Coolant
Release (AF)

Category-2
Fig. 5.16 Event Sequence Starting from Topical Event
(13) Loss of Breeder/Coolant in Blanket Area

Category-3

M-KI(AV)
Class-1

BVO-BF

Air Inleakage(AV)
Hydrogen Release
(AC)

I Physical Seperation

Magnetic Field
Transient(AC)

-•

M-M(AF)
Class-1

Plasma Disruption
Mechanical Energy
Release (AC)

Category-1

->

Breeder/Coolant
Inleakage(AV)

BBV-BF —

Loss of Breeder/Coolant

BFO-BF =

Air Inleakage(AV) |

//
Hydrogen Release
(AC)

Category-2
i. 5.17 Event Sequence Starting from Typical Event
(14) Magnetic Field Transient in Containment Area

Pressure
Control

Pressure Increase
(AC)

••

Category-1

Category-2

Category-3

Pig. 5.18 Event Sequence Starting from Typical Event
(15) Pressure Increase in Containment Area

BOE-BF

Incredible
Propagation

Isolation toReduce
Released Material,
Cooling

Breeder/Coolant
Release (AC)

Loss of
Breeder/Coolant
(AB)

Category-3
Fig. 5.19 Event Sequence Starting from Tvpical Event
(16) Breeder/Coolant Release into Containment Area
(Coolant is also breeder)

Incredible
Propagation

Isolation to
Reduce
Released Material

Breeder/Coolant
Release (AC)

Loss of
Breeder/Coolant
(AB)

Category-2

Category-3

Pig. 5.20 Event Sequence Starting from Typical Event
(17) Breeder/Coolant Release into Containment Area
(Coolant is not breeder)

Incredible
Propagation

Area is shown in Fig. 5.9.
The Air-Inleakage into Vacuum Area is regarded as a Category-2
event beforehand, since it is accompanied by the vacuum area boundary
failure which simultaneously causes mobile-RI release (Class-1 RI).
Controlled-RI
cryo-panel

(Class-2

RI)

such

as

tritium

of cryo-pumps nay be mobilized

and

adsorbed
released

on the
into the

containment area if no safety features for preventing it is provided
with.

Since the release of Class-2 RI is an event in the Category-3,

some safety features for the prevention of the mobilization of the
controlled-RI are required.

The isolation of the cryo-pumps is an

example of such a safety function.
The Air-Inleakage into the Vacuum Area is selected as a Category-2
event and the preventive measure for mobilization of the controlled-RI
should be assured in this event.
The failure of the preventive measure lead to the release of the
controlled-RI and

this event

is categorized

into the Category-3.

Therefore, this event can be a candidate for a Category-3 events.
However, this event is not selected as design basis event, since in the
event sequence of the Breeder/Coolant-Inleakage into the Vacuum Area, a
similar but severer events is included as described later.
If the failure of the interface boundary between the vacuum and
fuel area is induced, this event result in the Air-Inleakage into the
Fuel Area.

However, it is not necessary to follow the propagation of

this event, since the Air-Inleakage into the Fuel Area is categorized as
Category-2

event

as

shown

in Fig.

5.12

and

the propagation

is

investigated in this figure, separately.
This event lead to the hydrogen release into the containment area.
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therefore, the prevention against hydrogen fire, which is a Category-4
event, should be assured in the safety design. Furthermore, this event
nay result in the release of mechanical energy, such as release of
refrigerant material of cryo-pumps, and which will lead to the pressure
increase in the containment area. Since the failure of the containment
area

boundary

containment-area

is

a

Category-4

boundary

should

event,
be

the

assured

integrity
within

of

this

the
event

conditions.

Breeder/Coolant-Inleakage into the Vacuum Area

The event sequence of this event is shown in Fig. 5.8.
In case of the Breeder/Coolant-Inleakage into Vacuum Area, the
integrity of the vacuum-area boundary, protection/raitigation for the
mobilization of controlled-RI (the same as in case of the Air-Inleakage
into the Vacuum Area) and iitmobile-RI (tritium contained in breeder,
Class-3 RI) are the crucial safety issues.
Though this event does not result in RI release into the
containment area directly, the event has to be categorized into the
Catecjozy-2 event beforehand, since the possibility of the iitmobile-RI
release arises directly from the vacuum area boundary failure followed
by the Breeder/Coolant-Inleakage (in case of liquid breeder design).
Therefore, the integrity of the vacuum boundary and the controlled-RI
should be assured in the Category-2 event and the protection/mitigation
for the mobilization of iirmobile-RI has to be assured in the Category-3
event.
For selecting the DBEs, these sequences were summarized still more,
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since the same safety functions and items to be assured are included in
plural event sequences.

For the safety evaluation, it may be rational

to select the severer phenomena as the design basis for the similar
events.

For example, both the Air-Inleakage and Breeder/Coolant-

Inleakage into Vacuum Area nay result in the release of controlled-RI
(vacuum area) into the containment area, if the isolation of controlled
RI and the integrity of vacuum boundary failed.

Both events can be the

candidates for the Category-3 events. However, in the evaluation of the
consequences, the latter

event may give the severer conditions.

Therefore, the latter event can be regarded as a Category-3 event which
envelop the former.

The DBEs for the general fusion system and their categorization are
shown in Table 5.8. Nine Category-1 events, seven Category-2 events and
four Category-3 events were selected.

Judgment criteria and related

safety features to be considered are also shown in Table 5.8.
Though the selection of the safety features can be a sort of
designers' option, the use of ISFs/passive safety features should be
taken much account of, since they have some potential advantages as
described

in Chapter

4.2.

Considerations

for prevention

of the

initiating events, such as quality control and in-service-inspection,
should be emphasized in the design as a matter of course, though they
are not included in Table 5.8.
In the evaluation of the DBEs, it must be assured that the amount
of released RI to the environment is kept within the consequence limit
of each event category.

Though the safely features related to the

containment system are not included in Table 5.8, the mitigation effect
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Table 5.8 Design Basis Events and Safety Features

Events

Category

Plasma Disruption

Plasma Power Excursion

Judgement Criteria

Integrity of BBV.8VO
Protection against mobilization of controlled RI

Safety Features

Physical Separation
Physical barrj«r{li miter)
Energy damp due to power control

Integrity of »BV
Inherent safety due to beta-ftmrt

Heat Load Transient due to
Plasma Heating Function

Integrity of BVO

Pressure control

Protcctionagainst mobilization of controlled RI

reduction of released energy

Pressure Transient in Fuel
Area

Integrity of BFO

Pressure control

Protection against mobilization of controlled RI

reduction of released energy

integrity of BBV

Cooling, Pressure control

Integrity of boundaries, functions

Physical separation. Energy damp

Integrity of containment system)

Pressure control

"hermaWiydraulic Transient
Magnetic Field Transient
ressure Transient in
lontaiiimentArea
emperature/Pressure
increase in Waste Area
kir-lnteakage<AV)
resiure Transient with Mobiization of Controlled-RI(AV)

Category-2

Physical barricr(beam damp)

Area

'ressure Transient In Vacuum
Category-1

Integrity of BBV.6VO

Energy damp due to interlock

integrity of BWO
'rottction against mobilization of controlled-RI
[AVJ.

Protection against fire

Integrity of vacuum boundary

Cooling,
Pressure control
isolation, fire Protection
Pressure control
tecovery of tritium

Breeder/Coolant-lnleakage

ntegrity of vacuum boundary. Protection against

tAV)

nobilization of controlled-RI <AV)

Reduction of released material

i.ir-tnleakage{AF)

'rotection/mitigation for mobilization of
:ontrolled-Rl, immobile-Rl (AF).
itection against fire

solation. Fire protection

ressure Transient with Mobi:ation of Controlled RI(AF)
loolant-reiease into Contatnicnt Area(when coolant is
ota breeder}: Loss of
reeder/CooJant<AB)
eeder/Coolant?akage{AF)

reeder/Coolantnleakage(AV) with bacuum
iundary failure and
lobiiization of controlled-RI

itegrity of fuel boundary

ition

'ressure control
Recovery of tritium

Integrity of blanket-vacuum boundary
Integrity of containment system},

e control,. Fire protection

rotection against fire
Integrity of fuel boundary
Protection/mitigation for mobilization of
ontrolled-RI, immobile-KI (AF),
rotection against fire
•otection/mitrgation for mobilization of

:olation. Fire protection

teductionof released

imobile-RI(AB)

iiterial((jol»tion>,

otection against fire

looting. Fire protection

,iMnleakage(AF){or
recder/coolant inltakage)
Category-3

Protection/mitigation for mobilization of

vith mobilization of

immobile-Rl (AF),

:ontro»ed-Rl and/or isolation

'rotection against fire

looting, Fire protection

aifure of immobile-RI{AF)
irecder-reteasc into
lontainmentarta (Liquid

rotectton/mitigaticm for mobilization of
mmobite-RI(AB).
;

seeder is used as coolant)

'rotection against fire

MnlcakagcfAW}

Otection/mitigation for mobilization of
imobile-RI (AW)
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deduction of released
nateriaKisolation), Cooling.
re protection

lation. Cooling

of the containment system has to be considered.
The release of the ininobile-RI, large scale fire and missile are
regarded as Category-4 events.

Therefore, in the safety design, the

considerations of preventing them have to be much taken into account in
order to leave them into residual risk.

5.4 Design Basis Events and Safety Features

Here, the obtained DBEs for general fusion systems are described in
relation with the safety features, and the R&D items are summarized as
the results.

5.4.1 Category-1 Events

(1) Plasma Disruption

It is difficult to anticipate a disruption-free tokamak design,
since a loss of function can cause the plasma disruption even though the
techniques in plasma control will be improved.

However, in order to

realize an attractive reactor design, plasma disruption should not be
treated as a nornal operation condition but as an event to be considered
from the safety viewpoint.
Since plasma disruption may lead to failures of the vacuum- and
blanket-area

boundary

(i.e.,

first

wall),

the

integrity

of

the

boundaries is the judgment criteria for this event.
The demand for the design criteria of first wall and vacuum
boundary should be discussed considering the impact of the failure on
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the safety viewpoint.

If the failure of the vacuum boundary is

categorized as a Category-2 event, the reliability of 10~ 2 /year is
required for the vacuum boundary as a Class-1 boundary. The first wall
is also considered as a Class-1 boundary in this study and the reason is
described in Chapter 5.4.2 (3) in detail.
The plasma disruption may be a key factor to determine the
reliability of the boundaries.

Therefore, it is necessary to assure

that the frequency of the boundary failure due to plasma disruption is
within

the

reliability

permissible
of

the

value,

boundary

e.g.
is

10~ /event,

within

the

and

value,

then

the

10 /year,

considering the frequency of the occurrence of plasma disruption.
The evaluation of the reliability of boundaries is necessary for
the

design

in

compliance with

the event

categorization.

The

establishment of reliability evaluation method based on the fracture
mechanics will be necessary for that purpose.

Quality control and

in-service-inspection will support the improvement of the reliability.

(2) Plasma Power Excursion

The integrity of the BBV is the judgment criteria for this event.
The time constant of the power excursion due to thermal instability may
be an order of seconds, therefore a quick control of the power excursion
is necessary to prevent the melting of first wall (BBV).
The pressure of the plasma is restricted by the instability (
beta-limit). Since the beta value of the plasma increases as the fusion
reaction power
according

increases, the maximum power level is restricted

to the beta-limit, inherently.
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The maximum power is

approximately in proportion to the square of the ratio of the beta-limit
and the operating beta value.

Therefore, if the beta value in normal

operation is set up close to the beta-limit, the system has an inherent
safety feature as to this event.
In any case, the inventory of the fuel tritium is small so that an
explosive excursion seems unlikely.

(3) Heat Load Transient due to Plasma Heating Function

The plasma heating function, especially neutral beam injection
heating, can cause an abnormal heat load to the components. Energy damp
due to interlock, and installation of neutral beam damp as a physical
barrier have been considered and used successfully.

If the tolerable

design for this event is feasible, it is not necessary to select this
event as a DBE and the integrity of the beam damp is assured through the
design.

(4) Pressure Transient in Vacuum Area
This event evolves events in which a pressure increase in the
vacuum area is accompanied without boundary failures.

The pressure

increase due to the coolant inleakage is not evolved.
The vacuum boundary usually has some weak points such as vacuum
seal, bellows and diagnostic windows. If the pressure increase occurs,
the integrity of the vacuum boundary is of concern at first.

The

pressure increase also can induce the mobilization of the controlled-RI
in the vacuum area if the cryo-pumps are used as particle exhausting
function.
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In the Category-1 event, both of them should be assured. If the
prevention

of

the rjbilization

of

the controlled-RI

failed,

the

integrity of the vacuum boundary should be protected as a Category-2
event (see Chapter 5.4.2 (2)).
For the prevention of the controlled-RI mobilization, isolation of
the controlled-RI is considered as a safety feature.

However, the

feasibility of the isolation should be studied in a future scope.

In

order to assure the integrity of the vacuum-area boundary, control of
the pressure in the vacuum area is necessary. In general, the source of
the pressure increase is a non-condensable gas such as hydrogen and
helium.

Therefore, condensation method can not be applied for that

purpose.

Some mechanism to purge the released gas with a relief valve

nay be required.

In the case, the recovery of the mobile-RI in the

purged gas should be considered.

(5) Pressure Transient in the Fuel Area

If the pressure increase occurs, the integrity of the vacuum
boundary is of concern at first. The pressure increase also can induce
the mobilization of the controlled-RI in the fuel area as well as in the
vacuum

area.

If the

integrity

of

the

fuel

boundary and

the

controlled-RI is assured independently in this event, the fuel boundary
can be regarded as a Class-1 boundary and this event is included in the
Category-1 events.
In the Category-1 event, both of them should be assured.
prevention

of

the mobilization

of the controlled-RI

If the

failed, the

integrity of the fuel area boundary should be protected as a Category-2
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event (see Chapter 5.4.2 (5)>.

(6) Thermal-hydraulic Transient in the Blanket Area

This event includes a transient in temperature and pressure in the
primary cooling system without boundary failure.
phenomenon included in this event.

A LOCA is a typical

Since the first wall, corresponding

to the BBV on the GDM, has the severest operating conditions among the
blanket-area boundaries, the integrity of the BBV is the judgment
criteria of this event. Since the first wall is considered as a Class-1
boundary, this event should be treated as a Category-1 event.

Plasma

termination and decay heat removal will be required for that purpose.
For assuring the cooling capability after the plasma termination,
attainment of the natural circulation in the cooling system can give a
inherent safety feature for the system.
The control of the pressure will be required against the pressure
transient.
In the evaluation of this event, it is necessary to postulate the
severest

condition

within

the

events

having

frequencies

of

the

occurrences below a value, e.g., 10~ /year, and the integrity of the
boundary should be assured in the evaluation.

(7) Magnetic Field Transient

A quick transient of magnetic fields induces electromagnetic force
on components and also may induce a thermal quench in the super
conducting magnet.
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The physical separation by the alignment design and control of the
transient phenomena by an energy danp is considered as a countermeasure
for this event.
This event possibly affect the diagnostic systems related to safety
features, and it is necessary to take the effect into account of the
safety design.

(8) Pressure Transient in the Containment Area

The release of the refrigerant material such as liquid helium of
the super conducting magnet, and the release of the cooling material in
the auxiliary cooling system lead to a pressure transient without RI
release < no material boundary failure) in the containment system. The
integrity of the containment system boundary is the judgment criteria
for this event.

This event can be the basis for the design of

containment system boundary, if the pressure increase in this event
gives the severest condition.

(9) Temperature/Pressure Increase in the Waste Area

The integrity of the waste boundary and the iitmobile-RI in the
waste area are the judgment criteria for this event.
should be assured in this event as a Category-1 event.

5.4.2 Category-2 Events

(1) Air-Inleakage into Vacuum Area (AV)
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Both of them

In this event, the failure of the vacuum boundary is supposed a
priori.

Therefore, the mobile-RI in the vacuum area will be released

into the containment area.

TO mitigate the release of the RI, actions

are needed to stop the flow of RI between the fuel and the vacuum area.
This event may result in the mobilization of the controlled-RI in
the vacuum area.

The inleaked air can induce the temperature rise on

the cryo-panel of the cryo-pumps, and the tritium will be released. In
order to prevent it, a quick isolation of the controlled-RI is required.
The feasibility of this kind of isolation mechanism should be studied in
parallel with the study on the tritium desorption phenomena fr«r. the
cryo-panel in this event. The quantitative analysis and the experiments
on this event will clarify the feasibility of the isolation and also the
necessity for the other safety features.
measures

to mitigate

the

release

of

the

For example, some
controlled-RI

into the

containment area will be necessary, if the feasibility of the preventive
measure

against

demonstrated.

the

mobilization

of

the

controlled-RI

was

not

If such a mitigative measure is not realized, the vacuum

boundary can lead to a release of the controlled-RI directly, so that
the vacuum boundary should be treated as a Class-2 boundary and a
severer demand is imposed on the reliability.
This event also cause the release of hydrogen into the containment
area and/or inleakage of oxygen into the vacuum area.

Therefore, the

protection against the hydrogen fire should be assured in the design,
even though the hydrogen fire seems unlikely.

(2) Pressure Transient with Mobilization of Controlled-RI in the vacuum
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Area

This event is a conbination of the pressure increase and the
failure of the isolation of the controlled-RI.

11% integrity of the

vacuum boundary is supposed to be assured at the initiation of this
event.

This event is included in the event sequence initiated by the

Pressure Increase in the Vacuum Area as shown in Fig. 5.7.

The failure

of the cryo-panel in the cryo-pumps is included in this event.
In this event, the failure of the vacuum boundary can cause the
release of the controlled-RI

into the containment area directly,

therefore, this event is categorized as a Class-2 event.
The integrity of the vacuum boundary is one of the judgment
criteria. As described before (Chapter 5.4.1 (3)), in order to control
the pressure, purging of the released gas will be required, if the
released gas is a non-condensable gas.

The relief valve with the

tritium gas removal mechanism is a candidate for the safety feature
against this event. Future studies on this kind of safety features are
necessary.

(3) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage into the Vacuum Area

In this event, only the failure of the BBV (break of the first wall
and cooling pipes in the vacuum area) is supposed a priori. This event
is accompanied by the Loss of Breeder/coolant in the blanket area, of
course.
The major concerns in this event are (1) the integrity of the
vacuum boundary, (2) isolation of the Controlled-RI in the vacuum area,
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and (3) prevention of the mobilization of the inmobile-RI in the blanket
area.

Though this event does not result in RI release into the

containment area directly, the event has to be categorized into the
Category-2 event. This is attributed to the following discussions:
(i) In case of liquid metal breeder/coolant blanket design, it nay be
feasible to assure the integrity of the vacuum boundary in this event
since the resultant pressure is relatively low, however the failure of
the vacuum boundary will lead to the release of liquid metal breeder in
the containment area in which the possibility of the release of the
Class-3 RI occurs. If the reliability of the vacuum boundary is assumed
to be 10 /event, and a safety feature to prevent the mobilization of
the imtebile-RI with a reliability of 10~2/demand is provided, it is
possible to regard the BBV as a Class-1 boundary and it is necessary to
assure the integrity in this event as a Category-2 event in order to
treat the release of the iirmcbile-RI as a Category-4 events.
(ii)

In case of high pressure coolant/solid breeder design, it seems

rather difficult to assure the integrity of the vacuum boundary and the
controlled-RI in this event.
necessary

Of course, a quantitative analysis is

to discuss this problem.

However,

if both of

these

integrities are possibly lost in this event at the same time, there are
two choices in the safety design:

1) the BBV should be treated as a

Class-2 boundary or 2) provide some safety features to mitigate the
release of the controlled-RI in this event.
circumstances

of the first wall, e.g.,

Considering the sever

high heat

flux, neutron

irradiation, sputtering and cyclic fatigue due to plasma disruption, it
seems difficult to treat the BBV (first wall) as a Class-2 boundary in
which the reliability of 10~4/vear is required, therefore, we judged
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that the second choice is preferable and practical in this study.
However, as for the treatment of the first wall, studies from both
viewpoints of safety and technological feasibility are necessary.
In this context, development of the safety features for the
prevention/mitigation against the release of the controlled-RI in this
event is an important R & D item in the safety design of the fusion
systems.
If the isolation is employed as the safety feature, the design
requirements for the isolation mechanism will be severer than that in
the case of Air-Inleakage.
feasibility,

studies

are

Therefore,

necessary

both

in order
in

to clarify the

experiments

and

in

quantitative analysis.
Furthermore, a safety feature concerning the mitigation effect in
the releasing process into the containment area is necessary.
mitigation factor of 10

The

may be the goal of the study.

The safety features for assuring the integrity of the vacuum-area
boundary should be studied.

The safety features for the reduction of

the released amount of the breeder/coolant and for assuring the cooling
ability to prevent the mobilization of the imnobile-RI in the blanket
area will be necessary.
In any case, appropriate studies to clarify the reasonable approach
are required.

(4) Air-Inleakage into the Fuel Area

The failure of the fuel area boundary is supposed in this event a
priori.

The mobile-RI in the fuel area will be released into the
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containment area immediately. The prevention of the mobilization of the
controlled-RI is of major concern in this event.

As for the fuel area,

tritium flow as the mobile-RI exists, therefore, isolation functions
will be required to mitigate the additional release.

A development of

the isolation mechanism with higher reliability is necessary.

(5) Pressure Transient with Mobilization of the Controlled-RI in the
Fuel Area

In this event, the pressure increase and the mobilization of the
controlled-RI in the fuel area are supposed a priori.

This event is

included in the event sequence starting from the Pressure Increase in
the Fuel Area as shown in Fig. 5.10.

The integrity of the fuel-area

boundary is the judgment criteria in this event.

This event is similar

to the Pressure Transient with Mobilization of the controlled-RI in the
vacuum area, so the similar safety features should be studied in this
event.

(6) Coolant Release into the Containment Area ( in case that the
coolant is not a breeder)

Loss of Breeder/Coolant in the blanket area, and the pressure
increase in the containment area are supposed in this event a priori.
The integrity of BBV, and the containment boundary are the judgment
criteria for this event. The prevention for the hydrogen fire should be
assured.

The loss of Breeder/coolant is equivalent to a LOCA in

fission systems.

In order to assure the integrity of the BBV, a quick
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termination of plasma and the assurance of the heat sink are necessary.

(7) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage into the Fuel Area

The failure of the interface boundary between the fuel and the
blanket area (IBF) lead to this event. This event is accompanied by the
Loss of Breeder/Coolant in the blanket area, so the integrity of the BBV
is also of concern.

The treatment of this event is almost the same as

the Breeder/Coolant Inleakage into the Vacuum Area.

5.4.3 Category-3 Events

(1) Breeder/Coolant Inleakage into the Vacuum Area with Vacuum Boundary
Failure and the Mobilization of the Controlled-RI

In this event, as a result of the BBV failure, the failure of the
vacuum boundary and the mobilization of the controlled-RI upon the
isolation failure, are postulated a priori. Consequently, the mobile-RI
(in case of liquid metal breeder/coolant design) and the controlled-RI
in the vacuum area will be released into the containment area.
Safety

features

for

the

protection/mitigation

against

the

mobilization of the immobile-RI in the blanket area is of concern.
Usually, the cooling of the breeding material is considered as a safety
feature for that purpose.
In addition to that, the fire protection and integrity of the
containment boundary should be assured in this event.
It should be confirmed through the evaluation that the amount of
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the released RI is kept below a permissible value.

As described in

Chapter 5.3, this event envelopes the release of the controlled-RI due
to the Air-Inleakage into the Vacuum Area.

(2) Air-Inleakage (or Breeder/Coolant) with the Isolation Failure of
the Controlled-RI and/or Iimobile-RI in the Fuel Area

This event appears in the event sequences starting from the
Mr-Inleakage into the Fuel Area and the Breeder/Coolant Inleakage into
the Fuel Area. The failure of the fuel boundary and the mobilization of
the controlled-RI are supposed a priori. The amount of the released RI,
and the confirmation of the preventive measure against the mobilization
of the immobile RI are the judgment criteria for this event.

(3) Breeder-Release into the Containment Area ( in the case that liquid
breeder is used as coolant)

If liquid breeder, such as liquid lithium, is used as a coolant,
the release of the breeder/coolant may result in the possibility of the
release of the Class-3 RI in the breeder.

In this event, the mobility

of the tritium in the released breeder should be kept low by assuring
the cooling capability for it and also by reducing the released amount
of the breeder.

The amount of the released RI should be kept below the

permissible value and the prevention of fire should be assured. If this
event is treated as a Class-3 event, the boundary between the blanket
area and the containment area (BBO) is defined as a Class-2 boundary.
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(4) M r inleakage into the Waste Area

In this event, the preventive measure against the release of the
immobile-RI should be confirmed.

In the evaluation, the severest

anticipated pressure and temperature transient should be incorporated.
The amount of the released RI is the judgment criteria.

5.4.4 Category-4 Events

In our event categorization, Category-4 events are treated as the
events beyond the scope of safety design basis. The event causing the
release of a large fraction of the immobile-RI are categorized into this
event category. A large scale fire, a missile which can cause a conmon
mode failure and a failure of the containment boundary are also treated
as Category-4 events in this study.

The consideration of preventing

Category-4 events have to be taken account in the safety design in order
to leave them into residual risk.
At the same time, it is necessary to demonstrate that the frequency
of

the occurrence

of a Category-4

events

is enough

low

(below

10 /year) and, therefore, the fusion system has enough safety margin
for the protection of the public.

In the evaluation of the frequency,

it will be desirable to employ the probabilistic way of thinking.

As

for the residual risk, the potential advantage of fusion systems will
facilitate this problem compared with fission systems.

5.5 Concluding Remarks
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A method of safety analysis, the function based safety analysis,
was developed in order to clarify the safety issues of the general
fusion system.

The method gives a practical way to select the typical

events and the DBEs of fusion

systems.

The method also includes the

practical guideline for the safety design along with the approach we
proposed.
The DBEs and the safety functions for general fusion systems were
investigated on the basis of the function based safety analysis.

The

following results were obtained:

(1) Typical events could be found out and summarized in a small
number, 16, by focusing on the abnormal events in the system
element of the GDM.
(2) DBBs for the general fusion system were summarized into 20 events,
i.e., nine Category-1 events, seven Category-2 events and four
Category-3 events.

The DBEs and the safety functions obtained from this analysis could
be considered as guidelines in actual designs and evaluations for fusion
systems.

A quantitative analysis on the system behavior will be

required to set up the DBBs and the safety features in the application
of our methodology for the final design and evaluation.

As the future scopes, the following problems are found out in the
course of the function based safety analysis:

(1) ESTABLISHMENT OF RELIABILITY EVALUATION METHOD FOR
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BOUNDARIES

In fusion systems, the integrity of boundaries should be stressed,
since the number of boundaries which encloses the specific RI source is
larger

than that of fission systems which

is an aspect of the

distributed nature in fusion systems. Therefore, the classification of
boundaries is necessary to achieve a reasonable safety of the system and
could be introduced
classification

into the event categorization naturally.

of boundaries can give design criteria

The

such as a

reliability for the components.
For that purpose, the establishment of the evaluation method for
the

reliability

of

the boundary

is necessary.

Especially,

the

reliability of the first wall is of major concern.
In order to make the classification of the first wall, the
trade-off

among

the feasibility of the boundary reliability,

the

feasibility of safety features and the impact of the failure upon the
safety aspects is necessary.
First wall will suffer from cyclic heat and mechanical loads due to
plasma disruption, sputtering due to plasma and neutral particles, and
irradiation of neutrons during the plasma operating phase.

Therefore,

the evaluation of the lifetime is difficult and is a major problem in
fusion nuclear technology.

In the future, the estimation of the

reliability based on the fracture mechanics will be required and the
establishment of the method is an important items.
Improvement

of the reliability will be supported by quality

assurance and in-service-inspection.
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(2) DEVELOPMENT OF SAFETY FEATURES

In order to realize the safety assurance with depth, where the
release of RI to the environment is prevented from different aspects
such as RI controllability, boundary integrity and containment, it is
preferable to exclude the Class-2 boundary in the design.

However, as

described above, the classification of boundaries will depend on the
feasibility of safety features. Therefore, appropriate safety functions
should be developed for each typical event in the fusion system and the
feasibility of the safety features

should be studied on the basis of

experiments and quantitative analysis.
For this purpose, it is necessary to understand the mobilization
mechanism of RI sources and the energy release phenomena (as described
in Chapter 4.2).
The development of isolation mechanism with high reliability is an
important R&D item. In the vacuum area, a fast isolation mechanism with
a high reliability is effective for preventing the mobilization of the
controlled-RI.

In the fuel area, isolation to prevent additional RI

release is desirable.
For assuring the integrity of the vacuum and fuel boundary, a
mechanism to control the pressure increase due to a non-condensable gas
is necessary.

(3) TREATMENT OF EXTERNAL EVENTS AND COWON CAUSE EVENTS

In this analysis, external events such as earthquake and external
missile are not included.

Furthermore, common cause event such as a
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fire and internal missile is not treated explicitly.

Studies on the

treatment of these events are necessary.

(4) DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

The quantitative analyses based on computer programs are required
for investigating the feasibility of safety features and confirming the
integrity
conditions.

of

boundaries

and

RI

controllabilities

under

abnormal

In order to realize a fusion system design with rational

safety according to our methodology, it is necessary to select the DBEs
and the safety features

based on these analyses, eventualy.

development of computer programs is an important

The

future study to

materialize the results of our study. In the development of the computer
programs, it should be emphasized that the RI controllability and the
boundary integrity are the critical items which should be stressed in
the safety analyses.
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6. APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY
SAFEK EW&U&TION OF THE R-TOKAMAK

In this chapter i we describe the application of our methodology,
that is, a safety evaluation of a fusion system, which was performed in
order to confirm the validity and usefulness of the methodology.

The

R-tokanak [9], a conceptual design of D-T reacting plasma experimental
device, was chosen as a reference for the application, since the data
base was available for us. Though the R-tokatnak design does not include
some key subsystems important to safety, such as tritium breeding
blanket

and

super

conducting

magnet,

the design

include

enough

safety-related issues to confirm most of the results of the methodology,
i.e., the use of tritium and neutron generation due to D-T reaction.

6.1 Application Procedure

The general process of safety design and evaluation according to
the methodology is shown in Fig. 6.1.

The process is almost equivalent

to the work flow of the methodology study (see Fig. 2.2 in Chapter 2 ) .
In the "Understanding of safety characteristic", the system design is
reviewed from a viewpoint of safety.

Identification of energy- and

Rl-scurces, and clarification of the component/subsystem constitution
are necessary.
The "Investigation of system behaviors" is needed to clarify the
system behaviors in the abnormal conditions which should be considered
in the safety design.
The "Design of safety functions" should be made in parallel with
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safety design phase
Understanding of safety
characteristics in the
design
Fusion system
design
Investigation of the
system behavior
safety evaluation phase

Design of safety function

J_
OBEs establishment

I

Safety evaluation based on DBEs
and the event categorization

Fig. 6.1

Process of Safety Design and Evaluation

the "DBEs establishment".

Function based safety analysis using a

system model, such as General Descriptive Model (GDM), can be a useful
tool in this step; and general DBEs, discussed in the methodology, can
offer useful guides.
The safety design and evaluation, though the two items are shown as
different phases in Fig. 6.1, they are closely related each other.
In the "Safety evaluation", the adequacy of the safety design is
examined through the analysis of the DBEs and the judgment based on the
event categorization.
The safety evaluation of the R-tokamak was carried out mainly along
the process mentioned above, but some parts of the process were
simplified. The evaluation steps are as follows:

STEP 1 To understand

the safety characteristics of the R-tokamak

design.
1) The system design was described into the GDM for the R-tokamak with
functions, boundaries

and

areas

in

the

same manner

of

the

construction of the GDM for the general fusion system.
2)

Energy- and Rl-sources were investigated and classified in the same
manner described in Chapter 5.1.1.

STEP 2

To investigate the DBEs and safety features for the R-tokamak
design.

1) System behaviors were investigated in a qualitative sense on the
basis of the function based analysis and typical events were
found out.
2)

DBEs were

selected

and categorized
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according

to the event

categorization we proposed and safety features were investigated in
relation with the DBEs.

STEP 3

To confirm the reasonableness of the containment system design,
tritium release to the environment was analyzed based on the
containment system model including tritium cleanup system.

6.2 Safety Characteristics of the R-tokamak

6.2.1 Design Description

The R-tokamak is a medium size D-T reacting plasma experimental
device planned by the Institute of Plasma Physics (IPP) of Nagoya
university. Main parameters and a cross-sectional view of the R-tokamak
are shown in Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.2, respectively.

In our study, the

second phase design, where the major radius and the plasma current are
2.1 m and 3.0 MA, was used as a reference. A safety point of view was
an important aspect in the design, since the use of tritium and neutron
generation are inevitable in the experiments.
The subsystem constitution of the R-tokamak design is shown in Fig.
6.3.

The flows of material and energy among the subsystems are also

shown in the figure.

Tritium breeding blanket and related heat

transport/conversion systems are not included.
subsystems, from

1) to

functions in the GDH.

The functions of the

15), are equivalent to the prerequisite

The correspondence between these subsystems and

the GDH is shown in Table 6.2. The other subsystems are classified into
(1) diagnostics system, (2) auxiliary system supporting the prerequisite
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6.1

Main Parameters of ft-Tokamak (1st and 2nd Phasa Desiffn)

Parameter

1st Phase Design

Expected Averaged Ion Temperature (T;)
Plasma
Averaged Electron Density (n7)
Parameter Averaged 0 Value
(jj)
Energy Confinement Time (TE)
Energy Gain
(Q)
Plasma

Heating

Major Radius
Minor Radius
Ellipticity
Plasma Volume
Toroidal Field
Plasma Current

5 keV
5 x 1013 cm'3
1.6 %
0.1 sec
~ 0.3

(Rp)
(dp)
(/c)
(Vp)
(BT)
(!„)

15 m3
5.0 T
1.5 - 1.8 MA

Duration of Discharge

(rj)

1.5 sec

Safety Factor

(<j|)

2.38

2.1 m
0.6 m
1.0 (circular)

NBI (120 keV. D-beara)

RF
Duration

Vacuum
Vessel

Coil
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2 ^ 3 %
0.1 sec
•>- 0.3

2.09 m
0.76 m
1.55
35 m3
3.0 T
3.0 MA
2.0 MA
(Divertor Mode)
4.0 sec
(Option 6 sec)
2.3

15 MW

15 MW
> 5 MW

SUS-304
0.5 mfl
(Inconel 625 Bellows)

Major Radius of TF Coil
(ftT)
Number of TF Coil
(/VT)
Flat Top of Toroidal Field (-7)
Flux Swing in PF Coil
(A*)

5 keV
5 x!013 cm"3

> 5 MW

1 sec

Material (Thick Shell)
One-Turn Resistance

2nd Phase Design

2.4 m
U
2 sec
-- 15 V s

1 sec
(Option 3 sec)
Al-Alloy
(Polyimide Break)
2.22 m
20
6 sec
~ 16 V s

Concrete Panel
Upper Support

Toroidal Coil Fastening Band

-MOO

Lead Shield )
(50 mm)
Side Column
Shear Compression Panel

Horizontal Port

_ Lead Shield

uum Vessel Support

Pig. 6.2

Cross-sectional View of the R-tokamak
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Subsystem Constitution of the R-tokamak Design
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Table 6.2

Correspondence between subsystems of R-tokamak and GDM
GDM

Subsystems
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Function

Vacuum Vessel
Toroidal Field Coil Sys.
Poloidal Field Coil Sys.
NBI Heating Sys.
RF Heating Sys.
Tritium Gas Feed Sys.
Non-Tritium Gas Feed Sys.
Fuel Purification Sys.
Tritium Storage Sys.
Torus Vacuum Pumping Sys.
NBI Vacuum Pumping Sys.
Tritium Gas Recovery Sys. (I)
Tritium Gas Recovery Sys. (II)
Tritium Gas Recovery Sys. (Ill)
Tritium Processing/Storage Sys.
Plasma Diagnostic Sys.
Plasma Diagnostic Device Vacuum Pumping
Sys.
Vacuum Vessel Heating/Cooling Sys.
Coil Cooling Sys.
Liquid Helium Supply Sys.
Liquid Nitrogen Supply Sys.
TF Coil Power Supply Sys.
PF Coil Power Supply Sys.
NBI Power Supply Sys.
RF Power Supply Sys.
Control Sys.
Torus Building
Tritium Gas Feed Sys. Blove Box
Torus Vacuum Pumping Sys. Glove Box
Heating/Diagnostic Sys. Glove Box
Maintenance Glove Box
Tritium Cleanup Sys. (I)
Tritium Cleanup Sys. (II)
Tritium Cleanup Sys. (Ill)
Red Zone Tritium Cleanup Sys. .
Maintenance Glove Box Cleanup Sys.
Umber Zone Tritium Cleanup Sys.
Green Zone Tritium Cleanup Sys.
Ventilation and Air Conditioning Sys.
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FPFG
FPFG
FPHE
FPHE
FPSU
FPSU
FFSP
FFST
FPEX
FPEX
FWPR
FWPR
FWPR
FWST

Boundary

Area

BVO

AV

BVO
BVO
BVO
BVO
BFO
BFO
BVO
BVO
BFO
BFO
BFO
BWO

AV
AV
AV
AF
AF
AV
AV
AF
AF
AF
AW

(Plasma Diagnostic Sys.)

(Support Systems for No. 1
to No. 17 of Subsystems)

(Containment Sys.)

functions, and (3) containment system.

The (33M corresponding to the

R-tokamak design was constructed as shown in Fig. 6.4 according to the
above process.

6.2.2 Energy and RI Sources

Energy and RI sources in the system are summarized in Table 6.3.
Prom the viewpoint of the effect on the boundary integrity and the
RI controllability, (1) plasma, (2) magnetic energy in the coil systems,
(3) neutral beam energy in the plasma heating system, and (4) cryogenics
are considered as key energy sources in the R-tokamak.
Tritium and activated materials are the RI sources in the system.
Tritium used in the R-tokanak is about 10 g ( 10 Ci) in amount and
exists mainly in tritium storage system, tritium gas feed system, torus
vacuum pimping system, and vacuum vessel. Schematic diagrams of tritium
gas feed system and torus vacuum punping system are shown in Fig 6.5 and
Fig. 5.6, respectively.

(1) TRITIUM STORflGE SYSTEM

Tritium is stored using Zr/Al getter and the amount in a unit of
the getter is restricted to 1,800 Ci from a view point of safety, which
was a criteria in the second phase design. Tritium adsorbed in Zr/Al
getter is classified as iitirobile-RI, since it is unvulnerable to release
at room temperature.

(2) TRITIUM GftS FEED SYSTEM
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FPSU_\]FPEX

F u n c t i o n I \ Area • f Boundary ^

Pig. 6.4

• interface Boundary

General Descriptive Model(GDM) Corresponding
to the R-tokamak Design
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Table 6.3

Energy Sources

Subsystems

1.

Plasma

• Vacuum Vessel

2.

Magnetic Energy

• Toroidal Field Coil Sys.
• Foloidal Field Coil Sys.

3.

4.

Refrigerant

Coolant

Tritium

. NBI Heating Sys.
• RF Heating Sys.
• NBI Heating Sys. (Liquid Helium)
• Torus Vacuum Pumping Sys. (Liquid
Helium)
• Liquid Helium Supply Sys.
• Liquid Nitrogen Supply Sys.

Chemical Energy

• Tritium Gas Feed Sys. (T2 Gas)
• Non-Tritium Gas Feed Sys. (t>2 Gas)

8.

Heat Source

• Vacuum Vessel Heating/Cooling
Sys. (Heater)
• Tritium Storage Sys. (Heater for
Al/Zr Getter)

Immobile

• Tritium Gas Feed Sys.
(Tritium in the reservoir)

<1800C1

Controlled

• Torus Vacuum Pumping Sys.
(Tritium adsorbed on cryo-panel)

S1800C1

Controlled

lOOCi

Mobile
Imntoble

• Vacuum Vessel
• Toroidal/Poloidal Field Coil Sys.

Immobile
Immobile

. Torus Building Sys. (Activated air)

Mobile

• Vacuum Vessel Heating/Cooling Sys.
(Induced radioactive material in N2
Gas)

Mobile

• Coil Cooling Sys.
(Induced radioactive material in
cooling water)

>

7.

<1800Ci

1

• TF Coil Power Supply Sys.
(Flywheel)
• Torus Vacuum Pumping Sys.
(Vacuum Pumps)
• Coil Cooling Sys. (Pump)
• Vacuum Vessel Heating/Cooling
Sys. (Blower)

Mobility

• Tritium Storage Sys.
(Tritium adsorbed in Zr/Al getter)

• Vacuum Vessel
(Gaseous tritium in vacuum vessel)
(Tritium adsorbed on the surfaces of
in-vessel equipment)
Induced
Activity

Inventory

1

• Vacuum Vessel Heating/Cooling
(N2 Gas)
• Coil Cooling Sys. (Water)

Subsystems

1

6. Mechanical Energy

RI Sources

1

5.

Heating Energy

Energy and RI Sources in the R-tokamak

Mobile

, gas recovery svstem for Its reuse
' (560 torr.l T.)

reservoi r
I
piezo 0.187
electric /lOOOTorr
total \
J?c° valve
(5/port) ll800Ci)

SAES-GP20O
getters
7OO'C
-7.9To
tf - g

pumping line for
t r i t i l t e d gas or
purging gas

h1gh-concentrat1on-tr1t1um
recovery system
low-concentration-tritium
recovery system

T.P.= transfer pump
tritium cleanup
system

Pig. 6.5 Schematic diagram of T 2 gas feed system

non-T2 gas feed system

To gas feed and
purification system

m

o

k.

pumping system for
non-T 2 gas feed system
hi gh-concentra tion-tri ti urn
recovery system

Tritium gas of 1800 Ci, which is the amount consumed in one series
of experiments, is filled up in the reservoir of gas feed system.

The

tritium gas is pressurized to 1000 torr and is fed into the vacuum
vessel with piezo electric valve. The reservoir has the maximum gaseous
tritium inventory in the R-tokamak and is classified as controlled-RI.

(3) TORUS VaCUUM PDMPING SYSTEM

Four sets of 4K cryo-sorption and two sets of 20K cryo-condensation
pumps are installed in torus vacuum pumping system.

Through D-T

discharge and D-T discharge cleaning, tritium is adsorbed on the
cryo-panels.

If regeneration of cryo-pump is scheduled

in every

experimental series, the maximum tritium inventory of the cryo-panels
reaches to 1,800 Ci at the end of one series of experiment. The tritium
may be released as gaseous tritium, if the cooling of cryo-panel is
insufficient.

Therefore, this kind of tritium

is classified

as

controlled-RI.

(4) VBCUUM VESSEL

Tritium of approximately lOOCi is fed into the vacuum vessel for
one D-T discharge.

The tritium is recovered through the torus vacuum

pumping system in the Zr/Al getter of tritium gas recovery system and
then stored in tritium processing/storage system.

The gaseous tritium

in vacuum vessel, as well as the gaseous tritium flowing in pipes of
other systems, is classified as mobile-RI. On the inner surface of the
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vacuum vessel and limiter surface, tritium of 1000 Ci is adsorbed. The
tritium is unlikely to be released iranediately after the initiation of
an accident.

Induced activity in the structural materials is classified as
immobile-RI, since it is (invulnerable to release.

In the R-tokamak, no

mechanism to mobilize a large part of the Rl was found out. Activity in
air and cooling material is classified as mobile-RI and are inportant
for the safety in the operation and maintenance mode. This kind of RI
source is not a major concern when accidents occurred in the R-tokamak.

6.3 Typical Events for the R-tokamak

Typical events in the R-tokamak are investigated by the function
based analysis on the GDM for the R-tokamak.

The typical events and

their effect on boundary integrity and RI controllability are summarized
as follows:

(1) PIASMR DISRUPTION

Plasma disruption results in high heat load and magnetic force on
the components around the plasma. Integrity of the vacuum-^area boundary
and the components related to the controlled-RI, such as cryo-punps and
piezo valve of gas reservoir, are of major concern.

In the R-tokamak,

high frequency of plasm disruption is assumed.

Therefore, plasma

disruption has to be treated as a normal operating condition and the
integrity of the system should be assured against plasma disruption in
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the system design. Design conditions against plasma disruptions have to
be determined with enough margin to be able to neglect the frequency of
the occurrence of plasma disruptions beyond the postulated condition.
Since the magnitude of the stored energy in the plasma is not so large
compared with a future reactor, this approach will not lead to an
overburdened design. The safety evaluation for the plasma disruption is
not necessary, but the effect due to the plasma disruption is enveloped
by the other typical events.

(2) HEAT LOAD TRANSIENT DDE TO PLASMA HEATING FUNCTION

Since the heating power of NBI is 5VK and the duration of the
operation is 3 sec, NBI shine-through may result in

the failure of the

vacuum-area boundary if no safety feature is provided with.

In the

R-tokamak design, the vacuum vessel, as a vacuum-area boundary, is
protected by installation of the beam damp (passive engineered safety
features as to be a physical barrier) and interlock system(active safety
features).

(3) PRESSURE TRANSIENT IN VROJUM AREA

The failure of cryo-punps lead to the pressure increase due to
evaporation of cryogenic material. Torus vacuum pumping system and NBI
vacuum pumping system use cryo-punps refrigerated by liquid helium and
nitrogen. The failure of gas feed system also lead to this event. The
integrity of the vacuum-area boundary and protection against

the

mobilization of adsorbed tritium on the cryo-panel are of major concern.
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(4) PRESSURE TRANSIENT IN FOEL AREA

The cause of this event is the same as above.

The integrity of

the fuel-area boundary and the protection against the mobilization of
the controlled-RI, e.g., tritium on cryo-pumps, and the immobile-RI,
e.g., tritium in Zr/Al getter, are of major concern.

(5) MAGNETIC FIEIP COIL TRANSIENT

The failure of the magnetic field coils results in the magnetic
field transient which induces eddy currents
on the components.

and electromagnetic forces

In case of the TF coils, the internal short circuit

induces a large out-of-plane force in the coil itself. The failure of
the coil supporting structures due to this force may result in the
failure of the vacuum-area and fuel-area boundary.

Therefore, the

prevention of the occurrence of the internal short circuit

should be

assured in the design.

(6) PRESSURE TRANSIENT IN CONTAINMENT AREA

The pressure increase in the containment area may be caused by the
release of refrigerant and cooling materials.

Since the pressure and

the temperature of the nitrogen gas in vacuum vessel heating/cooling
system are low

(0.2 Pa and 150°C, respectively), this effect is

negligible. Since the total inventory of the liquid helium and nitrogen
is estimated as 150 m , this abnormal release of it causes a large
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pressure increase in the containment area.

The integrity of the

containment boundary is of major concern.

(7) AIR-INLEflKAGE IMTO VACUUM AREA.

This event is accompanied by the vacuum-area boundary failure and
may also occurs via failures of the fuel-area boundary.

In this event,

the mobile-RI in the vacuum area is released and the resultant increase
of heat load to cryo-panels leads to the release of adsorbed tritium.
In this case, protection of hydrogen fire has to be taken into account,
though the possible concentration is enough low in the R-tokamak design
compared with the detonation limit. Protection against the slow release
of adsorbed tritium in the vacuum vessel is also a matter of concern.

(8) AIR-INLEAKAGE INTO FUEL AREA

This event is accompanied by the failure of the fuel-area boundary
and also occurs via the failure of the vacuum boundary.
mobile- and controlled-RI is the same as above.

Effect on the

In addition to that,

prevention of chemical reaction of Zr/Al getter has to be considered
though this event is unlikely to occur.

6.4 Design Basis Events and Safety Features of the R-tokamak

On the basis of the typical events mentioned above, the DBEs for
the R-tokamak were selected in the same way described in Chapter 5.
Table 6.4. shows the DBEs and their category according to the event
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Table 6.4 Design Basis Events and related safety features of the R-tokamak
Category

Event
Heat Load Transient due to Plasma
Heating Function (NBI)
Magnetic Field Transient

Pressure Transient in the Containment Area
(breaks of refrigerant and coolCategory-!
ing pipes)
Pressure Transient in the Vacuum
Area

Pressure Transient in the Fuel
Area

I

SB

Air-inleakage into Vacuum area

Category-2

Air-inleakage into Fuel area

Cryo-pump Failure without
Boundary Failure
Cryo-pump Failure with Vacuumarea Boundary and/or Fuel-area
Boundary Failure
Gas Reservoir Failure
Category-3
Zr/Al Getter Failure

Judgment

Criteria

Integrity of vacuum-area boundary
Integrity of vacuum-and fuel-area
boundary
Integrity of containment system

Integrity of vacuum-area boundary
Protection against mobilization
of tritium on cryo-panel and
adsorbed on vacuum vessel
Integrity of fuel-area boundary
Protection against mobilization
of tritium on cryo-panel and in
Zr/AH getter
Protection against mobilization
of tritium on cryo-panel and
adsorbed on vacuum vessel
Fire protection
Protection against mobilization
of tirtium on cryo-panel and in
Zr/Al getter
Fire protection
Protection of vacuum and fuel
area boundary
Amount of released tritium to
the environment
Amount of released tritium to
the environment
Protection against mobilization
of tirtium in Zr/AH getter
Amount of released tritium to
the environment

Safety Features
Physical barrier (beam damp)
Energy damp by interlock
Physical separation
Energy damp
Pressure control

Pressure control
Isolation

Pressure control
Isolation

Isolation
Tritium cleanup system
(containment system)
Isolation
Tritium cleanup system

Pressure control
Recovery of tritium
Pressure control
Tritium cleanup system
(containemnt system)
Tritium Cleanup System
(containment system)
Tritium cleanup system
Fire protection
Temperature control

categorization proposed in Chapter 4.
Here, the category of the DBEs and the classification of RI sources
and boundaries are modified to be appropriate for the R-tokamak, since
the inventory of the RI sources in the R-tokamak is small compared with
the values defined in the event categorization.

RI sources are

categorized into two classes ( three classes in the event categorization
in Chapter 4.3) according to their inventories.

Class-1 RI has the

inventory of less than 1000 Ci and the others are defined as Class-2 RI.
The classification of boundaries is shown in Table 6.5.
In the categorization, three categories are defined.

The

definition of the Category-1 and the Category-2 events are the same as
that in the event categorization in Chapter 4.3. The Category-3 events
are the events where Class-2 RI is released into the containment area
and are postulated to confirm the adequacy of the containment system
design. Category-4 events are not defined. Safety functions are also
shown in Table 6.4.

(1) Category-1 events

The following Category-1 events are selected:
(A) Heat Load Transient due to Plasma Heating Function,
(B) Pressure Transient in the Vacuum Area,
(C) Pressure Transient in the Fuel Area,
(D) Magnetic Field Coil Transient, and
(E) Pressure Transient in the Containment Area.

The effect and related safety features for these events are already
described in Chapter 6.3.
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Table 6.5

Classification

Classification of Boundary of the R-tokamak

Definition

Subsystem/Component

Class-1 boundary

Boundaries whose failure can cause
Class-1 Rl release directly

• Vacuum vessel
• Pipings of fuel systems

Class-2 boundary

Boundaries whose failure can cause
Class-2 RI release directly

• Gas reservoir in tritium gas feed
system
• Casing of cryo-pumps in torus
vacuum pumping system
• Casing of Zr/Al getter in fuel
storage system

(2) Category-2 events

(A) Air-Inleakage into the Vacuum Area

In this event, the failure of the vacuum boundary is supposed a
priori. The effectiveness of the isolation of cryo-punps in the vacuum
pumping system and gas reservoir in the tritium gas feed system should
be confirmed through this event.

For that purpose, the severest

condition among the similar events should be used in the evaluation,
e.g., location and size of the break.
The amount of the released mobile-Rl should be evaluated and it
should be confirmed that the amount is kept below the permissible value.
Furthermore, the prevention of hydrogen fire should be assured in this
event.

(B) Air-Inleakage into the Fuel Area

The break of Class-1 boundary in the fuel area, such as pipes,
valves and seals in the tritium storage, tritium gas feed
vacuum

pumping

systems, are

summarized

into

this

and tritium

events.

The

effectiveness of the isolation of cryo-pumps in the vacuum pumping
system, gas reservoir in the tritium gas feed system and Zr/Al getter in
the tritium storage system should be confirmed in this event.
The amount of the released mobile-RI should be evaluated and it
should be confirmed that the amount is kept below the permissible value.
Furthermore, the prevention of hydrogen fire should be assured in this
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event.

(C) Cryc-pumps Failure without boundary failures

In this event, the failure of the cryo-panel within the vacuum or
the fuel area is supposed.

The failure of boundaries is not supposed a

priori. The evaporation of the released refrigerant induces a pressure
increase and also induces the desorption of tritium on the cryo-panels
(Class-2 R I ) .

The integrity of the vacuum or the fuel boundary is

evaluated through this event.

(3) Category-3 Events

(A) Cryo-pump Failure with Vacuum-Area Boundary Failure and/or
Fuel-Area Boundary Failure

In this event, the failure of cryo-pumps and the failure of
boundaries are supposed.

As a result, tritium on the cryo-panels is

released into the containment area and also the pressure increase in the
containment area is induced.
sequences.

This event envelopes a number of event

For example, the failure of vacuum and the fuel area will

proceed into this event upon the failure of the cryo-pumps.

The

cryo-pump failure will lead to this event upon the failure of the the
vacuum and the fuel area boundary.

The failure of the casing of the

cryo-pumps (Class-2 boundary) directly cause this event.

(B) Gas Reservoir Failure
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The failure of the gas reservoir in the tritium gas feed system
directly cause the release of Class-2 RI (the RI inventory in the gas
reservoir is 1800 C i ) . The casing of the gas reservoir is regarded as a
Class-2 boundary.

This event evolves the release of the tritium in the

gas reservoir due to the isolation failure in the Air-inleakage into
vacuum or fuel area.

In this event, the isolation function to mitigate

the additional release should be confirmed and the amount of the
released tritium should be evaluated.

(C) Zr/Al Getter Failure

The failure of the Zr/Al getter in the tritium storage system may
lead to the release of the adsobed tritium in the getter.

Since the

release seems unlikely at room temperature, the preventive measure for
the fire and temperature increase should be confirmed in this events.

The

following

recommendations

for

the R-tokamak

design

were

obtained:

(1) As the magnitude of stored energy in the energy source is generally
low in the R-tokanak, most of accidental energy releases were
tolerable within the component design.
of

boundary

may

occur

at

the

However, since the failure

structural

week

parts,

e.g.,

diagnostic windows, vacuum seal, bellows and valves, they have to
be taken into account as an accident initiator.
(2) The importance of the isolation as active safety features is
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emphasized. Especially, the isolation of cryo-pumps is crucial to
the safety design.
(3) Casing of cryo-pumps in the torus vacuum punping system and gas
reservoir of the gas feed system have to be designed in a high
quality, since they are the Class-2 boundary.
(4) Refrigerant materials, such as liquid helium and nitrogen, are
the key energy source which cause the pressure increase in the
containment area. The isolating functions to mitigate the pressure
increase and the pressure relief functions to prevent the rupture
of cryo-panels have to be prepared in the design.

6.5 Analysis of Tritium Release to the Environment

The amount of tritium released to the environment depends on the
tritium release behavior in the containment and the design of the
containment system, e.g., the removal efficiency and the ventilation
rate of the Tritium Cleanup System (TCS) and leak rate through the
containment boundaries. Here, in order to confirm the reasonableness of
the containment system design of the R-tokamak, the amount of tritium
released to the environment along with an accident scenario, which was
postulated to result in the maximum source term in the containment
area, was calculated based on the containment system model including
such crucial design parameters.

6.5.1 Accident Scenario

The failure of the cryo-panel in the torus vacuum pumping system
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acconpanied by the vacuum boundary failure, which was postulated as the
Category-3 event, was selected as the event to be analyzed, since this
event can lead to the maximum source term in the containment and also
causes pressure increase in the containment.
Here, it was supposed that the gaseous tritium of 1800 Ci was
released

immediately

after

the

initiation

of

accident

and

the

evaporation rate of the liquid helium and nitrogen is 10 Dm/sec and the
evaporation continues for 100 sec.

6.5.2 Calculation Conditions

The containment system of the R-tokamak was modeled as shown in
Fig. 6.7.

The containment system is composed of three areas.

Each

containment area, named as "red zone", "umber zone" and "green zone",
has its own TCS and the pressure of each zone is kept negative against
the atmospheric

pressure and

lowered

in this order by

the air

ventilation systems in a usual time. Air flow in the containment system
in usual operation mode is also shown in Fig. 6.7 ("ventilation mode").
Air is taken into the green zone from the environment and the air also
flows into the unber zone and red zone successively by the air
ventilation system. The air in each zone is forced to flow out to outer
zones through TCSs in order to keep the air clean and the pressure in
each zone negative against the atmospheric pressure.

Air ventilated

from the green zone is exhausted to the environment through the stack.
In case of tritium release accidents, containment system of each
zone are isolated one another and the TCSs in all zones are operated to
recover the released tritium by circulating the air in each zone
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("emergency mode").

However, a part of the air taken into the TCS is

exhausted to the outer zone and to the environment to maintain the
negative pressure against the outer zone, as shown in Fig. 6.8.
The following assumptions were used in the calculations:

1) the

form of the released tritium is assumed as gaseous form, T.,

2)

diffusion rate of tritium in each zone is assumed to be infinite,

3)

diffusion of tritium in the wall is assumed to be negligible,

4)

adsorption of tritium on a wall is assumed to be negligible, and 5) air
leak rate through the wall is in proportion to the pressure difference
between both sides.
The following parameters were used in the containment system model;

1) Volume of each zone:
Red zone:

54000 m

Umber zone: 28000 m
Green zone: 18000 m

2) Pressure of each zone against the atmospheric pressure at the
initiation of the accident:
Red zone:

-20 nnfi.0

Umber zone : -15

mRJ)

Green zone: -10 mrrfl-O

3) Amount of tritium released into the red zone: 1800 Ci

4) Tritium removal efficiency of TCS: 0.99
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5) Flow rate of TCS: 3600 Nm3 / h r
in ventilation mode:
0%(internal circulation)
100%(exhausted fraction to the outer zone)
in emergency mode:
98%(internal circulation)
2%(exhausted fraction to the outer zone)

6) Leak rate coefficients of walls between zones:
Red zone

—

Environment: 0.8 Hn /sec/atm
(ca. 0.3 vol%/day)

Red zone

—

Umber zone: 40 Nta
Nm3/sec/atm
(ca. 3.2 vol%/day)

Umber zone —

Environment: 0.8
D.8 Mn3/sec/atm
(ca. 0.4 vol%/ciay)

Unber zone —

Hn3/sec/atm
Green zone: 40 Nn
(ca. 6.2 vol%/day)

Green zone —

Mn3/sec/atm
Environment: 40 Nm
/sec/atm
(ca. 19 vol%/day)

* note:values in parentheses are the leak rate under the pressure
difference in usual time

6.5.3 Results and Discussions

In addition to the confirmation of the adequacy of the containment
system design, the following items are also investigated through the
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analysis: 1) effect of the system isolation, 2) influence of each
failure of TCS, and 3) effect of pressure increase.
informations

about

these

items,

the

following

In order to get
seven

cases

of

calculations were carried out.

(1) CASE M>

In this case, the isolation failure of the containment system is
supposed.

This corresponds to the situation that the detect of the

accident occurrence fails and the "ventilation mode" continues throughout
the accidents. The calculation conditions are shown in Fig. 6.9.

(2) CASE AP

Case AP corresponds to the situation that the detection of the
accident succeeds and the operation mode of the containment system is
immediately changed into the "emergency mode". In this case, no failure
of active safety functions in the containment system is supposed.

The

calculation conditions are shown in Fig. 6.10.

(3) CASE APR

In this case, a failure of TCS in the red zone is supposed as a
single failure of active functions of the containment system.

The

operation mode of the containment system is the "emergency mode".

The

calculation conditions are shown in Fig.6.11.
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(4) CASE APU

In this case, a failure of TCS in the umber zone is supposed as a
single failure of active functions of the containment system.

The

operation mode of the containment system is the "emergency mode". The
calculation conditions are shown in Fig.6.12.

(5) CASE APG

In this case, a failure of TCS in the green zone is supposed as a
single failure of active functions of the containment system.

The

operation mode of the containment system is the "emergency mode". The
calculation conditions are shown in Fig.6.13.

(6) CASE N

Case N is a reference case analyzed in order to clarify the effect
of the pressure increase on the tritium release to the environment. In
this case, the release of tritium (1800 Ci) without pressure increase in
the containment is supposed in the "ventilation node". The calculation
conditions are shown in Fig.6.14.

(7) CASE A

Case A is also a reference case analyzed in order to clarify the
effect of
environment.

the pressure

increase on

the tritium

release to the

In this case, the release of tritium (1800 Ci) without
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pressure increase in the containment is supposed in the "emergency
mode". The calculation conditions are shown in Fig.6.15.

The results are shown in Table 6.6. The failure of TCS was assumed
in red zone (case APR), unfeer zone (case APU) and green zone (case APG)
as a single failure of active safety functions. In these cases, tritium
is mainly released through the wall between red zone and environment and
the amount of the released tritium is nearly equal in these three cases
and is less than 2 Ci.

This value is almost the same as the case AP,

but is remarkably larger than that of the case NP, where the failure of
the containment

isolation was assumed and

the stack

release was

considered.
The results of the case N and the case A indicate that, when
pressure increase is not accompanied, tritium is released almost through
the stack and the emergency mode is effective to decrease the amount of
released RI.
Results of the analysis are summarized as follows:
(1) The maximum tritium release to the environment was no more than
2 Ci, though the single failure of active safety functions
was assumed.
(2) Though there was some ambiguity on the assumption of the leak
rate through the boundaries, the pressure increase in the
containment

had a

key effect

on the tritium

release

to

the environment (compare case A with case AP, and case NP with
AP)
(3) Though the amount of the released tritium was low, the result of
case NP indicated that the containment design was not enough
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Table 6.6

Release
through Stack
[Ci]

Results of Tritium Release Calculation

Ground Release
from Red Zone
[Ci]

Ground Release
from Umber Zone
[Ci]

Ground Release
from Green Zone
[Ci]

Total
[Ci]

CASE NP

2.00x10"3

2.69xlO"2

3.01x10""

1.29x10""

CASE AP

5.42x10"5

1.11

l.llxlO"2

3.67x10"3

1.13

CASE APR

1.39x10""

1.27 4

1.51X10"2

5.29x10"3

1.294

CASE APU

2.50x10"3

1.2?!

1.59xl0-2

7.O3xlO"3

1.296

CASE APG

1.37X1O"1

1.17

1.22xlO-2

4.87xlO~3

1.33

CASE N

8.92x10""

0

0

0

8.92x10""

CASE A

1.43x10""

0

0

0

1.43xlO"B

2.88xlO"2

optimized for the accident with pressure increase.

6.5 Conclusion of the Application

Through the safety evaluation of the R-tokamak, the following
results were obtained:

(1) The QDM for the R-tokamak could be constructed.
(2) RI sources could be classified into three categories: mobile-,
controlled- and iiranobile-RI.
(3) Typical events were clarified on the basis of the function based
safety analysis on the GDM.
(4) DBEs could be selected and categorized according to the event
categorization we proposed in the methodology study.
(5) Safety functions could be investigated by giving attention to the
effect on the RI controllability and the boundary integrity.
(6) From the results of the analysis on tritium release to the
environment, it could be concluded that the amount of released
tritium is small ( less than 2 Ci ) and the pressure increase in
the containment area had a key effect on the tritium release to the
environment.

Finally, it was concluded that the validity and effectiveness of
the framework of our methodology and our proposals were confirmed and
the application to the future design would be possible.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

As the result of our study, safety analysis and evaluation
methodology for fusion systems was developed.

In the methodology, all

the safety-related issues concerned with a distributed system like a
fusion system could be

integrated and

resolved with the logical

consistency in progressing the safety analysis and evaluation.
In the course of the methodology development, we could present new
ideas and approaches, e.g., the general descriptive model (GDM), the
three principal items to be assured, an approach to safety assurance
based on the event categorization and function based safety analysis.
The characteristics of fusion systems were also summarized from a safety
viewpoint.

They could be harmonized within the framework of the

methodology and the effectiveness of the approach according to the
framework was demonstrated, where the requisite subjects and their
relations in the methodology development were selected and organized.
The usefulness of the methodology was confirmed

through the

application to the safety evaluation of the R-tokamak. This methodology
could be a tool for realizing a rational fusion system design.
In the followings, .the results of each subject conducted in this
study are summarized and, finally, the future scopes are described.

FRAMEWORK OF THE METHODOLOGE

A framework of the safety analysis and evaluation methodology for
fusion

systems

safety-related

was

proposed.

The

framework

includes

all

of

items relating to the safety requirement from the
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societal environment and from the internal viewpoint of fusion systems.
The protection of public from radiological hazard is the requirement
from

the

societal

environment

and

can be

realized

application of the defense-in-depth principle and
criteria.
viewpoint

through

the

some additional

The following three items are proposed as the internal
for

the fusion systems safety:

(1) understanding

of

characteristics of the fusion system, (2) safety ensuring principle to
realize rational and adequate safety, and also to harmonize the view
points from the external and the internal, (3) safety analysis to give a
realistic guide for safety designs.

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE SAFETY STUDY ON GENERAL FUSION SYSTEMS

The safety study on general

fusion systems was carried out

according to the framework of the methodology we proposed. The
following conclusions were obtained.

1) Understanding of Characteristics of Fusion System

Characteristics of fusion system was investigated and the general
descriptive model (GDM) was constructed.
The GDM is a general system model for a fusion system which
consists of five system elements. The system element is an assembly of
functions, boundaries and an area.

Since the integrated and general

representation are used in the GDM, the GDM is not only applicable to
many fusion system designs, but also much advantageous to make easy the
safety analysis and evaluation for fusion system.
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Characteristics of the fusion systems were suimarized from the
safety point of view.

The distributed nature as to the energy and RI

sources is the key characteristics of fusion systems.

The nature is

different from that of fission systems. This implies that, while we can
learn much from the experience in the development of fission safety, a
new safety guide nust be necessary to realize the reasonable safety into
a whole system.
The variety of energy and RI sources is also an
characteristic.

important

As for the RI source, there are some differences from

those of fission systems:

tritium is a major RI source in the system,

neither fission product nor actinides exists.

The mobility of the RI

sources is of major concern for realizing rational safety of fusion
systems. The RI sources are classified into three categories according
to their mobility:

mobile-, controlled- and immobile-RI.

Prom the

result of review of several designs of the fusion systems, for the RI
inventory, the following relations are given in general:
controlled-RI < immobile-RI.

mobile-RI <

Most of the mobile-RI is tritium flowing

in the system and the existence of the flow of RI is also one of the
important characteristics of fusion systems.
As for the energy sources, they are classified into five kinds:
electromagnetic, radiational, thermal, mechanical and chemical. Plasma,
superconducting magnet and hydrogen are the energy sources peculiar to
fusion systems compared with fission systems.

The energy sources are

considered as accident initiators as well as accident propagators.
Therefore, many research should be focused on the understandings of
their behavior of abnormal releases.

In the fusion system, there are

some inherent safety aspects related to the energy sources: no explosive
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excursion in fusion reaction and low level of decay heat. The shut down
and the decay heat removal of a fusion system is not so serious due to
such inherent safety aspects as those of fission systems.

2) Safety Ensuring Principle for fusion systems

The safety ensuring principle for fusion systems was proposed from
the

three

aspects:

what

should

be

protected

upon

abnormal

occurrences, how the safety protection can be materialized, and what
level of the safety protection should be assured. These aspects are
essential for realizing rational safety by harmonizing the safety issues
from the external viewpoint and the internal one.
From the consideration on the RI leak paths to the environment, we
derived three principal items to be protected upon abnormal occurrences.
They are: RI controllability, boundary integrity and containment
integrity. The RI controllability is an aspect of safety assurance
related to the control of the mobility of RI sources and should be
stressed on the fusion system safety.

The safely protections for

maintaining the three principal items can constitute a multi-tiered
barrier against RI release.
For the safety assurance of the system, there are some approaches.
Needs for safety features arise from the consideration on feasibility of
the tolerable design to abnormal conditions and also from the
consideration on economy.

If no feasibility on technology and no

superiority on economy is recognized for realizing the tolerable design,
some safety features should be incorporated into the design.
assessed the following three safety features:
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(1)

We

inherent safety

features (ISFs), (2) passive safety features and (3) active safety
features.

The ISF/passive safety features have in general such

advantage that they have higher reliability than the active safety
features and, moreover, have the possibility to simplify the design.
Even if a system design without active safety features would be
realized,
necessary.

safety

evaluation

for

the accident

scenario would

be

The decision on the selection of ISF/passive/active safety

features should be made upon the economic aspect in order to achieve a
rational safety.
The basis for incorporating the safety features to maintain the RI
controllability and the boundary integrity was obtained through the
examination of the abnormal energy releases and RI releases.
safety

features were listed

and arranged.

Many

In the future, the

feasibility of the safety features should be studied through experiments
and quantitative analyses.
A realistic approach to safety assurance and evaluation for fusion
systems was proposed.

This approach utilizes a probabilistic way of

thinking both in design and selection of DBEs, while deterministic in
evaluation.

The method of safety assurance according to this approach

is well expressed in the event categorization proposed in this report.
The abnormal events are categorized into four categories on the basis of
the expected consequences.

The goal of the safety assurance based on

the event categorization is summarized as follows:

(1) For Category-1,

Category-2 and Category-3 events, the amount of the released RI
(finally, the environmental dose) should be kept below the acceptable
value.

(2) For Category-N events, the probability that the event

proceed to the Category- (N+-1) event should be kept below 10
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.

(3) As

for the initiating events, the probability of the occurrence should be
kept enough low in the design so that the frequency of each design basis
event is within the permissible value. Category-4 events are considered
as events beyond the scope of design basis.

Release of immobile-RI,

failure of containment, large scale fire and missile are regarded as
Category-4 events. The prevention of these events have to be much taken
into account in the safety design in order to leave them into residual
risk.
For applying this approach, it is important to make clear the way
of selecting DBEs: selection of a small number of DBEs by summarizing
all credible events from the viewpoint of similarity of phenomena,
consequence and the related safety features.

It should be emphasized

that the selection of the DBEs is closely related with the safety
design. The selection of the DBEs should be performed in parallel with
the investigation of safety features in order to exclude the so-called
"patchwork safety".

Kie function based safety analysis, described in

Chapter 5, can provide a practical way for the DBEs selection.

3) A Function Based Safety Analysis on Fusion Systems

A method of safety analysis, namely, the function based safety
analysis, was developed and performed in order to clarify the safety
issues of general fusion systems.

Understandings of the qualitative

system behavior is inevitable for that purpose, but the attempt to
follow all event sequences in the system will fail, since the abnormal
events in fusion systems would propagate via many subsystems/components
so that we might encounter enormous number of event sequences. In order
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to overcome such a problem, the function based safety analysis was
developed.
The features of the analysis are summarized as follows:
(1) A function based system model, i.e., the GDM, was used.
(2)

Typical events could be found out by focusing on the abnormal
events in the system elements of the Q3M. In this step the event
sequences were not developed.

(3) For the selection of the DBEs, the event sequences were connected
by regarding the typical events as the initiating events.
In the analysis,

characteristics of fusion systems and the safety

ensuring principle were intensively used. The integrated representation
of the GDM was effective on selecting a small number of typical events.
The typical events were picked up by paying attention to abnormal events
in each system element and their effect to the RI controllability and
the boundary integrity.

The mobility of the RI source was used as a

qualitative measure for the expected consequences.

The DBEs were

selected based on the event sequences starting from each typical event
and the event categorization we proposed.
(1)

The followings are obtained:

Typical events could be found out and summarized in a small
number, i.e., 16.

(2)

The DBEs for the general fusion system were summarized into 20
events, i.e., nine Category-1 events, seven Category-2 events
and four Category-3 events.
The DBEs and the safety functions obtained from this analysis could

be considered as guidelines in actual designs and evaluations for fusion
systems.

However, in applying the DBEs to the actual design, there

remains a necessity for discussion on the feasibility of the safety
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functions specified in the DBEs.
A qualitative analysis on the system behavior will be required to set up
the DBEs and the safety functions in the application of the methodology.

APPLICATION OF MEnPDODOGr

Finally, the methodology was applied to the safety evaluation of
the R-tokamak to confirm its validity. First, the Q3M for the R-tokamak
was constructed.

Some safety functions and DBEs were obtained through

the function based safety analysis.

The results of this application

show not only that the R-tokamak is safe, but also that the methodology
is well-founded and is useful for the study of safety-related issues.

FUTURE SOOPES

In order to make clear the design of the fusion system which has a
rational safety based on well-defined principles, further studies are
necessary.
In actual safety design and evaluation, quantitative analyses of
system behaviors are necessary.

Development of computer programs and

data bases for the analyses is required. The computer programs and data
bases to be developed can be clarified from the general DBEs obtained in
this work.

The method of materializing the safety features, that is, inherent,
passive and active safety features should be developed in a more
concrete manner.

For that purpose, experiments and
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quantitative

analysis are necessary.

The preliminary guidelines to establish the

standards and the codes for safety design and evaluation should be made
clear.
Furthermore, the continuous refinement of the methodology is
necessary, and it should be made mainly through the application to
actual designs.

Mote:

This methodology was presented at the Technical Committee

Meeting

for

Fusion

[8],191,[101,till,[121.

Reactor

Safety

sponsored

by

IAEA

in 1986

The general remark and conclusion in the

discussion of the basic view points of safety for future fusion systems
in this meeting were collected so that the safety design of a fusion
system should be performed based on the standpoint of the total safety
that inherent safety features should be utilized as well as possible and
engineered safety features as backups for a well-balanced safety design.
Our methodology would be a useful basis for the future development of
fusion system safety.
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APPEMJIX 1

DEVEIDPMEMBVL PROCESS OF SAFEIY ANALYSIS AM) EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY FOR FUSION SYSTEM

A plan foe the development of the safety analysis and evaluation
methodology for fusion systems was proposed at the spring of 1984 by the
initiative of Professor Y. Fujii-e of IPP, Nagoya University.

After

some preparations, the study was actually started at the suiimer of the
same year and the first goal had been attained at the autumn of 1986 as
described in this report.

Here, the developmental process of this

methodology is briefly reviewed.

In this review, the developmental

process was divided into two by the interim report [1] since a study
strategy was refined after this report as illustrated in Table A.I.I.
At the planning stage of this safety study, purpose and role of the
safety study in the R & D of the fusion systems, which is a key factor
for the developmental strategy, was defined as described in the
"Introduction"

of

this

report.

Here,

difference

of

safety

characteristics between fusion and fission systems had been already
recognized and an importance of attainment for rational safety was
emphasized.
In the former stage of the development, which is a period between
July of 1984 and March of 1985, the fusion systems were modeled by the
subsystems expressed in function concept as shown in Fig. A. 1.1.
Components are usually employed to describe the constitution of the
fusion systems but an expression focusing components is not suitable for
the description of the general fusion systems, because it depends on
designs. Toroidal coils, for example, are inevitable for a tokamak but
not needed for a mirror.

Therefore, an expression focusing functions
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Table A.1.1

Phase^-^-^

Developmental Process of the Safety Analysis and Evaluation Methodology

Understanding of
Fusion Systems

Safety Ensuring
Principles

Safety Analysis

o Requirements for
safety design and
way of safety
evaluation was
expected.

o Energy and RI are
o Weigh of inherent
safety features.
distributed.
o Fuel cycle is inj n a r • Ct i
cluded.
o Inherent safety
1 Till
'«A 1
VJUl•
OHJ
of the core plasma.

Planning
stage

Former
stage

fJul. '84]
I

^
Uor

VndC•

1
•ft'vl

OJ/

Latter
stage

[Apr. '85}
Lpf

'Afkl

o Inherent Safety
o Subsystem model
characteristics of
using function
was established.
each subsystem
o Flows and distribwere identified by
utions of energy
ETA.
and materials were
mapped on above the
model .

o Usual Safety analysis methods i.e.
FMEA, ETA, and FTA
were applied on
the subsystems
model .

o General descriptive model was
established.
o RI release structure was examined.
o Characteristics of
RI and Energy were
studied .

o Failure propagation sequence
analysis (FPSA)
was studied but
not succeeded.
o Function based
safety analysis
was established
and typical events
were obtained.

o Principal items to
be protected were
cralified.
o Event categorization was
established from
the risk concept.
o Approach for the
safety design was
set up.

Output for
Fusion Systems

o Preliminary Safety
functions against
abnormal events
were obtained.

o Consideration
framework for safety related problems
was obtained.
o Required safety
functions and DBEs
for safety evaluation were clarified.

The methodology was applied to safety analysis and evaluation of
• the R-tokamak so that validity of the methodology was confirmed.
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Fig. A.1.1 Fusion System Model Expressed by Subsystems

WASTE PROC
STT.G. STS.

was employed, since it is more abstract concept so that it can be design
independent and essential for general fusion systems.
In order to clarify the system behaviors of the fusion systems,
conventional safety analysis and evaluation methods, i.e., failure mode
and effect analysis (FMEA), event tree analysis (ETA), and fault tree
analysis (FTA) were applied to the model described above.

Here, the

conventional methods were slightly changed for the application, of
course, since fusion systems were described by subsystems using
function.

The roost difficult problem in these analysis was that

design-dependent discussions were iirpossible because general fusion
systems were treated.

As the results of these safety analyses,

followings were obtained.

(1) Approximately 90 phenomena were picked up as initial event of the
general fusion systems and approximately 35 of them were identified
as the initial event which have possibility to result in the RI
release to the environment.
(2) Event sequences which result in the RI release to the environment
was classified into four event propagation patterns.
(3) Four direct causes for Rl-release to the environment were also
identified.

Some

safety

functions

were

introduced

from

expert-judgment with little guiding principle.

these

results

by

The logical framework

of the safety study in this stage was considered as shown in Fig. A. 1.2.
The latter stage of the development was initiated by the critical review
of the interim report to refine the study strategy.
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The first

TAR T

j

Define Fusion System as Basic Fusion Function/
which could only Generate and Convert Fusion Energy
<Basic Function System>

U
Consider Energy and RI Sources in each Subsystem.
Clarify RI and Energy flows among Subsystems

Clarify the Propagation* Influence and
Eventual Consequences caused by Loss of
Function of Subsystem
FEMA/ ETA/ FTA

V
Examine Safety Functions Necessary for
Ensuring Safety
Inherent Safety Features/
Safety Functions/ Engineered Safety Features

Define Improved System by Adding the
Safety Features to the Basic Function System
<Integrated Fusion System>

NO

Rational Safety Features?

Requirements for Safety Criteria and
Standards/ Research and Development Items/
and Safety Database

Fig. A. 1.2

Framework of the Safety Study in the Former Stage of the
Development
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conclusion of the review was that basic idea and strategy for the
development of the methodology was effectual for fusion systems.
logical relationships between

The

items which constituted the safety

framework seemed to be promising without discrepancy.

Modeling of

fusion systems by function was succeeded in abstraction of general
characteristics.

On

the other hand, the review revealed

some

insufficiencies and their causes, and suggested new study strategy.
Major insufficiencies were pointed out as follows: (1) arbitrariness of
event sequences, (2) unclear safety ensuring principle, and (3) vague
guidelines for safety design and evaluations. Not only underdeveloped
safety ensuring principle and safety analysis method but also immature
understanding of fusion system were identified as causes of above
insufficiencies.

For example, material boundary which is crucial for

the analysis of the RI release mechanism was not clear in the subsystem
model. Information about the spatial relation between subsystems, which
are important for the analysis of the event sequence propagation, was
not offered through the model. This is another weakness of the model.
Therefore, the first thing to be done was the refinement of the system
modeling, preserving the function based way and understanding of
Rl-release structure in general.

Further, development of safety

ensuring principle and safety analysis method, of course, was also
requested.
According to the suggestions from the review, a refinement of the
model for general fusion systems was initiated.

Highly abstract model

(Physical Model) was set up at first and then model was successively
evolved to the general descriptive model (QDM) by introducing the
information which is important from the safety point of view.
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The failure propagation sequence analysis
developed.

(FPSA) method was

Main motivation for the FPSA was to eliminate the

arbitrariness of event sequence from the safety analysis by the
computerized method (Appendix 2 ) . A computer program, which employed an
artificial intelligence concept, was developed and this program was used
for the safety analysis. However, an application of the FPSA, where it
was tried to treat whole anomalies for the elimination of the
arbitrariness, was resulted in anticlimax because an integrating point
of view was immature.
Much efforts were paid to establish the safety ensuring principle
from the later stage of the FPSA study since the importance of the
integrating point of view had been recognized. The safety requirement,
which is a view point from the outside of the fusion systems, was
evolved to the safety ensuring principle considering the intrinsic
safety characteristics of the fusion system.

The key idea for the

integration was an event categorization. Here, the introduction of the
risk concept and the understanding of RI characteristics and release
mechanism played an important role.
A comprehensive safety analysis method had been needed instead of
the FPSA and other conventional methods. Many ideas, discussions and
trials had been unsuccessful.

The breakthrough was attained by an

introduction of integrating view points of system behaviors.

The

integration by system element was most effectual for an establishment of
the new safety analysis method.

Resultant system behaviors were

summarized as typical events and then extended to the design basis
events considering the safety ensuring principle.
Based on the results of these studies, a logical framework was
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reconstructed as Fig. 2.2.

According to this framework, availability

was examined by the application of the methodology on an actual system
design and the availability was proved.
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APPENDIX 2

FAILURE PROPAGATION SEQUENCE ANALYSIS (FPSA) FOR
AUTOMATIC CONSTRUCTION OF MODIFIED EVENT TREES

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to study the safety of a system, it is necessary to
understand the initiating events for accident and succeeding system
behaviors in the system. Especially, in fusion systems, understanding
of the interactions of faulted events among subsystems is important to
clarify the system behaviors.
In the course of the methodology development, we developed a new
method called " Failure Propagation Sequence Analysis (FPSA)" for that
purpose.

The FPSA was examined as a tool for investigating and

describing the failure event propagations in the system.

Through the

examination, we could obtain some important results, but we could not
get our final goal in the methodology study: DBEs selection, because the
problems relating to the explosion in number of sequences was not
resolved during the study.
However, the study of the FPSA should be continued since this
analysis method have some potentials for the safety study.

Here, the

outline of the FPSA is described and the problems and future works with
the FPSA are summarized.

2 OUTLINE OF FPSA

FPSA is a computer-aided system analysis method which automatically
follows the propagation of faulted events in a system employing
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n

If-Then Rules" which means simple relations between failure modes and

their effects and can be picked up by the same way of the Failure Mode
and Effect Analysis (FMEA). This method gives failure propagation trees
(FPT) for a given accident initiating event. Hie FPT is a kind of event
tree, but has different meanings from conventional event trees which
have been used in the safety analysis of light water reactor (IWR) so
far.
To perform the analysis systematically, a computer algorithm based
on "Knowledge Engineering" or "Artificial Intelligence" is employed.
The results of FMEA are translated into "If-tfhen Rules", e.g., if "loss
of function in Magnetic Field Generation Function happens"
"plasma disruption occurs".

then

In addition, "Constraint Rules" are

incorporated to exclude meaningless propagations and to pick up the
failure event which depends on the previous events.

A

failure

propagation is expressed in a tree structure which links the failure
events in the system.
In our methodology study, the FPSA was performed on a system model,
which was a little different from the GEM shown in Fig. 3.4, to clarify
the qualitative system behavior of general fusion systems under abnormal
conditions. Here, the outline of FPSA is described along this analysis
process.
The procedure of the FPSA performed on the system model (this work
was carried out in F.Y. 1985) is summarized as follows. First, failure
modes were defined for function, area and boundary as shown in Table
A.2.1.

The failure modes include loss of function, abnormal states in

parameters relating to area and boundary and accidental events such as a
missile and fire.

In Fig. A.2.1, the failure modes are shown on the
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Fnilure Modes ond Parameters
Functions

Fusion Powwer
Generation

Functions

Energy Conversion
and Transport

Fuel Cycle

Energy Sources

(1) FPFG.
(2) FP11E
0)FPEX
<•» FPSU

EME.MEF..TI1E
THE
THE, MEE
MEE

(5) FIICI
(6) FIICO
(7) FflEfl

MF.E
MKE.CIIE.THE
MEE, TUB

(8) FFSP
(9) FFTR
(lOlFFST
(ll)FWl'lt
(I21FWST

TUB. CUE, MEE
IMF.,CUE. MEE
THE,CUE. MEE

Arensnncl

1N5

I

III Sources

TRM
TRM

TRM
TRM

III Sources

CO
EMI!, THE

(3) AB

I I I E , CUE, MISE

TRM. HIM

H)

CUB

DIM. HIM

I I I E , CUB

I'KM, IliM

AF

(5) AW

Conditional PnrnmBters Bnl) Affected functions

LOF.CNTF
I.OF.CNTF
l.OP.CNTF
I.OP.CNTF

UMER, MERIt.TIIER
TIIER. MF.Etl
TIlEIt.MEF.R
MEF.R

AP-MF
AP-tIP
AP-VPS, AP-FC
AP-FRS, AP-FC

I.OF.CNTF
LOF.CNTF
I.OF.CNTF

MKER
MI'.lilt.CIIRR.TIIF/R
MF.ER, TIIER

AB-FI.R, AB-TMP. AB-PRS
AB-TMP, FHEG
FHCO

I.OF, CNTF
LOF.CNTF
I.OF.CNTF
LOF.CNTF
LOF, CNTF

TIIEIi.CIIF.R, MRF.R
TIIED, CIIEH. MP.BIt
TIIER, CIIBR. MISER

FPSU
FFSP

Faitltcd Events
Missile, Fire

AW-PRS

Energy Rclense
EMRIl.TllF.il

I'RM.IRM
THM.IRM

(21 AV

Arena

Energy Release

Fnilure Mode and PnrameU-rs
EncrRy Sources

Bountlnrics

1) AP

Fnulled Events

MSI, FRE
FRE

Condclconnl Parameterit
FPO, MF, VPS, FSR. III'.FC
PRS.TMP

TIIER. CIIF.R.MEER

PllS.TMP. FI.R

C1IKR

PRS.TMP

TIIER.CIIER

PliS

MSL. FRE

PIIS.TMP

(2) nilV

BF

TMF.KI.n.nMF.STK

o) nvo

BF.TPE

TMP. 111.1), EMF, STIl

(4) BllO

BF

IMP.

(5) BFO

BF

TMP.

(G) AO

(1) BI'V

Boundaries

(6) BWO

m
Interface Boundaries

HOE

(8) IBF
(0) IVF
(I01IFV

liF
BF

STR
STIl
STIl

TMP.

STIl

B I'll F
BF

Table A.2.1 Failure Modes used in the Failure Propagation Sequence Analysis
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system model.
Secondly, FMEA was performed to pick up the relations among the
failure modes.

In this analysis, the nearest cause and the nearest

results were identified for all of the failure modes, The results of
the FMEA are shown in Table A.2.2.

Based on the results of FMEA,

"If-Then Rules" were generated as shown in Table A.2.3.
Finally, the FPT was obtained by connecting the failure modes. In
this step, a computer program which connects the failure modes
automatically based on the "If-JThen Rules" and the "Constraint Rules"
was used.
if-then

The "Constraint Rules" were also expressed as the form of

rules and

they describe

the conditions for

succeeding

propagations. For example, if vacuum boundary was failed, the blanket
material could be released into the containment area on the condition
that the blanket boundary had already failed.

The succeeding

propagation is apparently different depending on the integrity of the
blanket boundary.
The propagation was terminated, if (1) no

effect exists, (2)

recurrence appears, (3) meaningless propagation appears. Recurrence is
a recursive appearance of the same failure mode in a FPT.

This

results in the loop of failure mode connection, therefore, the
connection should be terminated if the recurrence appears.
Examples of the obtained FPT are shown in Fig.A.2.2.
In the conventional event trees, engineered safety features (safety
systems) are mainly treated as a front line system.

If bifurcation

(two-state) modal is employed, then one failure state and one success
state are defined for each system, and each gives a branch of the tree.
Accident sequences are obtained through the combination of the system
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Table A.2.2 Results of the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis on the System Model (continued)
FtST THER

FFST (.OF

Bro
BFO

fFST MEER

FFST LOF

AF
AO
AD
AF
AO

FFST CHER

FFST LOF

FVPR LOF

FHCI CNTF
FHCO CNTF
AB
PRSH
AB TMPII
AF PRSH
AF TMPII

TMPL1
TMPH1
PRSHl
PRSIll
MSL 1
FRE 1
FRE 1

FVPR CNTF

AF
AO
AO

to

I

FVPR CNTF

FRE
MSL
FRE
FVPR LOF

END

FVST LOF
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FVST CNTF

FVST CNTF

AO
AV
PRSH
FVST LOF

FHCI lOF
FHCI CNTF

AO
AO
FHCI

FRE
MSL

MSI
FRE
LOF
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'FHCI MEER

FHCI
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Table A.2.2 Results of the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis on the System Model (continued)
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Table A.2.3 "IF-THEN Rules" Osed in the Failure Propagation Sequence Analysis
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SEQUENCE NO.
FPFG-I-FPFG- -AP -I-BVO
CNTF
THER
HLDH

LOF

•MlMMHtwt SEQUENCES OF TREE »«««••!<»««
STOP CONDITION CODE
10 NORMALLY END
20 LOOPING END
SO PRINT AND STOP
SI UNPRINT AND STOP
S2 ONE PRINT ANO STOP
40 CONDITION END
-8V0 JO
BVO -I-BVO
TMPH ! STRH
—BVO
TPE

I-BBV
HLDH

BBV
TMPH

BBV
STRH

BBV
BF

JO

-FPHE-1-FPHE 20
LOF I CNTF
-FPHE JO
THER
—FPH6 JO
MEEK
— A P -I-6V0
EMER
EMFH

8V0
STRH

BVO
BF

JO

I-BBV
EMFH

BBV
STRH

BBV
BF

JO

I-FPEX- -FPEX 20
LOF
-IVF
BF

JO

-FPEX SO
MEER
—FPEX JO
THER
I-FPSU-I-FPSU 20
CNTF
LOF
-IFV
BF

JO

—FPSU JO
MEER

LOF

CNTF
I-FPHE JO
THER
—FPHE JO
HEER

I-FPFG SO
EMER
I-FPFC JO
MEER
—FPFS SO
THER

Pig. A.2.2. Examples of Failure Propagation Trees
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FPHE' -FPHE-h*P -I-OVO
LOF
CNTF THER | MLOH

evo -I-BVO — B V O
TMPH I STRH BF

JO

I

—BVO
TPE
—BBV
HLDH

BBV — B B V
TMPH STRH

END 10

BBV JO
BF

-BVO
EMER I EMFH

BVO
STRH

BVO SO
BF

|-BBV
EMFH

BBV
STRH

BBV JO
BF

-FPEX-I-FPEX 20
LOF | CNTF
-IVF SO
BF
-FPEX SO
MEER
—FPEX 30
THER

LOF
-IFV SO
BF
—PPSU 3D
MEER
—FPFG-I-FPFG 20
LOF I CNTF
-FPFG SO
EMER
-FPFG SO
MEER
-FPFC SO
THER
— U > -I-BBV
FPDH I HLDH
—BVO
HLDH

BBV
TMPH

BBV
STRH

BBV JO
BF

BVO -I-BVD
TMPH I STRH

BVO SO
BF

—BVO
TPE

END 10

FPHE SO
THER
-FPHE SO
MEER

Fig. A.2.2. EScanples of Failure Propagation Trees (continued)
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FPEX-1 -FPEX-

-BVO — — 6 V 0 -I-BVO
MLOH
TMPH I STRH

BVO SO
BF

—BVO
TPE
-BBV
HL.DH

BBV
TMPH

BBV
STRH

BBV 50
BF

-FPHE 50
THER
— F P H E JO
MEER
— A P -I-BVO
E11ER I EMFH

BVD
STRH

BVO JO
BF

-BBV
EMFH

BBV
STRH

BBV JO
BF

-IFV
BF

30

— F P S U 30
MEER
•FPFG-I-FPFG ZO
LOF [ CNTF
-FPFO 50
EMEB
-FBFG 50
! nEER
—FPFG JO
THER
—FPHE- (-FPHE ZO
LOF I CNTF
I-FPHE JO
I THER
I
I
— F P H E 3D
MEER
•IVF
BF

30

•FPEX SO
MEEK
-FPEX SO
THER

Fig. A.2.2. Examples of Failure Propagation Trees (continued)
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states.

However, the safety system was not defined on the GDM

beforehand. Therefore, the conventional

event trees, which give

attention to the safety systems, were considered as inappropriate for
our study. This was the motivation for developing the PPSA.
On the contrary, FPT describes the accident sequences by the
failure modes of usual systems.

The branch of FPT has a different

meaning from the conventional event trees and fault trees. In FPT, each
branch simply means the possibility of the propagation of faulted
events.

If needed, the probability of the propagation can be included

in the "If-Then Rules" like a "certainty factor". Here, it should be
emphasized that some branches in the FPT include exclusive propagations
with each other, therefore, one FPT does not mean one realistic
accidental event.
By employing the backward tree search algorithm, we can construct a
fault-tree like FPT. The algorithm was already implemented in our FPSft
program and used in the analysis. This kind of trees are useful for the
search of the cause of abnormal conditions.

3. PROBLEMS WITH THE FPSA

In the course of the study, we encountered the following problems
with FPSA:
(1) Redundancy of the expression
In FPT, there may be many redundant sub-trees which have the same
structures.

Therefore, the redundancy made it difficult to get a

meaningful interpretation through the obtained trees.
(2) Combinatorial explosion
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The nuitber of the sequences increases in geometrical progression as the
depth of the tree increases.

Therefore, if we treat a large system

which has many subsystems and components, especially a system having a
distributed nature like a fusion system, we must encounter enormous
numbers of sequences, possibly more than millions, and, of course, it
gives us an formidable situation.
(3) No criteria on "how deep the propagation tree should be followed"
Through the analysis in F.Y. 1985, we had not obtained the meaningful
criteria on how deep the propagation tree should be followed. This may
be one of the reasons why we could not resolve the problem with tl e
combinatorial explosion.
Eventually, Design Basis Events could not be selected enploying the
FPSA in the study of 1985. As described in this report, for selecting
general

DBEs, knowledges concerning

consequence

of

the events,

reliability of safety systems, similarity of phenomena were used
intensively through the function based safety analysis. Now we consider
that if the knowledges were introduced as the criteria to summarize and
terminate the FFT, the FPSA might give us the solution, but obviously
further studies are necessary.

4 FUTURE STUDIES

However, the FPSA has some advantages as a system analysis method:
1) It gives us a systematic and automatic way of system analysis.
2) The method can treat phenomenological failure propagation sequences
and the state of the safety system are not always necessary in the
expression.
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Of course, a blind application of the FPSA to the investigation of
the system behavior may fail due to the problems described in A.2.2.
However, if quantitative judgments can be introduced, the problem with
combinatorial explosion may be mitigated.
If the failure rates, reliability of safety systems and the
qualitative measure for the consequence are available, the adequacy of
the safety design could be confirmed effectively through the FPSA.
Employing the FPSA, the effectiveness of a safety system will be
estimated in a quantitative sense and a parametric survey will be done
easily.

In addition, the weak point of the safety design will be made

clear through the analysis. For these purpose, the FPSA has a potential
to be a more feasible tool than conventional event tree and fault tree,
because of the advantages described above.
In the future application of our methodology study, the FPSA may be
a effective tool to support the DBEs selection and the investigation of
safety features with the use of an integrated system model such as the
GDM.
Furthermore, the study of the FPSA may lead

to some other

applications such as automated event tree/fault tree construction,
operation guidance and failure diagnostic systems.
study should be continued.
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Therefore, further

APPENDIX 3 A ROLE OP CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS FOR FUSION SYSTEMS SAFETY

1. INTRODUCTION

The safety requirement for fusion systems is "to keep radiation
exposure to the public and to the personnel below recommended
guidelines", the same as it is for nuclear fission power plants.

In

order to implement this requirement, it is necessary to provide fusion
systems with safety features in practice.
Containment systems are introduced as one of the practical choice
of safety features to attain physical separation between fusion systems
and the public, and as an application of the defence-in-depth principle.
Therefore, the role of containment systems is basically considered as a
way of mitigating siting conditions, and preventing and/or mitigating an
uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment.
In this paper, the role of containment systems is discussed from
both internal and external standpoints based on the characteristics of
fusion systems.

The desirable constitution of containment systems is

investigated to satisfy the role.

2. THE BOLE OF CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

To investigate the role of containment systems, it is necessary to
observe

fusion

systems

from

both

internal

and

external standpoints. An external standpoint means viewpoint from the
environment to the fusion systems, and

investigation from this

standpoint is able to clarify the role of containment systems for siting
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fusion systems. An internal standpoint means viewpoint from the inside
of the fusion systems to outside and investigation from this standpoint
is able to clarify the role of containment systems under normal and
abnormal conditions of fusion systems.
Since

containment

systems

are

introduced

to attain physical

separation and to apply the defence-in-depth principle, the role of
containment systems is clarified from these two standpoints as follows:

(1) From the external standpoint

(A) Physical separation between fusion systems and the environment

When systems with large potential hazards are established in the
social environment, the public must be protected against the hazards by
physical separation between the systems and the environment.

(B) Protection of fusion systems against external events

Fusion systems also have to be protected against external events.
The effects of external events on the systems are desired to be avoided
and minimized by the site selection and site design.

(2) From the internal standpoint

(A) Reduction of potential hazards under normal conditions

Potential hazards, which may arise in the absence of preventive
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measures, should be reduced as nuch as possible under normal conditions.

(C) Mitigation of RI release caused by internal abnormal events

The release of RI from the systems to the environment must be
mitigated by containment systems.

On the other hand, in order to achieve successful containment, it
is important to understand the following characteristics of fusion
systems (described in Chapter 3.2): (1) Fuel (tritium) is distributed
sporadicaly in fusion systems, (2) Gaseous tritium has high mobility,
(3) 14 Mev neutrons are generated by D-T fusion reaction, and (4)
Induced activities are generated by neutrons.
Figure A.3.1 shows the standpoints which are necessary to find the
requirements for containment systems. For the purpose of public safety,
containment systems of fusion systems should be constituted so as to
successfully achieve the requirements from the role and from the
characteristics of fusion systems.

3.

AN APPROACH FOR INVESTIGATING THE CONSTITUTION OF CONTAIH4ENT
SYSTEMS

Constitution of containment systems are investigated under normal
and abnormal conditions in fusion systems. Here, containment systems
are assumed to be composed of "containment boundary", "containment
function", and "containment area". In order to clarify the requirements
for containment systems, it is necessary to focus on tritium release
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The Purpose of
Fusion Systems Safety
Personnel

Public
External Standpoint

Physical Separation

Internal Standpoint
f

Normal Condition of
Fusion Systems
(Operating Mode)

Containment Systems
Abnormal Condition of
Fusion Systems
(RI Release Mode)

External Events

/

/

Characteristics of
Fusion Systems

Figure A3-1

Requirements for Containment Systems

through the boundary of fusion systems to a containment area.

The

boundary faced to the containment area is important for the
investigation. The boundary is defined as "the Boundary of Outermost
for the vacuum, fuel, breeder, and waste areas of the General
Descriptive Model (GOO" (chapter 3 ) , which is called "BOM" hereafter.
The containment boundary, containment area, and the BOM are indicated on
the GDM shown in Figure A.3.2.
The BOM is indicated by thick line in the figure. In order to
investigate the containment systems, it is important to see potential
hazards which will appear in whole operating conditions through the BOM.
The containment boundary is initially defined as a single boundary so as
to enclose the GDM. The area between the containment boundary and the
BOM is called containment area and has the required containment
functions to reduce potential hazards against the environment.
The study is performed in parallel working lines shown in Figure
A.3.3. The left line expresses the working flow of
containment

systems required under conditions and

the right

line

expresses the one for containment systems required under abnormal
conditions.

Finally containment systems have to be established to

satisfy both of the requirements from other safety functions for fusion
systems and from external standpoint.
The procedure is described as follows:
(1) To understand the characteristics of fusion systems.
The GDM was constructed to analyze the safety of fusion systems and can
be utilized for the study of containment systems. This boundary has to
be constructed in consideration of the maintenance for fusion systems.
(2) To classify operating modes.
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Figure A3-2

Relationship Among Containment Boundary,
Function, Area, and BOM.
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(8)
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Containment Functions

ill*
Establish

Containment Systems

Figure A3-3

Procedure for Establishing Containment Systems
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Operating modes must be sorted according to the requirements for normal
operation of fusion systems.
(3) To identify potential hazards under normal conditions.
Potential hazards which will exist in a containment area are identified
under normal conditions of fusion systems.
(4) To analyze phenomena caused by abnormal events.
In case of abnormal conditions of fusion systems/ phenomena which will
occur in a containment area are identified by the analysis of loss of
function and boundary failure of the GDM.
(5) To classify RI release modes.
The phenomena can be divided into several RI release modes by paying
attention to the energy to be released with RI.
(6) To identify potential hazards under abnormal conditions.
Potential hazards which will appear in a containment are identified in
each RI release mode.
(7) To constitute containment boundaries.
Containment boundary is characterized not so as to release RI to the
environment directly.

The boundary should be defined as a material

boundary.
(8) To constitute containment functions.
Containment functions are determined to reduce potential hazards in each
RI release mode.
(9)

To integrate the requirements from the analysis of other safety

functions of fusion systems and external standpoint.
(10) To establish containment systems.
The desirable concept of containment systems is established through the
procedure.
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4. CONSTITOTION OF CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Containment systems are constituted for normal conditions and
abnormal conditions of fusion systems on the basis of the role discussed
in section 2.

4.1 Constitution of Containment Systems under Normal Conditions

Here, to investigate the constitution of containment systems, the
following potential hazards of fusion systems under normal conditions
are considered.
- Tritium
- 14 Mev neutrons
- Induced activities
These three items are regarded as potential hazards under normal
conditions.

Containment

systems, therefore, are

required

to be

constituted so as to protect the public against these potential hazards.

(1) Constitution of a containment boundary for normal conditions

Tritium gas and induced activity in the air must be contained in a
containment area and isolated from the environment.

Therefore, a

containment boundary is required to form a "closed boundary" as a
boundary for substances.

This boundary has to be constructed in

consideration of the maintenance for fusion systems.
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(2) Constitution of containment functions for normal conditions

To reduce potential hazards in a containment area, such as
permeated and leaked tritium through the BOM, high energy neutrons, and
induced activities, the following functions are required:
- Radiation shielding function
Neutrons and gamma-ray have to be shielded.
- RI removing function
RI concentration in the containment area must be kept below the
controlled level. So, RI removing function is needed.
- Negative pressure control function
Tritium out-flow to the environment is prevented by keeping the pressure
in the containment area against the atmospheric pressure in order to
maintain the air flow from the outside into the containment area.
- Normal condition maintain function
Temperature and humidity must be kept at a constant level under the
normal conditions.

The main purpose of this function is to keep the

working environment comfortable for the personnel, but it also acts to
mitigate the effect of tritium release under abnormal conditions.
Containment systems under normal conditions are constituted by
boundary and the functions for

"RI release mode with neutrons

generation" shown in Table A.3.1.

4.2 Constitution of Containment Systems under Abnormal Conditions

In order to investigate the required functions for containment
systems, it is necessary to understand the phenomena caused by abnormal
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Table A3-1

Constitution of Containment Systems in Each RI Release Mode
Normal
Conditions

Systems State
—-—.
RI

with
without
Neutrons
Generation Knergy Release

Boundary
& Functions
Boundary

RI Containment
Boundary

Functions

RI Removing

Abnormal Conditions
with
with
Pressure
Temperature
Increase
Increase

with
Fire

with
Internal
Missile

Radiation
Shielding
Negative
Pressure
Control
Normal
Conditions
maintaining
Pressure
Suppression
Heat
Removal

W/.

Fire
Extinguishing

77777,

Preventing
Spread of
Fire
Internal
Missile
Protection
Required boundary and function

1
1j

!!

Boundary and function emphasized under
abnormal condition.

events in fusion systems in the containment area.
The following phenomena are necessary to be considered in the
containment area (see "function based safety analysis" in Chapter 5 ) .
- Temperature increase caused by the release of blanket materials
- Pressure increase caused by the release of cryogenics and blanket
materials
- Hydrogen fire caused by the release of tritium
- Chemical fire caused by the release of blanket materials and chemical
materials
-

Internal missile caused by the mechanical energy release from

rotational equipment such as turbine and circulating pumps
These phenomena are classified into the following five RI release
modes to make easy to consider the characteristics of each phenomenon.
1) RI release without energy release
2) RI release with pressure increase
3) RI release with temperature increase
4) RI release with fire
5) RI release with internal missile

(1) Constitution of containment boundary for abnormal conditions

A containment boundary is required to localize dispersed RI in
order

to prevent the spreading

radiological

contamination.

The

integrity of the boundary should be preserved against the load induced
by energy release.

This boundary has to be constructed not so as to

interrupt the operation and maintenance for fusion systems.
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(2) Constitution of containment functions for abnormal conditions

Containment systems must be required to provide the functions which
can prevent and mitigate abnormal energy release in a containment area
as well as RI release.
Abnormal phenomena in a containment area can be classified into
several RI release modes by focusing on the released energy from the
fusion systems under abnormal conditions.

This means that various

potential RI release modes are existing spatially in the containment
area.

Containment boundary and functions which are required for

containment systems in each RI release mode are shown in Table A.3.1.
A concept for containment systems can be obtained by integrating
all required containment boundaries and functions indicating in Table
A.3.1. The containment systems which are constituted in this way should
satisfy to maintain the release of radioactive substances to the
environment within recommended guidelines.
Another concept of containment systems can be obtained to establish
a containment boundary so as to limit the RI release modes in a
containment area in consideration of the difference of tritium inventory
and kind of energy through the fusion systems.

In this way, the

previous containment area enclosed by the outermost containment boundary
is divided into some small areas with associated containment boundaries.
Each containment area has the containment functions required in related
RI release modes. This concept of containment systems is here called
"partial containment systems".
Partial containment systems are not always required to have whole
containment functions in Table A.3.1, and can only have the containment
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functions corresponding to the ones required in the limited RI release
modes which are assumed to be appeared in the partial containment area.
Thusr partial containment systems can also limit the spread of the
contaminated area and prevent and/or mitigate the abnormal energy
propagation which might cause additional RI release from the fusion
systems.

The important point of partial containment systems is to be

able to minimize the required containment functions, this could be one
of rational ways for constitution of containment systems.
Containment functions are described as follows:
- RI removing function
This function is necessary in each RI release mode, and acts to mitigate
RI release to the environment.
- Negative pressure control function
This function is stressed for RI release modes, with pressure increase,
with temperature increase, and with internal missile. It does not mean
that the containment area must always be kept under negative pressure in
the case of pressure increase in a containment area and the rupture of
the containment boundary.

This function must be required rationally

based on the evaluation of the level of pressure increase and boundary
failure.
- Pressure suppression function
Pressure increase in the containment area might cause boundary failure
for containment boundary or the BOM of the GDM, pressure should be
suppressed.
- Heat removing function
Temperature increase in the containment area cause pressure increase and
tritium permeation through the containment boundary, so temperature
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should be decreased by a heat removing function.
- Fire extinguishing function
Hydrogen fire, including explosion, nay cause severe consequences to the
environment, so fire should be prevented.

If it would occur, it should

be extinguished as soon as possible.
- Fire spreading preventing function
Fire causes additional RI release from the other area of the GDM, so it
should be prevented before it spreads widely in the containment area.
- Internal missile protecting function
Internal missile may cause additional RI release from the other area of
the (DM by breaking the BOM, so it should be mitigated and localized the
propagation in the containment area.

In practice, system layout and

distance among components and devices in the containment area are also
inportant in order to prevent and/or mitigate the propagation of
internal missile.

(3) Practical means of containment boundary, area, and function

Table A.3.2 shows the description and practical means of
"containment boundary", "containment area", and "containment function".
In a design stage, containment boundaries are practically concreted as
walls of glove box, cell, building and so on.

Containment functions

will be designed corresponding to tritium clean up system

(TCS),

heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) system, and so on. The
performance of these boundaries and functions are characterized due to
the difference of RI release modes as follows:
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Table A3-2
Containment Systems
Containment boundary

Practical Means for Containment Systems
Description

• Closed boundary for
substances

Practical means
• Cell wall
• Glove box wall

• Static and Dynamic
boundary

• Building, room wall
• Isolation damper

Containment area

• Area surrounded by
containment boundary

• Working and operation area

Containment function

• Functions required to
maintain given condition
of containment area

• Tritium Clean up System (TCS)
• Heating, Ventilating and Air
Conditioning Systems (HVAC)
• Fire protection systems
• Radiation shielding
• Internal missile protection

(A) Rl release without energy release

The containment boundary is required to have air lightness not so
as to release tritium through this boundary in excess of guidelines.
Tritium in the containment area should be detritiated by the operation
of

TCS.

Negative pressure in a containment area should also be

maintained by HVAC system under normal operating condition.

In such

case, HVHC system should have the detritiation system which could be
installed in a bypass duct line.

(B) RI release with pressure increase

The integrity of containment boundary has to be kept to maximum
credible pressure assumed
condition.

in a containment area under abnormal

On the other hand, it can be considerable to open the

boundary so as to release the pressure to a secondary containment area
served as like a suppression chamber.

(C) RI release with temperature increase

The containment boundary has to stand the heat load caused by the
temperature rise in the containment area. Water spray cooling system,
for instance, could be useful to remove the heat.

(D) RI release with fire

As fire may lead to a severe radiological damage to the
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environment, the containment boundary should prevent the spread of fire
by characterizing as a fireproof wall. Fire protection system has to be
required in the containment area.

(E) RI release with internal missile

The boundary could be constructed to absorb the kinetic energy of
an internal missile.

An additional boundary could be constructed only

for an internal missile and then the boundary is not always required to
be a closed boundary.

4.3 Constitution of Containment Systems Against External Events

In order to constitute containment systems, the external events are
investigated briefly, below.
External events are divided into two categories: natural phenomena
and offsite man-made hazards. External events must be considered in the
design phase due to the site characteristics and site conditions.
External events which should be considered in the constitution of
containment systems are the following:

Natural phenomena
1) Earthquake
2) Typhoon
3) Heavy snow
4) Tsunami
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Offsite man-made hazards
1) Missiles including aircraft crashes
2) Explosions on nearby transportation routes
3} Accidents at neighboring plants
4) Sabotage

As

described

in

section

2,

from

the external

standpoint,

containment systems have the role of protecting fusion systems so as to
prevent an uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment in
excess of recomnended guidelines. Therefore, containment systems with
associated containment areas are required to protect the systems
important to safety, and to withstand against the credible loads caused
by external events. Failure of these systems may cause severe radiation
exposure to the public.

Containment boundaries and functions are

constituted so as to satisfy the above requirements and the integrity of
RI containment is required to be assured during and following the
external event.

5. DESIRABLE CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS FOR FUSION SYSTEMS

Through the study, the constitution of containment systems required
for achieving the role is discussed.

The concept of

desirable

containment systems is suggested as follows:

(1) Recommendation of partial containment systems

From an internal standpoint, the localization of various forms of
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released energy (for example, internal missile, fire, and so on.) is
found to be important to prevent and/or mitigate additional RI release
from fusion systems. On the other hand, various RI release modes exist
spatially in containment area due to the characteristics of fusion
systems. It may be better to constitute several containment boundaries
according to respective RI release modes in the area than to constitute
one containment boundary which is wrapping the functions for the related
RI release modes.

(2) Advantage of partial containment systems

(A) Partial containment systems can perform the role with just minimum
containment functions for associated RI release modes.

Therefore, by

constituting a "partial containment system" for respective RI release
modes, it is not always necessary to prepare whole functions listed in
Table A.3.1 for the whole containment area. If the containment boundary
establishes to limit the RI release modes, required functions in the
containment area are minimized by integrating only the necessary
functions in the respective RI release modes.
(B)

Partial containment systems can localize the radiological

contamination.

Isolation among containment areas, therefore, is

important for the prevention of spreading of contamination.

(3) Composition of boundaries and functions cinder normal and abnormal
conditions

Containment boundary and some functions are commonly required under
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normal and abnormal conditions, containment systems are, therefore,
constituted to cope with normal conditions as well as abnormal
conditions in consideration of their capacities.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The role of containment systems for fusion systems are investigated
from both an "internal" and an "external" standpoints.
From the internal standpoint, in order to discuss the requirements
for the containment system, the basic constitution of containment
systems is studied by defining the containment systems in terms of
"boundary" and "functions".
systems are

investigated

"abnormal" conditions.

for

The requirements for the containment
fusion systems under

"normal" and

From the external standpoint, the containment

systems for the fusion systems is constituted to protect fusion systems
from external events and to ensure the radiological safety for the
public.
As the results of this study, the following items are summarized as
means for containment systems to attain the role of containment systems.
(1) Under normal conditions in fusion systems, containment systems have
to provide the functions for tritium removing, negative pressure
control, and radiation shielding, and so on.
(2) Containment systems can be constituted based on the representative
six RI release modes for all conditions of fusion systems.
(3)

It is found to be important for the safety of fusion systems to

prevent abnormal energy propagation which might cause additional RI
release.

Partial containment systems are able to provide such
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functions.
(4)

Partial containment systems are recommended for fusion systems.

Partial containment systems can be constituted with minimum containment
functions.

7. FUTURE WORK

In this study, we discussed the role of the containment systems for
ensuring fusion systems safety and concluded that the concept of partial
containment was able to be recommended as containment systems of the
fusion systems.
Following items should be investigated to study the containment
systems concretely.

(1)

Clarification of partial containment systems from the internal

standpoint

(A) The amount and kind of radioactive substances and energy have to be
investigated, which will be released to the containment area in abnormal
events of fusion systems.
(B)
limit

The way of localizing partial containment boundaries which can
the RI

release modes spatially

has to be

investigated.

Quantitative study of RI containment performance for these containment
boundaries have to be performed.
(C)

Operational tritium release to the working environment has to be

clarified in order to define the containment systems required under
normal operations of fusion systems.
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(D)

The rational way of integrating the partial containment systems

which are required both under the normal condition and under abnormal
condition has to be investigated.
(E)

inherent behavior of tritium should be investigated in order to

contain tritium effectively in the containment systems.

(2)

The investigation of containment systems from the external

standpoint

(A) The constitution of containment systems against the external events
which were pointed out in this study has to be investigated.
(B)

The way of integrating rationally between the containment systems

from the internal standpoint and the ones from external standpoint has
to be investigated.
(C)

The investigation of criteria and guidelines for containment

systems is necessary.
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